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Abstract

Acoustic Resonance Characteristics of Rock and Concrete

Containing Fractures

by

Seiji Nakagawa

Doctor of Philosophy in Materials Science

University of California,

and Mineral Engineering

Berkeley

Professor Ronald Gronsky, Chair

In recent years, acoustic resonance has drawn great attention as a quantitative tool for

characterizing properties of materials and detecting defects in both engineering and

geological materials. In quasi-brittle materials such as rock and concrete, inherent fractures

have a significant influence on their mechanical and hydraulic properties. Most of these

fractures are partially open, providing internal boundaries that are visible to propagating

seismic waves. Acoustic resonance occurs as a result of constructive and destructive

interferences of propagating waves. Therefore the geometrical and mechanical properties

of the fracture are also interrogated by the acoustic resonance characteristics of materials.

The objective of this dissertation is to understand the acoustic resonance characteristics

of fractured rock and concrete. Chapter 2 and 3 show that the spatial distribution and the

elastic and viscoelristic properties of fractures in one-dimensional systems have a significant

effect on their resonance frequencies and the attenuation. A numerical code that simulates

the resonance of three-dimensional bodies containing fractures is developed in Chapter 4

and used to determine the anisotropic elastic moduli of rocks (Chapter 5) and the stiffness
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of a fracture in concrete (Chapter 6) from measured resonance frequencies. In Chapter 7,

the dynamic stiffnesses of concrete bridge columns are determined from their resonance

frequencies and good agreement with the changes in the static stiffness is found. Chapter 8

shows that a sheared fracture converts apart of normally incident P-waves to polarized S-

waves and vise versa, which can be used as a powerfid tool for detecting and measuring

shear stress on fractures. A sheared fracture is also shown to have a significant effect on

the velocity and particle motion of the waves propagating along the fracture (Chapter 9).

Chapter 10 unifies the effects of dynamic coupling (dilation) of a sheared fracture and wave

propagation and resonance in an infinite series of multiple parallel fractures in a dispersion

equation for anisotropic frequency-dependent wave propagation. This equation provides

complete solutions for elastic wave propagation in the media which includes such wave

phenomena as generalized Rayleigh-Lamb plate waves, fracture interface waves, and

acoustic resonances.

Ronald Gronsky, Professor, Department of Materials Science and Mineral Engineering

—
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General Introduction

1.1 Introduction

The mechanical and hydraulic properties of rock and concrete are significantly

influenced by fractures that range in size from millimeters in a single crystal and mineral

grains in rock to meters in infrastructure such as tunnels, buildings, and bridges. Fractured

materials typically exhibit decreased stiffness and strength. Slip along a fracture may cause

a catastrophic failure of a structure. A fracture also serves as a major conduit of fluid. A

large number of fractures in a reservoir rock can be a source of hydrocarbon production.

Cracking in a reinforced concrete structure may result in a short service life as corrosive

materials (water, oxygen, chloride ion, etc.) can e&ily access the steel reinforcement.

For a variety of reasons mentioned above, there is a great deal of interest in detecting

and characterizing fractures in rock and concrete. Most of the fractures that affect the

mechanical and hydraulic properties of materials are fully or partially open. Such fractures

are seismically visible depending on their compliance that arises from locally enhanced

deformation of the medium around the fracture (e.g., Pyrak-Nolte et al., 1990a).

1



2 1 General Introduction

Conventionally, propagating seismic waves have been used for detecting and

characterizing fractures. A propagating wave interacting with a fracture exhibits changes in

velocity, amplitude, spectral content, and direction of propagation. In most cases, the first-

arriving part of the observed waves is of interest, as relatively straightforward interpretation

can be made on the effect of the fracture on the characteristics of the wave. However in

many cases a wave measured in a medium including fractures contains complicated later-

arriving waves (seismic coda) that are expected to carry additional information about the

internal structure of the medium. This coda is essentially reverberation generated by

acoustic resonances within the medium due to waves being multiply reflected by fractures.

Therefore, an understanding of the acoustic resonance behavior of media containing

fractures is of great value for detection and characterization of fractures.

Acoustic resonance is a phenomenon wherein the dynamic response of a material

becomes significantly amplified under certain physical conditions. The amplified response

occurs for discrete frequencies (resonance frequencies) that constitute the “sound” or “tone”

of the medium if they are in audible range. Acoustic resonance is used for examining the

properties of materials and structures in daily life. For example, a physician taps on a

patient’s chest to examine his or her physical condition from the sound in the chest cavity.

A worker at a ceramics factory tries to determine if a piece of china contains any invisible

flaws from the tone it makes. These practices are based on the knowledge that changes in

material properties and structure result in different resonant characteristics. Qualitative

diagnoses are made by “hearing” the changes in the sound.

In recent years, many attempts have been made to use acoustic resonance as a

quantitative tool for determining material properties and diagnosing defects in both

engineering and geologic structures. A large number of infrastructures such as buildings,

bridges, and dams are suffering structural damage due to fractures caused by their extended

service time and natural seismic activities. For example, according to the statistics released

by the Federal Highway Administration, 24% of the nation’s bridges (7.5970in California)

were structural y deficient in the year of 1989 (Tarricone, 1990). Although the statistics are

now becoming old, the ratio of deficient structures is expected to have risen rather than

dropped during the past decade. Techniques based on acoustic resonance are among the

most promising as a cost effective non-invasive inspection method for assessing damage

and performance of the infrastructure. Resonant characteristics of structures have been

examined for deterioration of bridges (e.g., Mazurek et al., 1990) and dams (e.g., Olson

et al., 1990). On the other hand, locating and characterizing fractures in rock mass are also
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important in petroleum engineering, groundwater hydrology, and civil engineering.

Geologic structures often manifest themselves as thin slabs or blocks compartmentalized by

subparallel and intersecting fractures (Chemyshev and Dearrnan, 1991). Resonance of

such structures potentially provides valuable information about the geometry and

mechanical properties of these blocky rock masses.

The primary objective of this research is to understand the acoustic resonance

characteristics of fractured rock and concrete using a combination of laboratory testing and

numerical modeling. A fracture introduces an internal boundary that scatters and distorts

propagating waves. This distortion results in altered resonance frequencies and mode

shapes of the fractured rock mass.

For propagating waves, a fracture acts as a frequency-dependent filter that preferentially

passes low-frequency waves and reflects high-frequency waves (Schoenberg, 1980;

Pyrak-Nolte et al., 1990a). Many researchers have shown that a simple set of boundary

conditions called the displacement-discontinuity boundary conditions can be used for

modeling the. dynamic behavior of a fracture. The applicability of the model was

demonstrated numerically by Angel and Achenbach (1985) using a dynamic boundary

element method and experimentally by Pyrak-Nolte et al. (1990a). The model has been

used extensively for simulating a variety of wave phenomena. Bucket al. (1982) used the

model for examining the contact stiffness of fatigue cracks from transmitted and refracted

ultrasonic waves. Rehbein et al. (1982) used similar techniques to estimate contact

stiffness of the interface between metal couplers. Gu et al. (1996a, b) used the model for

examining the waves propagating along a fracture analytically and numerically using a

boundary element method. Nihei et al. (1998) examined the behavior of channel waves

propagating between parallel compliant fractures analytically and experimentally. Pyrak-

Nolte et al. (1990b) examined wave propagation in regularly spaced, multiple, parallel

fractures experimentally and Yi et aL(1997) simulated the anisotropic wave propagation due

to the fractures using the finite difference method. For the above examples, both the

stiffness of the fracture and the wave frequency showed a large effect on the behavior of

propagating waves.

Hesler (1995) showed the effect of fracture stiffness on the resonances of a fractured

one-dimensional system using the displacement-discontinuity model for the fracture.

Hesler’s results are analogous to the results obtained by other researchers including

Gudmundson (1982), Kam and Lee (1992), and Man et al.( 1994) for cantilever beams
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including cracks and notches: an increase in the compliance of a structure due to defects

decreases the resonance frequencies and alters the mode shapes. Hesler’s results are

significant because they show that the localized compliance that arises from the imperfect

contact between mating fracture surfaces (unlike open voids or notches like other

researchers) has a large effect on the resonances of fractured media that are similar to their

effect on the propagating waves.

This research extends Hesler’s work to the resonance of more general systems

including multiple fractures, elastic anisotropy, and three-dimensional geometry. The

research includes a determination of material properties such as elastic moduli and fracture

stiffness from experimentally measured resonances. Acoustic resonance is also used to

assess the damage due to fractures in concrete sub-structures.

1.2 Overview of this Work

This research examines the resonance characteristics of media such as rock and concrete

containing fractures. Following this chapter, Chapter 2 discusses the resonance

characteristics of fractured one-dimensional systems. Analytical and numerical methods are

employed to examine quantitatively the resonance behavior of a system including single and

multiple fractures. Attenuation due to fracture is found to have different effects from

dissipation of energy in an intact medium. Resonance behavior of finite and infinite, and

regularly and irregularly fractured systems are compared. An infinite system shows similar

resonance behavior as an equivalent finite system but the attenuation is larger due to

radiation of energy into the surroundings. Resonance of an irregular system is

characterized by spatial localization of vibration motion, especially for small fracture

stiffnesses.

Part of the results from Chapter 2 is demonstrated by laboratory experiments on

fractured rock bars in Chapter 3. Stiffness of the fracture is altered by applying axial stress

to the specimens through compliant plastic rings. Application of axial stress to the fracture

results in an increase in fracture stiffness, leading to an increase in resonance frequencies.

A specimen with a fracture injected with water and filled with attenuative material shows an

increase in attenuation for predicted resonance modes.

In Chapter 4, a numerical code that can simulate resonance of a three-dimensional

object including fractures and material anisotropy is developed based on the Rayleigh-Ritz

method. Spectral response of the mode (frequency response function, FRF) and mode
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shape of vibration for specified locations of the source and receiver are computed. The

code can also be used for determining anisotropic elastic moduli and fracture stiffnesses

from experimentally measured resonance frequencies. In subsequent chapters, the

numerical techniques developed in this chapter is used to simulate experimentally observed

resonances and to determine elastic properties of specimens.

One of the common characteristics of rock are its anisotropic elastic properties. Chapter

5 discusses the resonance of anisotropic rocks whose anisotropy arises from different types

of rock rnicrostructures. Both static and high-frequency dynamic behavior of the rocks are

measured to characterize the specimens. The numerical code developed in Chapter 4 is

used to determine the anisotropic elastic moduli of approximately transversely isotropic

rocks. The resulting elastic moduli are found to range between moduli from static and

ultrasonic measurements. The result may suggest a frequency dependent behavior of the

stiffness of the rocks due to compliant microcracks and grain contact. Mode shapes of the

resonances are also measured using a scanning laser Doppler vibrometer and their basic

agreement with the normalized simulations is confirmed.

Anisotropy in granite specimens in Chapter 5 is due to uniformly distributed

rnicrocracks in rock. For this microstructure, resonance of the medium could be examined

by approximating the compliance introduced by the rnicrocracks as a reduced bulk elastic

moduli. However, such an approach cannot be used if the medium contains a distinct

fracture. In Chapter 6, resonance of a concrete cylinder including a single through-going

fracture is examined experimentally and numerically. The stiffness of the fracture is

changed to see its effects on the resonance of the specimen. Measured and simulated

resonances for the fractured specimen show shifts in the resonance frequencies and

localized resonances as predicted in the analyses of Chapter 2. The numerical code is used

to determine the dynamic stiffness of the fracture from measured changes in resonance

frequencies. The inverted dynamic normal stiffnesses of the fracture show good agreement

with statically measured stiffnesses.

To apply the acoustic resonance technique to assess darnage and the effect of repair of

civil infrastructure, field resonance measurements on semi-site scale concrete bridge

columns are performed in Chapter 7. High-frequency stress wave measurements reveal the

distribution and difference in orientation of fractures in the directions normal and

perpendicular to the loading direction. However, due to the strong sensitivity of the wave

to compliant fractures, the repaired structures do not always show changes in their seismic
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signatures even though the stiffness and ultimate strength of the structures are significantly

improved. Measured resonance frequencies and attenuation show good correlations with

the measured changes in the static stiffness before and after the destruction and repair of the

structures. Dynamic stiffnesses of the structures are determined from measured resonance

frequencies and show good agreement with the statically measured stiffnesses. The results

demonstrate that the resonance of a fractured structure is a good indicator for assessing the

degree of damage and the effect of repair.

Throughout this research, the stiffness of a fracture plays an important role in

determining the dynamic behavior of materials and structures. Therefore it is important to

understand the fundamental properties for the stiffness of a fracture. In Chapter 7, the

dynamic behavior of a fracture subjected to shear stress is examined using propagating

seismic waves. Although the discussion is focused on propagating waves, these results are

equally important for the resonance of a medium including such fractures. A novel

discovery is made for conversion between P- and S-waves normally incident on a sheared

fracture during laboratory experiments. The observed conversions of waves are due to

dynamic dilation of fracture whose local contact stiffness is systematically redistributed by

an applied shear stress. The dilation behavior can be modeled by cross-coupling

components of fracture stiffness that are used for the displacement-discontinuity boundary

conditions. Transmission and reflection of seismic waves across a sheared fracture are

examined analytically and numerically using a dynamic two-dimensional boundary element

method. The results demonstrate distinct changes in the waves interacting with a sheared

fracture that can be used for detecting and potentially measuring shear stress on a fracture.

Beyond the seismic waves incident on a sheared fracture in Chapter 8, Chapter 9

discusses the behavior of interface wave propagation along a sheared fracture. A

generalized dispersion equation is derived for fracture stiffness with dilation components

(coupling fracture stiffnesses). The introduction of the coupling fracture stiffness changes

the phase velocities and particle motions for two possible types of fracture interface wave.

The changes in the particle motion are clearly visible as a phase lag between waves on

opposite sides of the fracture. The observed behavior of the fracture interface wave can be

used for detecting and characterizing shear stress on a fracture.

Chapter 10 discusses wave propagation in media that contain parallel, regularly-spaced

fractures. Unlike the discussion in Chapter 1 where only the one-dimensional case is

treated, a general dispersion equation for fully coupled P-SV-SH waves is presented.
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Waves propagating in the fractured system exhibit transversely isotropic behaviors due to a

large compliance in the direction normal to the fractures as is seen from the experimental

results in Chapter 5. Fractures in the system can have coupling stiffnesses as discussed in

Chapter 8. When the wavelength of the wave propagating in the system is comparable to

or shorter than the fracture spacing, both velocity surface and spectrum of the wave exhibit

distinct pass and stop band structures for the propagation direction normal to the fractures.

Such behavior is analogous to the results for one-dimensional systems (Chapter 1). Within

a stop band, the wave amplitude decays exponentially away from a source. As a result,

waves propagating parallel to the fractures localize near the source. At boundaries between

pass and stop bands, group velocity in the normal direction approaches zero, indicating that

the system is at resonance. It is shown that the general dispersion equation degenerates to

the SH-plate wave equation and Rayleigh-Lamb plate wave equations (Graff, 1975) for

vanishing fracture stiffness, and to a generalized interface wave equation that includes

results in Chapter 9 if the layer thickness is much greater than wavelength.

The final chapter summarizes important findings and conclusions in this thesis.

Suggestions for possible future research are provided as well.



Analytical Study on the Effects of
Fracture Properties on

One-Dimensional Resonance

2.1 Introduction

This chapter examines the acoustic resonance of one-dimensional systems containing

single and multiple fractures using analytic and semi-analytic methods. One-dimensional

resonance is often encountered in real situations. Some of the examples are the resonant

bar tests used for testing materials in laboratory, vertical vibration of structural beams,

reflections of seismic pulses in the impact-echo tests (Carino et al., 1986), and multiple

reflection of seismic waves normally incident on layered geological structures (Banik et al.,

1985a,b; Burridge et al., 1988). Understanding the resonance behavior of fractured one-

dimensional systems is not only beneficial for interpreting the resonance of the above

examples but also provides valuable insights to the resonance of more complicated multi-

dimensional systems.

The objective of this chapter is to develop basic understandings of the effects of single

and multiple fractures on the resonances of one-dimensional systems. The primary effects

are the shift of resonance frequencies, change in attenuation, and change in mode shapes

8
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that can lead to localization of vibration energy. These effects are related to boundary

conditions and mechanical and geometric properties of fractures such as stiffness, viscosity

(due to fluid and filling), number, and locations.

Dynamic behavior of a fracture has been modeled by the displacement-discontinuity

boundary conditions (Kendall and Tabor, 1971; Schoenberg, 1980; Pyrak-Nolte et al.,

1990a). The model has been successfully used for analyzing wave propagation across and

along a compliant interface between solid halfspaces. Frequency response functions

(FRF’s) of fractured systems were derived by a one-dimensional version of the propagator

matrix method (Kennett, 1983). Resonance in a one-dimensional system can be treated in a

relatively straightforward manner due to lack of mode conversions between propagating

waves (e.g., P-wave, S-wave, and surface wave). A concise summary of the propagator

method is given in Appendix A.

In the following discussion, the resonance of a finite system including fracture(s) is

first examined, followed by that of an infinite system. The relation between spectral

characteristics of waves propagating in the fractured infinite systems and resonance

characteristics of their finite counterparts are compared.

2.2 Finite System Including Single Fracture

2.2.1 Resonance frequency shift

The type of frequency response functions (FRF’s) used in this chapter is the mobility,

defined as the velocity response of a system against unit force excitation (e.g., Newland,

1989). A dimensionless mobility is defined by multiplying the mobility by the acoustic

impedance of the system. For a slender bar including a single fracture (Figure 2.1), an

analytic expression for the power of dimensionless source mobility (both source and

receiver located at the top) is derived as

~M, [2cos@0 sin@l -~cos(@O + @,)]z

= [2sin@0 sin@, -/3sin(@0 + $1)~ ‘
(2.1)

where co is the angular frequency. The derivation of Eq.(2. 1) is shown in Appendix B. /3

is the dimensionless acoustic impedance of a fracture defined by

(2.2)
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where ~ is the specific fracture stiffness and Z is the acoustic impedance of the intact

medium, and @Oand @l are the phase angles defined by

% = ~J$Jc> $,= fnLJc, (2.3)

where ~ and ~ are the lengths of the first and second segments in the bar, and c is the

velocity of the wave in the intact medium. Mobility at the bottom of the bar (receiver

located at the bottom) is given by (derivation shown in Appendix B)

B’
‘M* = [2sin@0 sin@, -psin(OO + @,)~”

(2.4)

For a high fracture stiffness, ~ in Eq.(2. 1) approaches infinity. Resonance occurs at

frequencies that satisfy sin(@O+ @l) =0. Therefore,

n=0,1,2,... (2.5)

where L = ~ + ~. If the stiffness of the fracture is low, resonances of the first segment

occur for sin(@O)= O, while the second segment resonates both for sin(@O)= O and

sin( @l) = O. Corresponding resonance frequencies are

colow n~=0,1,2,... (lst segment)
= :“ ‘on’

(2.6a)

a low= ~.qnor colO,v= ~.nz7c.
L 4

nl, n2=0, 1,2,...(2nd segment) (2.6b)

This result is particularly interesting because the second sets of solutions in (2.6b) indicate

that these modes are localized in the second segment of the bar. Figure 2.1 illustrates the

resonance behavior of a system consists of two segments separated by a fracture with

length ratio of Lo: Ll=l :3. The plot shows several modes that vanish in the first segment

for small fracture stiffnesses.

From Figure 2.1 it can be seen that the shift in the resonance frequency of each mode

occurs for a limited range of fracture stiffnesses. The center of the shift can be examined

by a “center resonance frequency” COCdefined as follows

........ ..>,.-— ._ ,—.— — --,—. .,-m. ---- .. -s- -.,-9*7.:Kr-----. -,7.> .3-: - ,m.T5-------- - -- -7?--- --
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F@re 2.2 The center resonance frequency, (OC,is defined by an average of resonance frequencies for an
infinitely stiff fracture and a zero stiffness fracture. The center fracture stiffness, KC, is defined as a
corresponding stiffness of the fracture stiffness-resonance frequency type curve of the mode.

‘high + ~low(JC = , a)high > CD,OW>
2

(2.7)

where ~,,i~,~and @lO,.are the resonance frequencies for infinitely high and low fracture

stiffnesses, respectively. The corresponding “center fracture stiffness” KC and impedance

ratio DC can be determined from a fracture stiffness-resonance frequency type curve for

each mode (Figure 2.2).

To understand the effect of the location of a fracture on resonance frequencies, a finite

1-D system of length L divided by a fracture into two segments is examined. The length

ratio between the segments is Lo: L I=mo:ml where molml is assumed to be a rational

number. An intact bar of length L and the separate segments (length Lo and L 1) have

/common resonance frequencies only at @~O,v= c LM~. n (n=(), 1,2, . . .. . M=mo+ml)

corresponding to every M th, m. ‘h, and ml th modes, respectively. As the stiffness of the

fracture decreases, the first M resonance frequencies of the initially intact bar (mode O to

mode M-1 ) decrease and become the first m. and ml modes of the separated segments.

These frequency shifts repeat every M th mode: all the n = i + M. j (i,j=O, 1,2,... .)th modes

shift by an equal amounts as the stiffness of the fracture decreases from infinity to zero.

For example, if a fracture is introduced in a bar such that Lo: L1=3:7, the resulting center

frequencies are obtained as in Table 2.1. In this table, only COC’Sfor j=O are shown

because the shift of resonance frequencies repeat cyclically for largerj’s. The last column
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in the table yields different PC‘s. Therefore, there are 10 different types of modes that are

distinguished by characteristic ~C’s. The resulting ~c’s (dimensionless) and PC’s are

plotted against dimensionless COCin Figure 2.3. This result also implies that if a fracture

separates a bar into segment lengths with a ratio that is not a rational number, an infinite

number of flo’sresult for the resonances of the system.

Table 2.1 Computation of Center ResonanceFrequency

I Intactbar I Block No.1 I Block No.2 I

1 n (o) (o) ?r/2
2 2X loz/7 * 12x17
3 3?r 20 n/7 * 2n+13@4
4 4Z * 10 X13 2z+5z13

151 57C I 30 n17 I* I 47c+9z/14
6 6X 40 ?c/7 * 47c+13z/7
7 7?r * 20 nj3 6z+5@6
8 8n 50 Z17 * 6z+llz/7I , ,

I 9 9Z I 60 z17 I
*

I 8z+llz/14

Note: The fundamental mode for an intact bar becomes one of the rigid body modes
(OIOWO)for separate segments. Center resonance frequencies cannot be obtained for m=O
(or n=lO*j, j=O,1,2,...) * modes as they do not show a resonance frequency shift.

:- 30 E.............!..............l..............i.A..'t. .. . ... .......... ......'

o lb ----~ , I I I t -1

Figure 2.3 The (a) center fracture stiffness ~. and (b) corresponding impedance ratios #c for the
resonancesof a fracturedbar. A fractureseparatesthe bar by a ratio of 3:7. There are 9 different/?C’sthat
yield 9 groupsof modes whichare distinguishedby the slope of ~ -o. plots.
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If a fracture is at the middle of the bar such that Lo= L 1=0.5 L, all the odd modes of an

intact bar have decreasing resonance frequency with decreasing fracture stiffness and form

pairs with even mode resonances. The even modes are not affected by the fracture.

Nobilities for the system are plotted for a range of frequencies and locations along the bar

in Figure 2.4. The dark lines in the plot show resonance peaks and the light curves show

nodes. Stiffness of the fracture is made dimensionless by the length L and the Young’s

modulus of the system E to yield a stiffness parameter b = W / NE, where N is the

number of fractures in the system (here, N= 1). Center resonance frequencies can be

obtained only for the odd modes as

()COC=:. 2k++ z (k=0,1,2...). (2.8)

From Eq.(2.4) and Hesler’s (1995) work, the following equation must be satisfied at

resonance

p.
2sin @O.sin @l

/?20.
sin(@O+ @l) ‘

(2.9)

For the case considered here, @O=@,from Eq.(2.3). BY introducing Eq.(2.8) into (2.9),

it is found that the resulting P‘s are identical for all modes ( /?C=1.0). Therefore the

corresponding Kc’s are exactly proportional to the mC’s.

2.2.2 Attenuation due to material damping and fracture viscosity

If a medium (intact part of the bar) is attenuative, it has a finite seismic quality factor Q.

For a finite Q, a phase term used in the propagator matrix (Appendix A) becomes complex

()(1)=: l+i~ ==(l+ig).
2Q C

(2.10)

Where < is the vibration damping ratio (e.g., Newland, 1989). Q can be either a constant

or a function of frequency. For a bar with a single fracture at the middle, the mobility

distribution in the bar is computed for a variety of Q’s (Figure 2.5, left half). The plot

shows that both even and odd mode resonances attenuate (width of the peak broadens) as

the attenuation of the system increases.
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If fluid is present in the fracture, attenuation of resonance occurs as a result of viscous

shear within the fracture. For a clean fracture with partial surface contact surrounded by

fluid, an adequate theological model would be the Kelvin-Voigt model (parallel spring and

dashpot model). Pyrak-Nolte (1990a) used the model to explain the viscoelastic effect of

fluid-filled fractures on transmitted seismic waves. The effect can be examined by defining

a complex specific fracture stiffness (Rokhlin and Wang, 1991)

K= Kr+iKi=Kr+iO.)q, (2.11)

where q is the specific viscosity of fluid. In many cases, however, q may not

correspond to the intrinsic viscosity of the fluid. This is because the resonance loss

mechanism of a fracture may have many causes such as damping due to a small amount of

clay at the contact surface (Su&-ez-Rivers, 1992) and local squirting of fluid out of

contacting asperities (Mavko and Nur, 1979; Dvorkin et al., 1995). Therefore, the q in

Eq.(2. 11) should be considered as a structural parameter of a fracture rather than the

intrinsic viscosity of the fluid. The effect of an increasing viscous component in fracture

stiffness on a single fracture system is shown in Figure 2.5 (right column). Viscosity of

the models is represented by the viscous relaxation time defined by a specific viscosity

normalized by the real part (elastic component) of the fracture stiffness. The fundamental

mode’s resonance frequency in an intact system ( b =CO)for these examples is assumed to

be ~0 = oO/2n=l 1.6kHz.(L=0.203m, p =2470kg/ms, and c=47 10m/see). Unlike an

intrinsic attenuation in the matrix (Q or ~), a viscosity of the fracture only increases the

attenuation of the odd modes. This effect can be explained by the difference in the

accompanying mode shapes of the resonances (Figure 2.6). For even modes, the fracture

is located on an anti-node of vibration. As the motions of the surfaces on the opposite

sides of the fracture are in-phase, the fracture has no effect on the attenuation of resonance.

Odd modes, on the other hand, experience the maximum effect as the fracture is located on

a node where the amplitude of the opening and closing motion of the fracture is the largest.

A close examination of Figure 2.5 reveals increases in the resonance frequencies of odd

modes with increasing viscosity. The changes in resonance frequencies and attenuation

with increasing viscosity are examined for a range of fracture stiffnesses. For this

purpose, the first and second odd modes (o1 and 02 modes, respectively) were used. In

Figure 2.7(a), each type curve represents a different fracture stiffness shown by the

dimensionless stiffness parameter b. When the stiffness of the fracture is high, an increase

in viscosity increases the resonance frequencies of a system with a large fracture stiffness.
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Figure 2.5 Computedmobility distribution in a finite bar with a single fracture at the middle. Fracture
stiffness is constant(b=lO). Increasein materialdamping(Q-1)attenuatesboth even and odd modes while
fracturedamping(Kelvin-Voigtmodel,viscousrelaxationtime 7=h/ ~) attenuatesonlyoddmodes.
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F@re 2.6 Mechanism for the selective attenuation of odd modes. For each mode pair, the odd mode
attenuates as it invokes a large relative motion between the surfaces of a fracture. The even mode, on the
other hand, does not cause any relative motion across the fracture as the fracture is located on the anti-node
of the resonance.
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Figure 2.7 Effect of viscosity on the resonance frequency and attenuation of the 1st and 2nd odd modes.
Resonance frequency and viscous relaxation time are normalized by the resonance frequency of the 1st mode
for an intact system ( @o). (a) Increase in viscosity for the high-fracture stiffness system increases the
resonance frequency while it decreases the resonance frequency for the low-fracture stiffness system. (b)
Attenuation maximizes at an intermediate viscosity. The location of the peaks shifts from high viscosity
(large relaxation time) to low viscosity for low fracture stiffnesses. At high fracture stiffnesses, attenuation
decreases without changing the peak relaxation time.
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On the contrary, resonance frequencies decrease for a system with a small fracturestiffness.

Further increase in viscosity in the low fracture stiffness system results in a vanishing

resonance peaks. When the viscosity becomes even larger, the resonance peak recovers.

The recovered resonance shows a higher frequency than the original system. Once the

peak is recovered, the resonance frequency monotonically increases with increasing

viscosity.

Attenuation behavior of the single-fracture system is also shown in Figure 2.7(b).

Quality factor Q and damping coefficient < are computed by the half-power method: Q is

computed from a ratio between the resonance frequency and the bandwidth of the

resonance peak with amplitude (power) greater than half-power of the peak (e. g.,

Newland, 1989). Each type curve shows a single peak. The slopes on both sides of the

peaks are 1 and -1 for the low-viscosity and high-viscosity sides, respectively. It should

be noted that the half-power method is not accurate for determining the damping coefficient

when the attenuation is large (typically, ~>0. 1) (Boubi6 et al., 1987).

2.3 Finite System Including Multiple Fractures

2.3.1 Resonance frequency shift and mode localization

The results obtained in the previous section are extended to a system including periodic

multiple fractures. The mobility distribution in Figure 2.8 shows changes in the resonance

frequencies and mode shapes in a system containing 9 fractures. Plots on the left side

represent constant fracture spacing and fracture stiffness. The resonance frequency shifts

in the periodic system (constant fracture spacing) with increasing fracture stiffness are

shown in Figure 2.9(a). From the discussion in the previous section, the difference in the

frequency shifts among the modes can be related to how close the fractures are located to

the nodes of each mode. Similar to the single fracture case, each 10 modes comprise a

single mode group. In these mode groups, the lowest order mode does not change

resonance frequency as its anti-nodes are located exactly on the fractures (i. e., they are

insensitive to changes in fracture stiffness). A group of resonance peaks is called a “pass

band” and a frequency range absent of resonance between adjacent pass bands is called a

“stop band” (Ziman, 1964; Hodges and Woodhouse, 1983). In a pass band, vibration can

propagate far from a source without attenuating. On the other hand, vibration attenuates

exponentially away from a source in a stop band. Such behavior is well known for waves

propagating in a regularly stratified heterogeneous media (Bedford and Drumheller, 1994).
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Figure 2.8 Computed mobility distribution in a finite bar with nine fractures. Dark lines show high
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Table 2.2 Fracture Spacings in Finite One-dimensional Systems

layer
number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Regular
system 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Irregular
svstem 0.081 0.119 0.087 0.158 0.098 0.113 0.084 0.113 0.117 0.032

When fractures are not regularly spaced, the resonance behavior of the system changes

dramatically. The right half of the Figure 2.8 shows the resonance of a system containing

9 fractures with simulated random layer thicknesses. The average fracture spacing of the

system is identical to the regularly spaced fractures. The thickness of the layers normalized

by the total length of the system is shown in Table 2.2.

For a system with intermediate fracture stiffness (b= KL/ NE=1O, N=9), the pass and

stop band structure is not evident. As can be seen from Figure 2.9(b), all the modes

experience changes in their resonance frequencies as the fracture stiffness is varied for the

irregular system in contrast to the regular system. However, modes that do not show

changes in resonance frequency for the regular system show relatively small frequency

shifts. When the fracture stiffness is further decreased (b= 1), the internal layers exhibit

locally enhanced resonances (Figure 2.8). This is the same phenomenon observed for a

single fracture system with different segment lengths.

The observed localization of resonance is due to perturbation of acoustic impedance in a

nearly periodic system, and is known as Anderson’s localization (Anderson, 1958). For

example, Hodges and Woodhouse (1983) showed that a system of a stretched spring with

masses attached to it exhibits strongly localized modes when a small perturbation in the

spacing between the masses is introduced into a regular system. Luongo (1992) also

showed that the axial vibration of a continuous beam with distributed restraining

longitudinal elastic springs exhibits localized mode shapes when a small perturbation in the

stiffness of the beam is introduced.

Mode shapes of resonances for regularly and irregularly spaced fractures are shown for

intermediate (Figure 2.10) and low (Figure 2.11 ) fracture stiffnesses (b=10 and b= 1,

respectively). The amplitudes of the mode shapes are normalized by the maximum

amplitude. Both regular and irregular systems’ modes exhibit discontinuities in mode
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shapes across fractures (locations of fractures are shown by vertical dotted lines) except for

the Oth, 10th, and 20th modes of the regular system. The continuous mode shape across

the fractures is realized as the locations of fractures coincide with anti-nodes of the modes

where no stress is introduced at resonance. As the mode shape of these modes is identical

to that of an intact system, resonance frequencies are not changed by the fractures.

For an intermediate fracture stiffness (b=lO, Figure 2. 10), mode shapes of the irregular

system become asymmetric and start to show locally enhanced amplitude for higher order

modes. For a very small fracture stiffness (b= 1, Figure 2.11), the higher order modes in

the irregular system are strongly localized. In the regular system, in contrast, amplitude of

mode shape is more or less uniform throughout the system.

2.3.2 Attenuation behavior

Attenuation due to the viscous behavior of a fracture in a multiply-fractured system is

shown in Figure 2.12. For the regularly fractured system, modes with a resonance

frequency that is insensitive to a change in the fracture stiffness are not affected by the

introduced viscosity. This behavior is analogous to the result in Section 2.2.2. In each

mode group, modes that exhibited a large frequency shift tend to show large attenuation.

This is because such modes involve a large opening and closing displacement across the

fracture surface that leads to large energy dissipation. For an irregular system, in contrast,

the systematic grouping and attenuation behavior of the modes are not evident. This is

because irregularly spaced fractures sample the nodes and anti-nodes of the mode shape

randomly, which makes their contribution to the attenuation approximately equal for all

modes.
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Figure 2.12 Effect of fracture viscosity on the resonance of a multiple fracture system. The FRF
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2.4 Resonance of a Delaminated Halfspace

Before discussing resonance of fractures in an infinite system, the effect of an infinite

boundary (halfspace) is examined by studying resonance of a delaminated layer on a half-

space. When the surface of a half-space is detached by a compliant interface (e.g., a

fracture), this system can resonate by a uniform dynamic load applied on the surface. For a

source and a receiver located on the surface of the delaminated layer (Figure 2.13), the

power of the dimensionless mobility is

~M* = W + 1%2$)) +B2+2Psin(2@),

2(1 – cos(2@)) + ~2 - 2/3sin(2@)
(2.12)

where M is the dimensionless mobility (complex FRF) and the superscript * represents its

complex conjugate. The derivation of Eq.(2. 12) is given in Appendix B. For the

delaminated layer of thickness ~, a phase angle @is defined by

(2.13)

From Figure 2.13, it can be seen that an increase in the fracture stiffness increases both

the resonance frequencies and attenuation. It is also noticed that the increases in the lower

order modes’ resonance frequencies and attenuation are greater than the higher order

modes’. To examine the mode dependent behavior of the resonance frequency shift, the

center resonance frequency WC (Figure 2.2) and corresponding KCand PC are examined.

When the stiffness of the fracture is very small, /3 approaches zero and Eq.(2. 12) becomes

~~*(K + O)=
1+ cos(2@o)

1– cos(2@o) “
(2.14)

This equation shows that peaks of the FRF (resonances) appear periodically in frequency

satisfying COS(2@O)= 1, or sin( 00) = O. This is a classical solution for the resonance of a

continuous slender bar with finite length (Graff, 1975). As the fracture stiffness increases,

the resonance frequencies increase and asymptote to frequencies that satisfy

tan(2@O)= –2@0. This condition is found by searching for local maxima (resonances) of

Eq.(2. 13) with a large ~. Simultaneously, attenuation of resonance increases and, for an

infinitely high fracture stiffness, the mobility, becomes constant (=1) for all frequencies.
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resonances of the delaminated halfspace. Kcincreases in proportion to the @c (or normalized frequency @c
), which results in approximately constant & for all modes. flc asymptotes to 0.732 for the high order
modes.

Figure 2.14(a) and (b) show the center resonance frequencies OC’Sand corresponding

KC’sand PC‘s. It can be seen that the shift of resonance frequencies occurs for similar

impedance ratios that asymptote to a constant (=0.732) for higher resonance frequencies.

This indicates that the shift of a higher order mode resonance occurs for proportionally high

fracture stiffness.

Attenuation of the resonances in the delaminated layer is due to the radiation of wave

energy across the fracture. Therefore, the magnitude of attenuation is determined by the

transmission coefficient of the fracture. The seismic quality factor Q and the damping

coefficient ~ are defined as a ratio between energy dissipated in a single cycle of vibration

( AE) and the total energy ( E: sum of strain energy and kinetic energy) in the system as

(2.15)@ .2<=&$.

To derive an analytic expression for the damping parameters, vibration in the system is

decomposed to waves traveling downward and upward in the delamination and halfspace

(Figure 2.15). A time-averaged flux of wave energy escaping from the system is

2 (/?s)2F. = ;PC(O U~ , (2.16)
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Figure 2.15 Decomposition of vibration to upgoing and downgoing wave components. Amplitudes of
the decomposed waves are used to derive expressions for time-averaged wave fluxes. The total energy of
vibration is computed by integrating the fluxes of upgoing and downgoing waves in the delamination over
travel time t=L/c and the energy loss across the fracture is computed from the downgoing flux integrated
over a single period (2 ?17/@).

where u~‘h) is the displacement of the downgoing wave in the halfspace. During a single

cycle of vibration, the amount of the escaping energy is

(2.17)

The total energy of vibration in the delaminated layer is also obtained from the fluxes of the

waves in the system. The fluxes of the downgoing and upgoing waves are

F~ = ;PC02 U~ 2, FU = ;pC@2 UU2, (2.18)

where u~ and UUare the displacements of upgoing and downgoing waves, respectively.

The energy of vibration in the layer of length L equals the total energy by a flux for a period

of Z/c (c is the phase velocity of the waves). Therefore, the total vibration energy is

E=(F~+FU) .:=jpcaf(lu,l’ +lu”f)-;.

Displacements are related to each other by

I (~)1= lT@dl,u“ = p?]Ud, Ud

(2.19)

(2.20)
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where T and R are the transmission and reflection coefficients. By introducing

expression (2.20) into (2. 17) and (2. 19) with a relation IR12= 1– \T~, the Q and ~

computed by

2-Y’:=(1+2LW.
Q=+= p’1

In the above expression, the phase angle @= oL / c. T is the transmission

fracture for a normally incident wave given by (e.g., Schoenberg, 1980)

T=~
l+i~’

(2.21)

the

are

coefficient of a

(2.22)

where ~ is the impedance ratio of a fracture defined by Eq.(2.2). Eq.(2.21 ) can be

rewritten as

(2.23)

The above expression reveals that attenuation decreases monotonically with increasing

frequency.

Comparison between analytically determined Q’s using Eq(2.23) and Q’s measured

from the source mobility (Eq.(2. 12)) using the half-power method is shown in Figure

2.16. The slight difference between the analytic and measured Q’s for large attenuation is

due to the inaccuracy of the half-power method.
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2.5 Infinite System Including Finite Number of Fractures

2.5.1 Transmission and reflection coefficients

When the finite fractured system discussed in the Section 2.3 is embedded in an infinite

one-dimensional medium, vibration inside the system attenuates even in the absence of

material and fracture damping because of the radiation of vibration energy into the

surrounding halfspaces. The seismic behavior of such a system is particularly interesting

for characterizing a zone of parallel fractures in a geologic unit. Multiple parallel fractures

are common features found in almost all rock types, including igneous, sedimentary, and

metamorphic rocks. For example, Figure 2.17a shows multiple parallel fractures observed

in a sandstone basin by Laubach (1991). Figure 2. 17b is a sketch of parallel fractures in a

basalt unit by Peterson et al. (1993). Peterson et al. examined characteristics of seismic

waves transmitting through fractures between boreholes and demonstrated that changes in

the waveform can be modeled by the displacement-discontinuity boundary conditions with

good agreement.

A wave normally incident on a zone of parallel fractures is multiply scattered within the

fractured zone, changing its velocity, amplitude, and spectral characteristics. These

changes are expected to have a close relation with the resonance of a finite system. To

study this effect, the finite fractured systems examined in Section 2.3 are embedded in an

infinite medium (Figure 2.18) and responses of the systems to steady state waves were

examined using the displacement transfer function of the system. A displacement transfer

function is defined by a displacement spectrum of transmitted or reflected waves

normalized by a displacement spectrum of incident waves. The propagator matrix method

was used to compute the transfer function. Computed transfer functions for transmitting

and reflected waves are essentially the transmission and reflection coefficients of the

fractured zone, respectively. These, in turn, are the spectra of the transmitted and reflected

waves for an incident impulse.

Transmission and reflection coefficients of regularly and irregularly fractured zones are

shown in Figure 2.19. The stiffness of the fractures is identical to the medium stiffness

case (b= 10) for a finite fractured system used in the previous section. The transmission

and reflection coefficients have a complementary relation (T2+R2=1) as the total energy of

the waves has to be conserved. As can be seen from the plot, the regular system exhibits
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Figure 2.17 Examples of multiple parallel fractures observed in the field.
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Figure 2.18 Schematics for regularly and irregularly spaced fractures embedded in an infinite medium. A
wave is incident on the fractured zone from infi”nitedistance. Transmitting waves and reflected waves are
computed and examined for their velocities and spectral characteristics.
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Figure 2.19 Transmission (T) and reflection (R) coefficients of (a) regularly and (b) irregularly spaced
fractures. IT12and IR12are complementary (lT12+lRl~l) as the energy of the wave has to be conserved.
Regularly spaced fractures show distinct pass and stop bands. The band structures are not clear for the
irregularly spaced fractures.

distinct pass and stop bands that are not evident in the irregular system. As shown in

Figure 2.20, the transmission coefficients of the fractured zone have a close relation to the

FRF of the finite systems. The most significant feature is that the structure of the pass and

stop bands for the fractured zone is identical to those for the finite system. This indicates

that changes in the spectral characteristics of a wave propagating through a zone of

fractures reflect resonance characteristics of the internal fractures.

2.5.2 Spectrum of the first-arriving pulse

The power spectra of the first-arriving part of the transmitting pulses are shown in

Figure 2.21 along with their phase and group velocities in Figure 2.22. The phase and

group velocities are computed from the phase spectra of the wave as follows

phase= ‘Itphase ~ Cgroupc = ‘Itgroup ~ (2.24)
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Figure 2.20 Comparison of FRF’s (power of mobility for finite system and power of transmission
coefilcient for an infinite system) for finite and infinite systems with 11 fractures. Frequency is normalized
with an average fracture spacing AL=O.lL (L= thickness of the fractured zone) and an intact material
velocity. The stiffness of the fractures is constant (b=lO). Both regular and irregular systems show strong
correlation between the pass and stop band structures for the finite and infinite systems.
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Figure 2.22 Phase and group velocities for the first-arriving pulse through regularly and irregularly
spaced fractures. The velocites were computed from phase spectra of the pulses. For both cases, velocities
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small with increasing frequency. ,
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where L is the thickness of the fractured zone, and tp,la~eand tgroUPare the phase and group

time delays of the pulse between a source and a receiver computed from

e de
t =—, tgroup=—phuse

(l) da ‘
(2.25)

where 6 is a phase spectrum of the transmitting pulse.

As can be seen from the plot, the spectral amplitude of the transmitting pulse decreases

monotonically with increasing frequency. Phase and group velocities, on the other hand,

are the slowest at zero frequency and increase with increasing frequency. This is caused by

the accumulation of the frequency-dependent time delay across each fracture (Pyrak-Nolte

et al., 1990b). Due to the filtering effect of the fractures, amplitude spectra for both regular

and irregular systems decrease monotonically with increasing frequency.

2.5.3 Coda spectrum

Strong multiple reflections within a fractured zone in an infinite medium can be studied

by examining the spectrum of seismic coda for a time-domain impulse response. Figure

2.23 shows impulse responses and coda spectra for the regular and irregular systems. A

transmitted pulse for the regular system exhibits much larger energy than the irregular

system while the reflected pulse for the irregular system shows more energy than the

regular system. This can be interpreted as a time-domain realization of Anderson’s

localization; perturbation of the acoustic impedance in an irregular system prohibits the

propagation of the waves. It can be seen that for the regularly spaced fractures, both codas

for transmitted and reflected waves have similar band structures as those for the entire wave

train of the transmitted waves. Although the irregularly spaced fractures do not show clear

band structures, locations of peaks in the coda spectra are identical to those observed for

the transmitted waves. These results indicate that the coda part of the waves are generated

by resonances within the fractured zone that radiate the vibration energy to the surrounding

halfspaces. One marked characteristic of the coda spectra for the regular system is that

there are distinct peaks (resonances) in the spectra at boundaries between pass and stop

bands. This phenomenon is further examined in the following section.
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Figure 2.23 Time domain impulse response and spectra of the coda (as indicated in the diagrams) for (a)
regularly and (b) irregularly spaced fractures. From the waveforms, it can be seen that the irregular system
reflects more wave energy than the regular system. (a) The spectra of the transmitted and reflected wave
codas for the regular system have pass and stop bands that are similar especially for high frequencies. (b)
Although the band structure is not clear, coda spectra are similar for transmitted and reflected wave codas.
These results indicate that the coda (for both reflected and transmitted waves) is the resonances of the
fractured zone that radiates the vibration energy into surrounding half spaces. Some of the corresponding
peaks (and valleys) for the irregular system are labeled for comparison with Figure 2.19(b).
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2.6 Infinite System Including Infinite Number of Regularly

Spaced Fractures

2.6.1 Derivation of dispersion relation

In this section, one-dimensional wave propagation in a medium with an infinite number

of regularly spaced fractures is examined. This is a limiting case of wave propagation in a

multiply fractured system. Wave propagation in an infinite system with welded alternating

layers has been studied by many researchers including Brillouin (1953), Rytov (1956), and

Helbeig (1984). By taking advantage of structural periodicity, displacement and traction,

an infinite system can be analyzed using a unit cell that consists of a minimum unique

sequence of alternating layers with different acoustic impedances (e. g., Bedford and

Drumheller, 1994). The method used for analyzing the wave propagation in impedance-

contrast periodic structures is applied for fractured periodic systems to derive a dispersion

relation of waves.

Using the propagator method and the displacement-discontinuity boundary conditions

for a compliant interface, particle displacement of a steady state wave in an infinite medium

with regularly spaced fractures is derived as follows.

Displacement of one-dimensional waves propagating in an intact segment is described

by

U(Z) = Aei(&-o’) + Be-i(k+@’), (2.26)

where k is the wave number and o is the angular frequency of the wave. The stress is

obtained from Eq.(2.26) by applying the spatial derivative as

o(z) = icoZ(Aei(k-@’)– Be-i(k+@’)), (2.27)

where Z is the acoustic impedance of the intact medium. These expressions are valid

within each segment but do not describe the global behavior of the wave, Expressing a

wave number for the global (or effective) wave propagation in a single direction by ~, the

above expression can be rewritten as

i(iz–ox)
U(Z) = U(z)e

i(.&-OX)
a(z) = T(z)e ,

(2.28)

(2.29)
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in which,

U(z) = Aei~-z + lle-i~+z

T(z) = icoZ(Aei~-z– lile-i~+z).

(2.30a)

(2.30b)

where

K’=k+~, K-=k–it. (2.31)

Eq.(2.30a) and (2.30b) are independent of time. Applying Floquet’s theorem (Floquet,

1883; Brillouin, 1953) requires that U(z) and T(z) be periodic functions of layer thickness

AL, so the following relations are satisfied

U(AL + 0+)= U(o+) (2.32a)

T(AL+O+)=T(O+). (2.32b)

The displacement-discontinuity boundary conditions at z= AL are

T(AL+O+)= K(U(AL+O+)- U(AL+O-)) (2.33a)

Z’(AL+O+)= T(AL+O-). (2.33b)

Using Eq.(2.32a) and (2.32b), Eq.(2.33a) and (2.33b) become

2-(0+)= lc(u(o+) - U(AL+ o-)) (2.34a)

Z’(O+)=T(AL+O-), (2.34b)

respectively. By introducing the Eq.(2.30a) and (2.30b) into Eq.(2.34a) and (2.34b), the

following matrix equation is derived

[

1– eiK-w

]{ 1–1 + e-iK+ti A
P(1 - eiK-M)- 2i B(1 - e-i~+w)+2i ~ =0

(2.35)

where ~ = 2 ~/oZ is the impedance ratio of a single fracture. The condition for a non-

trivial solution to exist is satisfied by equating the determinant of the matrix to zero, which

yields

( )- {-t%w)}COSk – cos(kAL) 1 (2.36)
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This is a dispersion equation of the waves propagating in a regularly-spaced infinite one-

dimensional fractured medium.

2.6.2 Limiting behaviors of velocities

When stiffness of the fractures approach infinity (high fracture stiffness limit),

Eq.(2.30) becomes

()COSi~ = cos(kAL) (2.37)
,.

“ Cphase. . = ;group = c . (2.38)

Therefore, the wave velocity becomes that of an intact medium.

When the frequency of wave approaches zero (static limit), a Tayler series expansion of

Eq.(2.30) becomes

,.(W’,(W’_..=l_ (k&L)’+ (kA.L)’

{

kAL kAL (kAL)3 +

2! 4!
—.....—— ——

2! 4! 1......
2b 1! 3!

(2.39)

where b is defined by

The first order terms of the expression are

(iM)’= (kM)’ (kM)’—

2–2–2b

(2.40)

4.“.&=k AL 1+;.

Therefore, the phase velocity is

IF
tphme= c 1+;. (2.43)

(2.41)

(2.42)

The group velocity is obtained by taking the derivative of Eq.(2.42) with respect to coas



IFtgroup= c 1+;,
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(2.44)

which is identical to the phase velocity. Both velocities are related to a static stiffness of the

fractured system as follows

(2.45)

(2.46)

where M is the elastic modulus. Eq.(2.46) shows that the compliance of the system

derived from a zero-frequency limit of velocities is equal to the static compliance that is

given by a sum of the compliance in the intact medium and the fractures (i.e., the Backus

average).

2.6.3 Phase and group velocities

The phase (or the wave number)-frequency relation given by the dispersion equation

Eq.(2.36) is shown in Figure 2.24(a). The dimensionless fracture stiffness is assumed to

be b= KAL / E=1O. Only real solutions are shown as an imaginary term in a complex

solution leads to exponential decay of the wave. Therefore, frequency bands devoid of real

solutions are the stop bands that prohibit propagation of waves. Figure 2.24(b) shows

phase and group velocities of the wave computed from the dispersion relations. Within

each pass band of the infinite system, phase velocity shows weak negative dispersion while

group velocity shows both positive and negative dispersion that becomes zero at

boundaries between the pass and stop bands.~ As a wave with zero group velocity is a

standing wave, this indicates that the system resonates at these frequencies.

For a system with a finite number of fractures, phase and group velocities are computed

from the phase spectra of the transmitting waves. By comparing Figure 2.25 with Figure

2.24, it can be seen that the 10-layer (1 l-fracture) system has similar dispersion behavior

as the system with an infinite number of fractures. For a regular finite system, the group

velocity approaches zero at pass and stop band boundaries. This result verifies that the

peaks in the coda spectra in Figure 2.23 are indeed resonances caused by the periodicity of

the structure in the system. The irregular system also shows sharp decrease in group

.....
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velocites at the boundary between large and small transmission coefficient ranges, which

implies that the system is close to a resonant state.

[Infinite regular fractures]
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Figure 2.24 Dispersion in a regularly spaced infinite series of fractures. In Figure 2.22(a), only the real
solutions of the dispersion equation are shown as a complex solution cannot propagate in an infinite
system. Regions where the real solution exists are the pass bands (all energy propagates without
attenuating). The shaded regions where no real solution is found are the stop bands. (b) In each pass band,
the phase velocity shows a negative dispersion (velocity decreases with increasing frequency) while the
group velocity exhibits both positive and negative dispersions, with zero velocity at the boundaries between
the pass and the stop bands.
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Figure 2.25 Dispersion in regularly and irregularly spaced finite fractures. The regular system exhibit a
similar dispersion behavior as the infinite system. The peaks and valleys of group velocity within pass
bands are due to the finite number of fractures. The valleys essentially corresponds to the resonances of the
finite system. At boundaries between pass and stop bands, there is a sharp decrease in the group velocity.
These corresponds to the peaks in the coda spectra observed in Figure 2.23. Small group velocity indicates
that the wave in the system is becoming a standing wave (wave with zero group velocity) and the system is
near resonance. Although the pass and stop band structures are not clear, the irregular system also shows a
sharp decrease in the group velocity at ph.ssand stop band boundaries.
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2.7 Summary

This chapter has discussed the effects of fractures on the resonance characteristics of

finite and infinite one-dimensional systems.

It has been shown that an impedance ratio between a fracture and intact medium ~ is

the controlling parameter for both resonance frequency shifts and attenuation due to

theological and radiation damping. This result provides the link between the resonance

characteristics and the mechanical properties of the fracture. For finite fractured systems,

the relative locations of the fracture and the nodes of vibration modes are shown to have

significant effects on the resonance frequency shift and the attenuation of the resonance.

Due to mismatched locations of fractures and vibration nodes and antinodes, resonances of

a medium containing irregularly spaced fractures can spatially localize the modal energy

between the fractures. These results potentially provide valuable knowledge for detecting

and locating fractures in geologic structures built in the subsurface and above ground.

Particularly, localized resonance can be a powerful diagnostic tool for detecting motions of

a rock mass that is isolated within the structure by fractures.

For interpreting seismic waves propagating through multiple parallel fractures, both

regularly and irregularly spaced fractures were embedded in an infinite medium. Computed

transmission and reflection coefficients showed that the pass and the stop band structures

were identical to those in the FRF of the finite systems. An important implication of this

result was that by examining transmission coefficient and reflection coefficient spectra of

propagating waves, the resonance characterisitcs of the embedded fractured system can be

determined. From the determined resonance characteristics, properties of the fractures

(stiffness of fractures, spacings, etc.) might also be determined.

Another important implication is the relation between resonances (standing waves) and

propagating waves. In a multiply fractured system, distinction between a propagating

wave and a resonance in the system becomes obscure. If a finite system containing

fractures is embedded in an infinite medium, perfect resonance (without attenuation) cannot

occur due to radiative loss of the energy into surrounding halfspaces. On the other hand,

propagating waves show large group time delays and attenuation due to multiply reflected

and trapped energy between fractures. Whether wave propagation or resonance dominates

the system is determined by the stiffness’ of the fracture. Perfect wave propagation occurs

for infinite fracture stiffness (welded interface) and perfect resonance occurs for zero
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fracture stiffness. For intermediate fracture stiffnesses, resonances of a system can be

identified from sharp decreases in group velocities. Therefore, by examining such

characteristics in a wave spectrum, the internal structure of a fractured medium can be

determined.

This chapter also presented an analytic expression for the dispersion relation associated

with an infinite series of regularly spaced fractures. The dispersion relation predicted both

pass and stop band structures in the wave spectrum. Within each pass band, a wave

propagated at a reduced velocity without attenuating. The group velocity of the wave

approached zero at boundaries between pass and stop bands. At these frequencies, the

behavior of waves in the system change from that of propagating waves to standing waves.

Many of the above results indicate that acoustic resonance can be used to identify the

internal structure of fractured solids. However, for quantitative detection and

characterization of fractures, further research should be performed to incorporate the results

from this study into techniques such as modal analysis utilizing the finite element method

(FEM). The FEM has become a common technique to locate a defect or fracture from

resonance with recent advent of computer technology. For example, Cawley and Adams

(1979) used the shifts in the resonance frequencies of a structure to determine the location

of damage with a finite element model. However, the use of the numerical model without

understanding the underlying mechanics may lead to inaccurate or incorrect results. With a

basic understanding of the effect of fractures, information contained in the measured

resonances can be utilized to their full extent.

In the following chapter, some of the results obtained in this chapter for a finite system

including a single fracture will be demonstrated by laboratory experiments using resonant

bar tests on thin rods of rock. Resonance and wave propagation in periodically fractured

media is revisited at the end of this thesis for the case of multi-dimensional wave

propagation in fractured media.
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Resonant Bar Test on
Fractured Rock

3.1 Introduction

The resonant bar test has been conducted to measure the elastic and attenuation

properties of rock and concrete in laboratory for decades. It is sometimes preferred over

ultrasonic transmission tests for several reasons. Among these reasons are the relatively

low frequency range employed for the tests (l IcHz- 100kHz) that is close to the range used

for borehole acoustic logging of geological structures and the accuracy of the method in

determining attenuation properties (Boubi6 et al., 1987). Most resonant bar tests,

however, are conducted to assess the resonance of intact and homogeneous specimens. As

rock and concrete generally contain fractures at many scales, treating a specimen with a

fracture as a homogeneous medium may lead to erroneous material properties. Therefore,

it is important to understand the effect of fracture properties on the resonance of bar

specimens. Furthermore, for detecting and characterizing fractures in situ, dynamic

properties of a fracture under a variety of conditions are required. Using a resonant bar

test, low-frequency mechanical properties of fractures can be examined in the laboratory.
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Hesler(1995) examined theresonance ofrockspecimens containing fractures. The

specimens used by Hesler were rock cylinders containing healed natural fractures and rods

of engineered materials such as plexiglass and aluminum with a notched cross section and a

glued interface between the two intact pieces. A similar experiment was conducted by

Bamnios and Trochidis (1995) using longitudinal and vertical vibrations of a cantilever

beam with a notched cross section. The notched and glued cross sections provided a

strong acoustic impedance contrast in the specimens that altered resonance frequencies and

mode shapes significantly. By applying the displacement-discontinuity boundary

conditions used for modeling wave propagation across and along a compliant interface

between two elastic halfspaces (Kendall and Tabor, 197 1; Schoenberg, 1980; Pyrak-Nolte

and Cook, 1987), Hesler developed a simple equation deriving the effect of fracture

stiffness on the resonance frequencies of fractured bars.

It is well known that the stiffness of a fracture increases significantly with application

of normal stress due to the increase in the contact between surface asperites (Greenwood

and Williamson, 1966; Goodman, 1976; Brown and Scholz, 1985). Therefore a fracture

in situ exhibits stiffnesses ranging from zero (open fracture) to infinity (welded fracture).

In order to study the effect of fracture stiffnesses on resonance, a range of stresses have to

be applied to the fracture. Resonant bar tests are usually conducted on specimens under

atmospheric pressure. To test a specimen under high confining pressure similar to field

conditions, an elaborate testing setup and corrections of obtained results are required (Lucet

et al., 1991), including the use of compressed Helium gas to minimize the acoustic

coupling between a specimen and its surrounding media.

The focus of the experiments performed in this chapter is on the effects of fracture

properties on the resonances of rock bars. As the stiffness of a fracture created

perpendicular to a rod specimen can be changed by applying an axial load, only uniaxial

compression is necessary to observe the effects of fracture stiffness on resonances.

Vibrations inside the specimen are isolated by compliant plastic rings attached to the ends of

the rod. Due to the large acoustic impedance contrast between the specimen and the rings,

boundary conditions for the resonance become approximately stress-free. Because the

boundary conditions are only approximately stress-free, fracture stiffness on resonance

frequencies are not exactly predicted by the theory developed in Chapter 2. However,

these results do show basic agreement with the theory presented in the previous chapter.
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3.2 Experimental Setup

3.2.1 Sample description

The resonance tests were conducted on thin rods of plexiglass, aluminum, and rock

(Sierra White Granite and Berea Sandstone). The rod specimens were 32.8cm in length

and 5.08cm in diameter. The granite specimen contained a large number of microcracks

that were aligned roughly parallel to a single plane. Detailed measurements on the granite

will be shown later (Chapter 5). The sandstone specimen contained bedding structures that

were visible as thin, red stained layers, possibly iron oxide formations. These

microstructure lead to transversely isotropic elastic properties of the rocks. In preparing

the specimens, the rods were cored perpendicular to the plane of anisotropy (microcrack or

bedding planes) and oven-dried at 103 “C for at least 48 hours before the tests. Static and

high-frequency dynamic properties of the specimens are shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Static and Dynamic Properties of Specimens

dynamic dynamic static static

specimen density Young’s Poisson’s Young’s Poisson’s
modulus ratio modulus ratio

aluminum 2.70 kglmq 71.7 GPa 0.34 70 GPa 0.35

plexiglass 1.18 kg/mq 6.17 GPa 0.33 4.19 GPa 0.36

Sierra White 2.62 kglms 19.9 GPa ;::em;d 21.1 GPa 0.038
Granite (ovendried)
Berea 2.10 kglms 9.22 GPa 0.066 9.36 GPa 0.055
Sandstone (ovendried)

(. I

Note: Static Young’s moduli were determined from the initial slope of the stress-strain curves at
OMPa axial stress after a single cycle of load was applied to the specimens. Dynamic Young’s
moduli were determined from ultrasonic transmission tests using lMHz sources. For the granite
specimen, the dynamic Poisson’s ratio was assumed to be zero to obtain the Dynamic Young’s
modulus from the P-wave modulus. This was done because the elastic properties of the rock could
not be properly determined from the P- and S-wave velocities due to the strong elastic anisotropy.
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3.2.2 Free vibration test setup

Conventional free vibration tests were conducted to measure the resonance frequencies

and attenuation of rod specimens without confinement. The specimens were held in

styrofoam rings to isolate the vibration (Figure 3.1 a). A small piezoelectric crystal with a

resonance frequency of MHz was attached to one end of the specimen using adhesive wax

(Petm Wux, PCB Piezotronics). Either swept sine waves (chirp signal) or continuous sine

waves (stationary waves) sweeping a range of frequencies were used to drive the crystal

and resonate the specimens after amplification of the signals by a voltage amplifier (Krohn-

Hite 7602). The resulting accelerations were measured by a miniature accelerometer (PCB

Piezotronics, 309A, resonance frequency> 120kHz) attached to the other end of the

specimen with the adhesive. The mass of the crystal and the accelerometer used for the

tests were 3.5g and 1.5g, respectively. The measured signals were displayed, analyzed,

and stored using a spectrum analyzer (ONO SOKKI CF6400).

3.2.3 Axially confined vibration test setup

Axially confined vibration tests were conducted using a similar experimental setup as

the free vibration tests, but with the specimens under axial load. The load was applied to

the specimens through a pair of PVC rings (Figure 3. lb). The dimensions of the rings

were 7.02 cm in length and 2.66 cm and 3.28 cm in inner and outer diameters,

respectively. The density of the rings was 1.07 g/cm3. The accelerometer and the

piezoelectric source were housed inside the rings during the tests.

3.2.4 Measurement of frequency responses

The force applied to a specimen by a piezoelectric crystal decreases with decreasing

frequency of the applied electric signal. Therefore measured acceleration has to be

corrected for this effect. An experimental frequency response function (FRF) is obtained

as a spectral ratio between measured accelerations on a specimen and accelerations on the

source piezoelectric crystal suspended in the air. To measure the acceleration on the

crystal, an accelerometer was directly attached to the surface of the crystal. As the

measured acceleration on the crystal is roughly proportional to the force applied to a

specimen, the computed FRF is essentially an accelerance (acceleration response to unit

force excitation). A typical acceleration response measured for a source piezoelectric

crystal is shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.1 Experimental setup used for vibration tests on rod specimens. Free vibration tests Were
conductedwith specimenssuspendedon styrofoamrings to acousticallyisolate the vibration. For axially
confinedvibrationtests, the specimenswereloadedthroughplasticrings.
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Figure 3.2 Acceleration spectra measuredon asource piezoelectric crystal suspended in the air. An
accelerometer wasdirectly attached to the crystal with wax. Thecrystal wasdriven bysingle frequency sine
waves that swept from Oup to 32kHz. Amplitude of the acceleration increases with increasing frequency.
The phase spectra show approximately constant phase for the frequency range shown above.

3.3 Free Vibration of Rod Specimens

The dynamic Young’s modulus along the axis of a thin finite rod can be measured from

resonance frequencies of the longitudinal vibrations. If the vibration is truly one-

dimensional, the resulting resonance frequencies consist of harmonics of the primary mode

that are equally spaced in frequency. From any of the harmonics, Young’s modulus is

determined by

E=pc;, c,= f(n’.z.
n

(3.1)

.W. ---

. . .
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where p is the density, c~ is the velocity of the wave propagating along the rod, L is the

length of the rod, n is the mode number, and ~(”) is the resonance frequency of the nth

mode (overtone) in [Hz]. For a circular rod with a finite diameter, waves propagating

along the rod become dispersive, decreasing the phase velocity from a “bar velocity”

computed by ~ to a Rayleigh wave velocity with increasing frequency of the wave

(Pochhammer, 1876; Graff, 1975). Corrections of Eq.(3.1) for a finite rod diameter and

length are made by many researchers including Bancroft (1941), Love (1944), Rayleigh

( 1945), and Spinner andTefft(1960). The corrected equation has a generic form

E=pc+ (3.2)

where U is the correction factor that accounts for the effect of Poisson’s ratio and the

diameter to wavelength ratio (D/k.) of a specimen. Rayleigh (1945) derived an approximate

expression known as Rayleigh’s correction for small D/k. Love (1941) derived the

complete governing equation of the resonance problem based on the variational principle.

Bancroft (1941) derived the correction factor for an infinitely long rod by numerically

solving the involved differential equations. Spinner et al. (1960) experimentally tested

these results and found good agreement between predicted and measured resonance

frequencies. A summary of the methods is provided by Spinner and Tefft (1961).

As the specimens used for the tests are relatively short (length to diameter ratio

L/D=6.46), to avoid the buckling of the bar during the axially loaded tests, waves

propagating along the rod can be dispersive even for the lowest order mode. To examine

the effect of dispersion, wave velocity in the bar is calculated by Eq.(3. 1) for the first

several longitudinal mode resonances. The resulting velocities are normalized by the

Young’s modulus velocity ~ determined by a statically measured Young’s modulus

for a very small axial stress. Wave velocities for the aluminum and plexiglass specimens

shown in Figure 3.3a (except for the static result) exhibit strong negative dispersion

(velocity decreases with increasing order of mode). The large difference between the static

and dynamic results for the plexiglass may be due to the viscoelastic behavior of the

material. In contrast, the sandstone and granite specimens show much smaller dispersion.

The different dispersion behaviors among the specimens are due to small Poisson’s ratios

of the rocks. Static stress-strain measurements reveal that the Poisson’s ratios of the

granite and sandstone specimens determined from their lateral expansion during uniaxial
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Figure 3.3 Young’s modulus determined from resonant bar tests. Top figure shows phase velocities
computed from measured resonance frequencies and normalized by the phase velocities for the static
properties of the specimen. Bottom figure shows the determined Young’s modulus normalized by the static
Young’s modulus of the specimens after applying Bancroft’s (1941) correction for Poisson’s ratio and rod
radius to wavelength ratio (a/A). The moduli obtained from ultrasonic transmission tests are shown on the
far right (a/A. is not equal to 0.4 for thes’eresults).
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loading are negligibly small (less than 0.06). The marked low Poisson’s ratios are

attributed to the closure of thin flat microcracks in granite and loose grain contact in

sandstone. Due to these small Poisson’s ratios, waves propagating along the rod do not

involve large surface motion in lateral directions. Therefore, dispersion due to the inertia

effect of lateral motion does not occur. Aluminum and plexiglass specimens exhibit strong

velocity dispersion due to their large Poisson’s ratios (0.35 and 0.36, respectively, from

static loading tests).

The results were corrected for the geometry and Poisson’s ratio (determined from static

tests) of the specimens using Bancroft’s. correction (Figure 3.3 b). The same figure also

includes the results obtained from ultrasonic transmission tests with lMHz P- and S-wave

sources for comparison. Although Young’s modulus along the axis of the rod cannot be

determined from the two velocities for transversely isotropic material, approximate values

are obtained by assuming a zero Poisson’s ratio for the granite (Young’s modulus equals

P-wave modulus) and elastic isotropy for the sandstone. The corrected results should give

Young’s modulus of the specimens that includes only the effect of velocity dispersion due

to the dissipation of wave energy. Young’s modulus of the aluminum specimen is constant

for all the resonances. The modulus for the plexiglass specimen shows a large increase

from O th mode (static) to the frequency for the first mode of resonance. Although the

increase in velocity (or modulus) is small, a positive dispersion can be seen for most of the

observed resonances. Young’s modulus determined from the ultrasonic tests was the

largest, which is consistent with the positive dispersion trend. The correction hardly

changes the results for the rock specimens as the small Poisson’s ratios make the correction

factor U very close to unity.

Attenuation of the specimens was measured by the half-power method for each

resonance peak (Figure 3.4). Attenuation in aluminum appears to be rather large especially

for higher order modes (Q becomes as low as 160). The other specimens exhibit roughly

constant attenuation for all the observed resonances except for the highest order mode.

This relatively high attenuation in aluminum is possibly due to the energy loss at the

contacts with the external environment (coupling with source piezoelectric crystal, foam

rings, air). As the attenuation in rock and plexiglass rods is much larger than the aluminum

rod, the attenuation caused by the external coupling for rock and plexiglass rods is

negligible. Therefore the measured attenuation for the rock and plexiglass specimens is

approximately the intrinsic attenuation of these materials.
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Figure 3.4 Attenuation of the specimens determined by the half-power method. Aluminum specimen
shows rather large attenuation for metal possibly due to the coupling loss to the external environment.
Rock and plexiglass specimens exhibit approximately constant attenuation for most of the observed
resonances except for the last modes.

3.4 Resonance of Axially Confined Rod Specimens

3.4.1 Effect of end coupling on resonance

Typical crystalline rocks with microcracks and granular rocks with compliant grain

contact exhibit an increase in elastic moduli when a compressional load is applied. The

increase in moduli results in higher velocities of the propagating elastic waves that can be

deterrnjned from the resonance frequencies of the rocks. Resonance measured using the

experimental setup described in Section 3.2.3, however, maybe affected by the mechanical

coupling between the specimen and the surrounding load frame through the plastic rings.

To examine this effect, resonance frequencies and attenuation of the plexiglass and

aluminum rods were first measured with increasing axial stress. Figure 3.5(a) and (b)

shows the FRF’s of the rods measured for a range of axial stresses. Shifts in the

resonance frequencies due to the end coupling is shown in Figure 3.6(a) and(b). Measured

resonance frequencies are norm~ized by those obtained for free vibration. The aluminum

rod shows very small change in resonance frequencies for increasing axial stress.

Although most of the resonances for the plexiglass specimen show only a small change in
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Figure 3.5 Frequency response spectra of uniaxially confined aluminum and plexiglass rods. (a)
Resonance frequencies of the aluminum rod show very small changes while (b) some of the modes for the
plexiglass rod show a large resonance frequency shift and changes in the structure of the FRF (e.g., e2 mode
disappears as the load was decreased and is replaced by an emerging e2’ mode). For both specimens,
attenuation of the resonances changes significantly with applied load.
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Figure 3.6 Effect of axial confinement on the resonance frequency (or phase velocity) of aluminum and
plexiglass specimens. Resonance frequency of each mode is normalized by the mode’s free vibration
frequency. The aluminum specimen shows only a small change in the resonance frequency while the
plexiglass resonance frequencies scatter around the free vibration frequencies. For both specimens, a large
change in the resonance frequency occurs up to about 0.05MPa of the axial load. For higher axial loads, the
effect becomes constant and the resonance frequencies do not show a large change.
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Figure 3.7 Effect of axial confinement on the attenuation of aluminum and plexiglass specimens. The
aluminum specimen shows a large increase in attenuation possibly due to the radiation of the vibration
energy through the plastic rings. The plexiglass specimen shows relatively small change in attenuation
except for the highest order mode (e3) shown here. Attenuation for the e2’ mode is shown only up to
0.2MPa of axial stress after which it switches to the e2 mode. The seemingly small increase in attenuation
in the plexiglass specimen is due to a large intrinsic attenuation of the specimen that overwhelms the
additional radiation damping. For both specimens, a large change in the attenuation occurs for small axial
loads.
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the resonance frequencies, a few modes exhibit erratic behaviors such as a large frequency

shift, and vanishing and emerging peaks (Figure 3.5). The erratic resonance behavior of

the plexiglass rod is caused by a relatively weak impedance contrast between the specimen

and the plastic rings. In contrast, the aluminum specimen has a much larger impedance

contrast (impedance ratio between aluminum and plexiglass is 38 for the static moduli).

Change in the attenuation is also shown in Figure 3.7 (a) and (b). As can be seen from the

plot, attenuation of the aluminum rod increases significantly compared with the attenuation

measured for free vibrations (Figure 3.4), and is not equal for all the modes. The

plexiglass specimen, on the other hand, shows relatively small changes in attenuation

except for the highest order mode (e3 mode) in the plot. The seemingly small increase in

attenuation in plexiglass is due to the large intrinsic attenuation of the material.

The results indicate that the determined stiffness of a rock from the resonance

frequencies may not be accurate if the acoustic impedance of the rock is relatively small

compared with the impedance of the load-bearing plastic rings. Attenuation of a specimen

is also affected by the coupling with the surrounding media especially when the intrinsic

attenuation of the specimen is small compared with the energy loss through the plastic

rings.

3.4.2 Resonance of intact rock specimens

Frequency response functions (FRF’s) of rock specimens are shown in Figure 3.8 (a)

and (b) for increasing axial stress. From the plots, it can be clearly seen that the resonance

frequencies of the rocks increase significantly with increasing axial stress. For relatively

low axial stresses (< 0.1 MPa), the shifting behavior of the resonance peaks is severely

disturbed by the improvement of the specimen-ring-frame coupling. The improved

coupling both increases and decreases resonance frequencies. The behavior possibly

depends on the relative contribution of the coupled mass (frequency decrease) and stiffness

(frequency increase).

The normalized resonance frequencies are shown in Figure 3.9(a) and (b). Neglecting

the effect of the dispersion due to the geometry and Poisson’s ratio of the specimens, these

results show an increase in Young’s modulus of the rocks during uniaxial compression.

For the granite specimen, the correction for the dispersion due to the inertia effect discussed

in Section 3.3 is negligible because Poisson’s ratio is as small as 0.06 at the maximum

(measured statically). The modulus for the sandstone specimen, however, may include
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Figure 3.9 Increase in phase velocity of rock specimens with increasing axial stress determined from
resonance frequencies. Velocities are normalized by the phase velocities computed from resonance
frequencies of free vibrations. Increased axial skessincreases theresonance frequencies, resulting in the
increase in the phase velocity. Due to the small acoustic impedance, the velocities for the sandstone scatter
around the mean.

significant error as Poisson’s ratio increases up to 0.1 at 3MPa of axial stress. According

to Bancroft’s correction (Bancroft, 1941) with a Poisson’s ratio of 0.1, the 5th and 6th

modes include 1.2% and 2.49i0 of dispersion in modulus, respectively. Although there is

significant scattering among the velocities obtained from different modes, increase in the

velocities with increasing axial stress is clearly seen for both rock specimens. Young’s

moduli measured from static stress-strain measurements and ultrasonic velocity

measurements are also shown in Figure 3.10(a) and(b) for comparison. To compute

Young’s modulus from the ultrasonic velocity measurements, Poisson’s ratio of the granite

specimen was assumed to be zero, i.e., the P-wave modulus was assumed to be identical to

the Young’s modulus, and the sandstone was assumed to be isotropic (Young’s modulus

can be determined from P- and S-wave velocities). The results obtained from the resonant

bar tests show a basic agreement with the static tests. Results from the ultrasonic

transmission tests, however, deviate from the static and resonant bar tests as the load is

increased. This may be due to an increase in Poisson’s ratio and the stress-induced

anisotropy in the specimens.
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Figure 3.10 Comparison of phase velocities determined by static tests, ultrasonic transmission tests, and
resonant bar tests. Results are normalized to the phase velocities at O MPa. Note that the normalized
vertical scale is equivalent to the Young’s modulus of the specimens. The averaged results for the resonant
bar test show basic agreement with increase in statically determined Young’s modulus. Phase velocities
determined from the ultrasonic velocity measurements are consistently higher than the other results,
possibly an effect of the increasing Poisson’s ratio and stress-induced anisotropy in the specimens that are
not taken into account in computing the phase velocity.

3.4.3

A

Resonance of fractured rock specimen

single tensile fracture was introduced at the center of a granite rod specimen by

Brazilian point loading. The orientation of the fracture was perpendicular to the rod axis

and parallel to the average microcrack plane. The surfaces of the fracture were mated

during the tests. The frequency response spectrum of the specimen is shown in Figure

3.11 for a range of axial stress. By comparing the resonance frequencies in Figure 3.11

and Figure 3.8(a), it can be seen that resonance frequencies of even modes were not

affected by the introduced fracture while odd modes showed a decrease in frequencies.

The difference in behaviors of resonance frequencies yields pairs of even and odd modes

that were predicted in the analyses in the previous chapter (Section 2.2.1).

The dynamic stiffness of the fracture can be determined from the difference in the

resonance frequencies of the odd modes between fractured and intact specimens. As the

elastic moduli of the rock change with stress, the Young’s modulus for the intact part of the

fractured specimen was determined from the longitudinal resonance frequencies of the

intact specimen at each stress. The density of the specimen was assumed to be constant

during the test. For measured resonance frequencies, rod length, diameter, density, and

. . . . .
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Figure 3.11 ~sofgranite bmspecimen containing asingle through-going fracture atthe middle of
the bar. As the axial stress decreases (as does the fracture stiffness), even and odd modes merge together.
Comparison of this plot with Figure 3.8(a) reveals that the effect of the fracture is only on the odd modes
and the even modes are not affected. Mode 01 and 02 seem to be affected rather strondv bv the immoved
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Figure 3.12 Dynamic fracture stiffness computed from the shift in the odd mode resonance frequencies.
Each result represents the computed stiffness for each mode of resonance. The phase velocity in the intact
part of the bar is obtained from the resonance frequencies of the bar witbout the fracture for each axial stress.
The fracture stiffness increases as the specimen is loaded, resulting in the nonlinear load-displacement
behavior of the fracture. A fitted polynomial is shown in the above plot.
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dynamic Young’s modulus of the specimen, the dynamic fracture stiffness was calculated

using Eq.(2.9) at each stress (Figure 3.12). For modes that showed erratic behaviors

(splitting of resonance peaks), the most dominant resonance peak was chosen for

computing the fracture stiffness. The plot shows the stiffness of the fracture increasing

with applied axial stress. The increase in stiffness results in a nonlinear load-displacement

(closing displacement) behavior of the fracture. An experimentally determined fracture

stiffness-axial stress relation is:

( )~= 1.58+ 20.1” CY-2.52-Cr2 X1O1] [Pa/m], (3.3)

where o is the applied axial stress given in [MPa].

3.4.4 Effect of fluid inside the fracture

The fractured granite specimen in Section 3.4.4 was resonated first without axial load.

After measuring resonance frequencies and attenuation of the longitudinal mode

resonances, the fracture was filled with distilled water injected by a syringe and changes in

the resonance frequencies and attenuation were measured. The same test was repeated with

0.5 MPa of axial stress. Figure 3.13(a),(b) show the change in the experimental FRF’s

before and after the water was injected into the fracture. For each pair of the even and odd

modes, clear increases in attenuation for the odd modes are present. Figure 3.14 and

Figure 3.15 show the measured change in resonance frequencies and attenuation. For the

higher fracture stiffness (axial stress=0.5MPa), odd mode resonance frequencies increased

due to increase in viscosity of the fracture. On the other hand, even modes exhibited much

smaller resonance frequency shifts. The resonance showed large increase in attenuation for

odd modes and small increase for even modes. For the low-stiffness fracture, the

resonance behaviors followed an opposite trend to the high-stiffness fracture: resonance

frequencies of odd modes decreased while even modes exhibited increases. Attenuation

behavior of the resonance was similar to the high fracture stiffness case, showing a large

increase in attenuation for the odd modes.

The observed behaviors of the resonance are consistent with the theoretical prediction in

the previous chapter (Section 2.2.2). As odd modes generate maximum stress amplitude at

the center of the rod where the fracture is located, large relative motion results between the

two partially contacting surfaces ,of the fracture. This motion leads to a squirting flow of

fluid around the contacting asperities. The viscous drag between the fluid and the fracture

YT,““”‘ ‘ “ “
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Figure 3.13 FR_F’sof fractured flanite barshowing theeffect of fluid in the fracture. The fracture is
saturated with distilled water. Increase in viscosity of the fracture attenuates odd mode resonances (labeled as
01-03). The tests are conducted on a low-stiffness fracture (axial stress=OMPa) and a high-stiffness fracture
(axial stress=0.5MPa). The surfaces of the fracture are mated.

surface dissipates vibration energy. In contrast, vibrations for even modes do not generate

stress at the center of the rod and attenuation remains small.

As was shown in Section 2.2.2, for high fracture stiffness, an increase of viscosity in

the complex fracture stiffness leads to an increase in resonance frequency with increasing

attenuation and a decrease in resonance frequency for a low-stiffness fracture. Theoretical

curves that describe the behavior of resonance frequency versus relaxation time are plotted

for fracture stiffnesses at O and 0.5MPa of axial load (Figure 3.16). The fracture

stiffnesses are computed using the experimentally determined fracture stiffness-stress

relation in Eq.(3 .3). Although the mode 01 for low-stiffness fracture (axial stress OMPa)
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Figure 3.14 Shift of resonance frequencies for a fracture injected with water. (a) For the low stiffness
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Figure 3.15 Change in attenuation for a fracture injected with water. For both high and low fracture
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shows a different behavior than predicted, the experimental results show qualitative

agreement with the theoretical predictions; odd mode resonance frequencies tend to increase

for a high-stiffness fracture and decrease for a low-stiffness fracture due to a fluid induced

increase in fracture viscosity.
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Figure 3.16 Resonance frequency shifts due to an increase in fracture viscosity. Experimentally
determined phase velocity and fracture stiffness are used to compute the curves. The resonance frequency of
each odd mode (on) is shifted by the paired even mode (en)%resonance frequency ~n and normalized by the
fundamental mode’s resonance frequency OYforan intact bar. (a) For the low stiffness fracture, an increase
in viscosity (shown by the normalized relaxation time in horizontal axis) results in a decrease in the
resonance frequencies. On the other hand, (b) for the high stiffness fracture, an increase in viscosity
increases the resonance frequencies.
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3.4.5 Effect of attenuative filling

A latex membrane was placed between two surfaces of a fracture in the specimen and

axially loaded up to 3 .OMPa. As the load was decreased, resonance frequencies and

attenuation were measured. FRF’s measured during unloading are shown in Figure 3.17.

Change in the attenuation of the observed modes is shown quantitatively in Figure 3.18.

As can be seen from the plots, attenuation of odd modes is maximum at an intermediate

stress. Differences in the attenuation behavior between even and odd modes can be

explained by the same mechanism described in Section 2.2.2. The non-monotonic increase

and decrease in attenuation of the odd modes are due to the frictional and viscous

dissipation in the latex membrane. A possible mechanism is shown schematically in Figure

3.19. When a large axial stress is applied, the stiffness of the fracture is high and only

small relative motion between the surfaces of the fracture occurs during vibration. For this

reason, attenuation of the odd modes for high axial stresses is small. When the stress is

decreased, large shearing motion is introduced in the membrane as the closing motion of

the fracture extrudes the latex out of the contact between asperities. For a very small axial

stress, the stress introduced by passage of a wave becomes even within the membrane. As

the shearing motion in the membrane is small, attenuation becomes small again.
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Figure 3.17 Attenuation of odd mode resonances due to a latex membrane in the fracture. Attenuation is
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Figure 3.18 Attenuation in a fractured granite specimen with an inserted latex membrane. The
attenuation coefficient was determined by the half-power method. For an intermediate stress range
(0.01-O.lMPa), attenuation is maximum. Note that some of the resonance peaks for the odd modes vanish
for maximum attenuation.
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Fiszure 3.19 Possible mechanism for non-monotonic attenuation behavior of odd modes. For high–-
stiffness fracture, asperities on two surfaces of a fracture are in contact and only a small stress change-is
caused in the latex membrane. At intermediate stresses, a large stress concentration is caused in the
membrane between asperities, resulting in flow of the latex with a large shear motion. This shear motion
causes large attenuation of resonance. For a small stress, stress concentration in the membrane becomes
small and a passing wave causes a uniform fluctuation of stress. As the shear motion in the membrane is
small, resulting attenuation decreases.

3.5 Summary

This chapter examined the resonance characteristics of rock specimens including a

single fracture using the resonant bar test. To study the effect of fracture stiffness on

resonance behavior, a bar specimen including a fracture was axially loaded through

compliant plastic rings. The use of plastic rings made the boundary condition of the

specimens approximately free-end although measured resonance frequencies and

attenuation were affected by the coupling with the surrounding media to varying degrees

depending on the acoustic impedance contrast between the specimen and the rings.

Axially loaded intact rock specimens exhibited a significant increase in velocity (or

Young’s modulus) with increasing axial load. This is due to the changes in rock

microstructure by stress such as’closing of microcracks and stiffening of grain contact.

Although the measured resonances were affected by the improved end-coupling with
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increasing stress, the observed changes were significantly greater than the changes in

resonance frequencies measured for aluminum and plexiglass specimens. For the range of

frequencies used for the resonant bar tests, the results showed good agreement with the

statically measured changes in Young’s modulus. Dynamic Young’s modulus values

determined from high-frequency ultrasonic transmission tests were consistently greater than

the moduli determined from other measurements especially for large axial stresses.

Although the cause of such behavior is not known, changes in elastic behavior of the

specimens such as increased Poission’s ratio and stress-induced anisotropy may be

responsible. The resonant bar test using longitudinal vibrations is essentially limited to

measuring the dynamic Young’s modulus along the bar axis, and Poisson’s ratio, if the

specimen is isotropic. Determination of elastic moduli for anisotropic rocks will be

discussed in a later chapter (Chapter 5).

The effects of a compliant fracture on the resonance of a bar specimen were examined

using a granite bar including a through-going center fracture. The stiffness of the fracture

was changed by applying axial load to the specimen. Resonance frequencies of the odd

modes changed significantly in contrast to the even modes that showed only a small shift,

similar to the intact specimen. Although the resonance behavior was affected by end

coupling to some degree, the behavior of experimentally measured resonances show

qualitative agreement with the predictions of the analytic model described in the previous

chapter. From the frequency shifts of the odd modes, dynamic fracture stiffness was

determined for each axial load.

The fracture in the granite specimen was also filled with water and a latex membrane to

see the effect on the attenuation of resonance. For both cases, attenuation of the odd modes

increased as predicted in the previous chapter. The resonance frequency shift due to the

water in the fracture varied depending on the stiffness of the fracture: for low fracture

stiffness, an increase in viscosity of fracture lead to a decrease in the resonance frequencies

while the resonance frequencies for the high-stiffness fracture showed the opposite

behavior. These changes in behavior can be qualitatively predicted by using a theological

model (Kelvin-Voigt model) for fracture stiffness. A fracture with a latex membrane

showed attenuation of resonance that changes as a function of stress applied to the fracture.

The attenuation is maximum for intermediate stresses for which it is postulated that a large

shear motion within the membrane occurs.
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The effects of the fracture stiffness on the resonance of the bar specimens predicted by

the one-dimensional analyses in the pervious chapter were demonstrated successfully.

Although some of the results presented in this chapter were affected by the boundary

condition of the specimens, measured and predicted resonance behaviors for varying

fracture stiffness and viscosity showed good qualitative agreement. This in turn indicates

that the model (displacement-discontinuity boundary conditions) can be used for describing

the dynamic behavior of a fracture during resonance. For a more quantitative measurement

for relationship between fracture stiffness and characteristics of resonance such as

resonance frequency shift and attenuation, an experimental setup that provides better

acoustic isolation to the specimen while allowing application of axial stress is necessary.

Some of the problems with the resonant bar test that arise from the one-dimensionality

of the vibration field can be solved by examining the resonances of arbitrarily shaped

specimens. By examining resonance frequencies and mode shapes, anisotropic elastic

moduli and fracture stiffness can be determined with the help of numerical models. In the

following chapter, a numerical code that analyzes the normal mode vibration of arbitrarily

shaped bodies with elastic anisotropy in their bulk material properties and with fractures is

introduced.



Numerical Model for Resonance
of 3-D Anisotropic Body

Containing Fractures

4.1 Introduction

Fractures in materials often cause serious structural hazards. As the introduction of a

fracture in a solid body changes its vibration characteristics, attempts have been made to

assess the presence and the degree of damage caused by fractures using the acoustic

resonance of structures. Acoustic resonance has been used for characterizing bulk elastic

properties of solids for many years. For solids of simple geometries such as slender bars

(Birch & Bancroft, 1938; Powers, 1938) or spheres (Soga & Anderson, 1967; Birch,

1975), determination of elastic properties from measured resonance frequencies is based on

the application of known analytic solutions. However, for many solid structures that have

complex three-dimensional geometry, their resonance can hardly be analyzed by analytic

methods. For this reason, numerical techniques such as finite element (FE) modeling are

performed to simulate the effect of damage on resonance of structures. FE modeling is

especially powerful for analyzing the vibration of beam and shell structures as it can make

use of computationally efficient structural elements (e.g., Petyt, 1990). However, for

massive solid structures such as dams, concrete bridge piers, and laboratory scale test

76
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specimens, the FE modeling loses its advantages as true three-dimensional modeling using

three-dimensional elements is required.

In this chapter, a numerical technique is introduced for simulating the effect of

compliant interface(s) and elastic anisotropy on the resonances of a body with a general

three-dimensional geometry. Using this technique, anisotropic elastic constants and the

stiffness of a fracture are determined from experimentally measured resonance frequencies.

For intact solids, many researchers including Ekstein & Schiffman (1956), Holland

(1967), and Demarest (1969) have investigated computational methods for determining

elastic properties from resonance measurements. They showed that numerical techniques

based on a variational method with the Rayleigh-Ritz discretization of the displacement field

very accurately predicts resonance frequencies of small anisotropic elastic crystals with

rectangular geometry. Ohno (1976) applied the method to crystals with rectangular

geometry and determined their anisotropic elastic moduli by numerical inversion. Visscher

et al.( 1991) demonstrated that use of a truncated polynomial series instead of Legendre

polynomials made it possible to analyze the normal mode vibrations of anisotropic elastic

bodies with more complex geometries. These methods are important because they

constitute fast and accurate forward analysis techniques that can be used in the back

analysis of resonance measurements for general elastic moduli and mechanical properties of

materials containing fractures.

To formulate the numerical technique presented in the following sections, a fracture is

introduced as an interface between intact solid bodies with imperfect contact. The load

displacement behavior of the fracture is described by the displacement-discontinuity

boundary conditions (Schoenberg, 1980; Pyrak-Nolte et al., 1990a). A matrix equation

that is to be solved for the normal modes of vibration is derived by applying the variational

technique used by the researchers mentioned previously. The formulation of the problem is

essentially an extension of Vissher et al.(199 1)’s work. A numerical code developed for

this model computes resonance frequencies, mode shapes, and frequency response

fi.mctions for specified geometry and mechanical properties of a fractured elastic body

(Nakagawa et al., 1996). Using the results of the forward computation for resonance

frequencies and mode shapes, the numerical code can also be used for iterative inversions

for anisotropic elastic moduli and fracture stiffness from observed resonance frequencies.

.-. . --,..
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4.2 Theory

4.2.1 Hamilton’s principle.

For an elastic body undergoing a steady-state vibration, a Lagrangian is defined by

(4.1)L= jv(% – PE)W

where KE and PE are the kinetic and potential energies, respectively (Vissher et al., 1991 ).

When a fracture is introduced into the volume V, the potential energy term now consists of

two parts: elastic strain energy stored in the bulk part of the body (P;) and energy stored

in the fracture (P;). If the body is separated byNfrcfractures into Nblk(=NfiC+ 1) blocks,

noting that the P$ is dkibuted over the surface of the fractures, the Lagrangian becomes

(4.2)

As subsequent discussion is made in the frequency domain, eia’ dependence of

displacement is assumed. Behavior of the fracture is described using the displacement-

discontinuity boundary conditions. With a mass density function p(x = Vb), a general

elasticity tensor CO~f(x = Vb), and a fracture stiffness matrix ~ti (~ ~ Sf ), energY density

terms are expressed as

where [ui]:= u,: – u,: represents a displacement-discontinuity across the fracture. A

conceptual model for a fractured body is shown in Figure 4.1. For a fracture with a normal

vector {ni }T=(O,O,1), the diagonal form of the fracture stiffness matrix is

[1
KU O 0

[Kij]l= O Kv O >

0 0 Kn

(4.4)
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displacemen~ discontinuity

<intact body> cfractured body>

Figure 4.1 Modeling fractured elastic material with displacement-discontinuity boundary conditions.

where ICt,and ~v are the tangential stiffnesses, and Kn is the normal stiffness of fracture.

In general, fractures may also have non-zero off-diagonal stiffnesses. The physical

meaning of the off-diagonal fracture stiffnesses for the above coordinate system is

discussed in Chapter 8. It is noted that a rotation of the coordinate system can also make

the fracture stiffness matrix fully populated.

Taking a variation of the Lagrangian with respect to displacement vector yields

(4.5)

where

Eq. I s P@211i+ cij~”k,~ (4.6a)

Eq. ~ ~ cij@k,Jnj = Oijnj = ti (4.6b)

Eq. UI ~ ~U[uj] . (4.6c)

The surface of each block sb can be separated into an extemd surface Sb,.X~and an internal

surface (fracture surface) Sb,int. By combining a pair of displacement variations on the

internal surfaces of adjacent blocks, a displacement-discontinuity v~ation ~[ui ] is formed. .

Consequently, the variation of the Lagrangian is modified as

where

Eq. H’ s ti

Eq. ~’~Kv[ui]+ti.

(4.7)

(4.8a)

(4.8b)

_______ ___ __.” ._._.—.--..... --- ~..-,za=a=- ,,”,x..<-, s ,,-, - , , -Y>r - - - - .-
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In Eq.(4.7), variations of displacement in each term are independent. Therefore, requiring

a stationarity of the Lagrangian is equivalent to solving the following boundary value

problem

Eq. I = pco2ui + Ctikpk,ti= O ....Wave equation (4.9a)

Eq.ll’=ti=O or &i=O ....Homogeneous B.C. (4.9b)

Eq. IH’ = Kti[uj]+ti =0. ....Constitutive relationship for a fracture (4.9C)

This is a wave propagation problem in multiple intact blocks whose resulting surface

displacements on the fracture are related by displacement-discontinuity boundary

conditions. The above result demonstrates applicability of the variational technique to

vibration problems of a solid elastic body with fractures.

4.2.2 Rayleigh-Ritz method

Using notations similar to those used by Visscher et al. (1991), a displacement field

inside each block is expressed by a truncated polynomial series with unknown coefficients

Ab

x (b)@f)= ali (4.10)
a=o

where A is defined for a combination of the order of polynomials

A-+{l, m,n} A=1,2, .....R l+m+n5N. (4.11)

If the maximum order of the polynomials N is identical for the three directions (x, y, and

z), R k calculated from the N by

R= 3(N+ l)(N+2)(N+3)/6. (4.12)

This type of descretization is known as the Rayleigh-Ritz method. As pointed out by

Visscher et al., this simple polynomial series is better suited than Bessel functions or

Legendre polynomials used by other researchers for modeling mode shapes of a body with

an arbitrary geometry. The set of basis functions {@~) }can be chosen independently for

each block. As {~y) }is a complete set, i. e,, any polynomial of order less than N can be

expressed as a linear combination of O!)’s , it can express any continuous displacement

field if N is sufficiently large.
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By utilizing the equations (4.3a)-(4.3c), a discrete version of the Lagrangian with a

global coefficient vector a = {a[~),a[~),.... a~~ ‘}~ is obtained as

L= ~co2aTMa –~aT(G+ GF)a
(4.13)

Nb,~
M = ~j@) (4.14a)

b
Nbti

G= ~G(b) (4.14b)
b

@ = ‘&F~f j
. (4.14C)

f

where M is the global mass matrix, G is the global bulk stiffness matrix, and GF is the

global fracture stiffness matrix. These are sums of submatrices M@J,G@J, and GF(O,

respectively, that are defined for each block or fracture as

for the base functions for single blocks, and

for the base functions in separate adjacent blocks. Through Eq.(4. 16a) to (4. 16d),~+ and

f- represents blocks on the positive and negative sides of a fracture, respectively. For

numerical implementation, pairs of indices (~ i) and (1’, i’) in the above expressions are

expressed by single indices so that the equation can be written in a matrix form.

Variation of the discrete Lagrangian with respect to the coefficient vector a yields
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Mass matrix Block stiffness

%

.. . .,. ”’:
.,.!!!3(

.-:“:.:.,-.. $.. . . .
..’ “.’.‘..,,(.
liKl2

. . . .
. .,,,,,,”,,.. , . .. -.. .

Symm.

Q

- ,,... .
..
c1,:,G3

:.-

Fracture stiffness
,., .

. . ifinter~lock I,,

., :,,..... ....

intra-blockl
terms ~-..—— .,. .

Figure 4.2 Structure of mass (M) and stiffness (G) matrices for a 3-block, 2-fracture system. Mass and
block matrices are block-diagonal. The fracture stiffness matrix consists of block-diagonal intra-block terms
and off-block-diagonal inter-block terms.

6L = 6aT{co2M – (G + GF)}a = O for ‘da (4.17)

.“. @*Ma = (G+ GF)a. (4.18)

This is a matrix equation for a generalized eigenvalue problem. The mass matrix M is

symmetric positive definite and the stiffness matrices G+GF are symmetric. Therefore, the

matrix equation can still be solved by standard eigenvalue solvers such as the Householder

tri-diagonalization and the QR algorithm (Press et al., 1988). An example of the structure

of the matrices for a 3-block, 2-fracture system is shown in Figure 4.2.

The numerical solution of Eq.(4. 18) can be used to produce a frequency response

function for a specified combination of source and receiver locations and directions. By

employing a standard modal superposition technique (e. g., Newland, 1989), the

displacement response (FRF) of a fractured body for a unit sine wave force excitation is

given by

(4. 19)

where x(r) and X(S)are location vectors for a receiver and a source, respectively, ~~ is the

angular resonance frequency for mode n, and a(”)is the nth eigenvector. Weight functions

@,are defined as



3 A*

x(x ( ))

(b) (b) x(r) (d
= ax @A “ni

i=] A=l

3 %’
7

x(x ( ))
(b’)~~’) X(S)

(J)
= ali “ni

i=] 1=1
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(4.20a)

(4.20b)

where n~r) and n!) are unit orientation vectors for receiver and source, respectively.

4.2.3 Rigid and finite stiffness boundary conditions

Resonance of a body on a rigid foundation with a compliant interface can be simulated

by the same technique as the previous subsection: an elastic body is attached to a fixed

(immobile) rigid body with displacement-discontinuity boundary conditions. As there is no

displacement in the rigid body, assuming the rigid body is on the negative side of the

interface, Eq.(4. 16b-d) vanish. The resulting mass and stiffness matrices are identical to

those of the elastic body with traction-free boundaries except for additional intra-block

terms in the stiffness matrix computed by Eq.(4. 16a) (Figure 4.3). The stiffness of the

interface between the elastic body and the rigid foundation can be specified by the fracture

stiffness. A rigid boundary condition is realized by making the fracture stiffness of the

boundary very large.

ISymm.

Figure 4.3 Structure of stiffness matrix for stiffness boundary (connected to rigid foundation).
Modification of the matrix is required only for the block-diagonal intra-block terms of the GF1submatrix.
GFOsubmatrix for the rigid foundation is not required as the dkplacement is always zero.

7-- --- ---
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4.2.4 Symmetry of the problem

When a problem has certain degrees of symmetry either in material properties or

geometry, time and memory required for the computation can be greatly reduced by

decomposing the eigenmodes into mutually independent groups. Demarest ( 197 1) showed

that normal modes of a cube specimen that exhibit elastic behavior symmetric with respect

to the three mirror planes (planes that are parallel to the surfaces of a cube, cut through the

center of the cube, and intersect each other at right angles) can be decomposed into eight

mutually independent mode groups by selecting a certain combination of even and odd

orthonormal basis functions for displacements. A detailed discussion is given by Ohno

(1976). Although the current method does not use orthonormal basis functions employed

by researchers such as Ohno, identical modal decomposition techniques can be used to

rewrite the mass and the stiffness matrices into independent submatrices as long as the

problem has a sufficient degree of symmetry.

When a fracture is introduced symmetrically into a symmetric elastic body, the

symmetries of the problem can still be exploited with some modifications in the way the

base functions are defined. These modifications are necessary because the displacement-

discontinuity boundary conditions between adjacent blocks break the symmetry of each

block. For example, if a free vibration problem of a fractured body is to be solved, a block

at a free end has a stress-free boundary at one end, but has a displacement-discontinuity

boundary on the other end. To solve this problem, base functions for all the blocks are

collected together to redefine global base functions. Odd and even global base functions

are defined not by the order of power for the polynomial within each block but by the way

the base functions are combined. For an even number of blocks (odd number of

fracture(s)), an even global base function is constructed such that identical local base

functions are chosen in the corresponding blocks across the plane of symmetry (Figure

4.4). Odd global base functions are constructed in the same way but with base functions

with an opposite sign across the symmetry plane. If the number of the blocks is odd, base

functions for the center block have to be either even or odd depending on the types of the

global base function.
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N=even QdJ even

mode mode

,1
@(l)

@2)
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mode

@(l)’

(2)
@odd

_@(l:

even

mode

1
0(1)

(2)
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Figure 4.4 Examples of structure for global base functions for fracture(s) introduced symmetrically in a
symmetric body. For even numbers of blocks, global odd and even base functions are defined using local
base functions that can be either even or odd. For odd numbers of blocks, an even global base function
requires an even local base function for the center block and odd global base fimctions require odd local base
functions.

4.3 Resonance Inversion

4.3.1 Perturbation of stiffness - Rayleigh’s Quotient

When the stiffness of an elastic system such as the elastic moduli of the intact part and

the fracture stiffness changes, both resonance frequencies and related mode shapes are

affected. The effects of a small change in the stiffness can be examined by applying small

perturbations to the eigenvalue and eigenvector of the Eq.(4.17).

For an arbitrary mode k, the matrix equation for the elastic system is given by

c@Vkk = Rzk = (G +GF)ak. (4.21)

When a small perturbation & is added to the stiffness matrix I’, for the perturbed

resonance frequency and mode vector, the following matrix equation has to be satisfied.

(co: + d@M(ak + &,) = (r+ &)(a, +aak). (4.22)

Subtracting Eq.(4.21) from (4.22) and ignoring small higher order terms yields
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(@;M-r)i$a, +(&o;M- ~)a, = O. (4.23)

By multiplying the mode vector to Eq.(4.23) from left hand side of the equation and using

the Eq.(4.21) to eliminate the first term, we get

(4.25)

Eq.(4.25) is called Rayleigh’s quotient and explicitly shows a change in resonance

frequency due to a small perturbation in the stiffness of the system. This relation is

particularly useful as the perturbation in the resonance frequency can be calculated without

the knowledge of the perturbation in mode vector.

4.3.2. Determination of elastic moduli for anisotropic material

Suppose that the bulk stiffness matrix G contains n elastic constants of the generalized

Hooke’s law ( Oti = CV~lE~l).First of all, an initial guess for the elastic constants is made

and resulting resonance frequencies and mode vectors are computed. Assuming the initial

guess is close to the elastic moduli of real material, Eq.(4.25) can be used to update the

elastic constants of the system from differences between measured and computed resonance

frequencies given by

(4.26)

The superscript (ohs) means a quantity from observation and (i) is an iteration counter. For

the initial stage, i=O. By introducing Eq.(4.26) into Eq.(4.25)

(4.27)

As the left hand side of the equation is linear in terms of the perturbation of elastic

constants Ci, the equation can be rewritten as

where
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CT={C,,C2,...,Cn} (4.29a)

bf) = ~:(i)_ ~@d
k“ (4.29b)

When m resonance frequencies are observed, the following matrix equation is obtained

A(i)(nz X n)3C = b(i) . (4.30)

This is a generalized inverse problem for an increment in the elastic constants Ci.When the

number of observations are more than unknowns (m h), assuming the matrix product has

its inverse, the increment 6C is computed by

)W = (A(i)TAii) ‘l~(i) . (4.31)

This is a least square solution of Eq.(4.30). The meaning of the least square minimization

is graphically shown in Figure 4.5. The assumed elastic constants of the system are

improved by

As the above discussion assumes infinitesimal perturbation of stiffness, elastic moduli

computed from Eq.(4.32) do not yield resonance frequencies that agree with the observed

resonance frequencies. The solution is obtained by iteratively applying the above

procedure and minimizing the difference between observed and computed resonance

frequencies. At each iteration, resonance frequencies and mode vectors are computed using

updated elastic constants.

The iterative inversion method presented above is essentially identical to the method

used by Ohno (1976) and Migliori et al. (1993). Migliori et al. derived the matrix equation

Eq.(4.30) by minimizing the following subjective function

(4.33)

where wk is a weight reflecting the confidence and accuracy of each mode. The iteration

procedure used here is known as, Newton’s method and the initial estimate for the elastic

constants should be close to the final solutions for convergence. To improve the

convergence of solution when an initial guess is relatively far from the final solutions,
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Migliori et al. employed the Levenberg-Marquardt method (e.g., Press, 1988) that

combines the above with the steepest-descent method, which seeks the fastest-decreasing

direction of the subjective function in the solution space. Increment of moduli by the

Levenberg-Marquardt method is given by

~c = [A(i)TA(i)
+Q”~’ag(A(i)TA(i))rb(i)

(4.34)

where Cl is a dimensionless positive parameter and lXag( ) is an operator that extracts a

diagonal part of the matrix. When a solution is far from the final solution, a large Q is

taken to assure that the subjective function is decreased. When the solution becomes close

to the final solution and the subjective function becomes small, Q is brought to zero and

Newton’s method is used to achieve the converged solution.

Although implementing the Levenberg-Marquardt method to a computer code is not

difficult, current research employed only the Newton’s method to update solutions during

iterations.

4.3.3. Determination of anisotropic fracture stiffness

The procedure shown in the previous subsection can be directly applied to determine

anisotropic fracture stiffness. Noting that a perturbation in the stiffness is introduced only

in the fracture component of the stiffness matrix, Eq.(4.27) becomes

(4.35)

Again, as the left hand side of the equation is linear in terms of the fracture stiffness,

above equation becomes

~j~)T~K = ~(i)k, (4.36)

where

KT ={K1, K2,..., ‘n}- (4.37)

the

Note that the components of the fracture stiffness vector do not have to be for a single

fracture. For m (m 2 n) observations for resonance frequencies, the increment for the

fracture stiffness vector is given as
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~K=(D(i)TD(i)rb(i) (4.38)

Using Eq.(4.38), a similar iterative procedure as in the previous section is taken.

4.4 Accuracy of Computed Resonance Frequency

4.4.1 Lam6’s mode

Accuracy of the introduced method for computing resonance frequencies of intact

elastic bodies have been demonstrated by many researchers. Holland( 1968) compared his

results and those of Ekstein and Schiffman (1956) for computed resonance frequencies of

isotropic cubes with analytically available Lam6’s mode resonance frequencies. Demarest

(1969) showed that use of Legendre polynomials for base functions produces better results

than the previous works and demonstrated the accuracy of his method by using the

experimentally measured resonance of a steel cube.

For rectangular parallelepipeds, there exists a family of modes called Lam6’s mode

(Lam6, 1866) for which an analytic expression for the resonance frequency and mode

shape are available. For free vibration of isotropic rectangular parallelepipeds,

showed that the mode has resonance frequencies

r

m~ 2cbb
co=— — (4.39)

2ap’

Lam6

which satisfies ajm = b/n, where 2a and 2b are any two lengths of the block, m and n are

integers, C66is a shear modulus, and p is density of material. A Lam6 mode does not have

any motion in the direction of the third length and tractions are zero on any plane normal to

it. Lam6’s mode for a more general type of elasticity is discussed by Mindlin (1956). For

an isotropic cube, Eq.(4.39) becomes

Jmn 2c6h
0=— —

Lp’
(4.40)

where L is a length of the cube. Due to the symmetry, each Lam6’s mode is triply

degenerate.
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4.4.2 Accuracy of solution for an intact cube

As general analytic solutions for the resonance frequency of an arbitrarily shaped elastic

body do not exist, the accuracy of numerical solutions cannot be checked by reference to

the analytic solution. An alternative method to check the accuracy is to examine the

convergence behavior of the numerical solution as the order of the approximation for the

employed base functions is increased. As any continuous displacement field can be

expressed by a complete set of base functions with sufficiently high order of polynomials,

numerical solutions can be considered to be close to the exact solutions if any change in the

resonance frequencies with increasing order of base functions is sufficiently small.

Changes in computed resonance frequencies of an isotropic cube with traction free

boundaries are shown in Figure 4.5. Each curve represents the difference between

resonance frequencies for a single mode with increasing maximum order of base function

polynomials, n. The n is identical for three directions (x, y, and z directions). The

m 63,64,65 (2nd Lame’s mode)
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Figure 4.5 Convergence of computed resonance frequencies for an isotropic cube (E=50GPa, v=O.2,
L=O.lm, p=2600kglm3). Resonance frequency changes between 2k lh and 2(k+l) m order approximation
(n=2k+l) are shown. The theoretical resonance frequency for the 1st Lad’s mode is 20.0160 kHz. Higher
order modes require higher order base functions to compute the resonance frequency accurately. It is noted
that the Lam6 mode converges faster than other type of modes.
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accompanying mode shape is shown for each mode. It can be seen that higher order modes

require higher order base functions for accuracy. The 12ti, 13th,14ti modes form the first

Lam6’s mode and exhibit faster convergence than other modes. The second Lam6’s mode

(63th, 64th,65th modes) are also shown for comparison. The computed resonance

frequencies of the Lam6’s modes are compared with the analytic solutions with increasing

order of base function polynomials (Figure 4.6). It can be seen that the modes exhibit

rapid convergence to the exact solutions as the order of approximation is increased.
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F@re 4.6 Convergence of the 1st and 2nd Lam6 mode resonance frequencies for an isotropic cube. The
vertical axis is normalized by theoretical resonance frequency. It is noted that 2k+l ‘hand 2k * order base
functions result in identical resonance frequencies of the Lam6’s mode. The 1st mode (mode 12-14)
resonance frequency is accurately computed even with relatively low order polynomials.

4.4.3 Accuracy of solution for a fractured cube

When a fracture is introduced into the cube discussed in Section 4.4.2, resonance

frequency and mode shape are altered, depending on the stiffness of the fracture. As

vibrations of the cube with very high and low fracture stiffness are close to free vibrations

of intact block(s), an intermediate fracture stiffness (K=lO11 Palm) is chosen to understand

the conversion behavior of numerical solutions. The fracture stiffness is assumed to be

isotropic ( lcX= lcY= lcZ= ~).

Conversions of computed resonance frequencies for an isotropic cube containing a

centered through-crack is shown in Figure 4.7. The maximum order of base function

polynomials in each block separated by the fracture is 2m(=n) for the x and y directions and

m for the z direction (direction normal to the fracture). All material properties are identical

... -- --- . ,----%”vqnrrr... ,*..\ .,.,,,..w77- . . .----- ,,.r~~,.- - ,- .“..-”--:-- - .- 7’Z7T-
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to the intact cube in the previous subsection. From the plot it can be seen that introduction

of a fracture does not slow down the convergence of solutions. It is also noted that

convergence and mode shape of the 21st mode are identical to the first LamE’s mode of an

intact block. This is because a fracture introduced in parallel to the x-y plane does not have

any effect on the resonance of the mode as tractions on the plane are zero everywhere in the

intact cube.

104
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Figure 4.7 Convergence of computed resonance frequencies for a fractured block (E=50GPa, v=O.2,
L=O.lm, p=2600kg/m3, fracture stiffness k= 10]1 Pa/m). Resonance frequency changes between 2k ‘hand
2(k+l) ti order approximation (n=2k+l) are shown. 21ti mode is identical to the 1st Lam&s mode (20.0160
kHz). Higher order modes require higher order base functions to compute the resonance frequency accurately.

4.5 Accuracy of

4.5.1 Inversion for

Resonance Inversion

isotropic elastic moduli

The resonance inversion technique introduced in Section 4.3.2 was checked for its

performance to determine isotropic elastic moduli of a cube from its resonance frequencies.

Convergence and accuracy of determined solutions were examined. Resonance frequency

and mode shape of the “observed” modes were computed using 12[horder base functions.
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z

Figure 4.8 Source and receiver locations for observed resonance frequencies of an isotropic cube.
Direction of the source and receiver are aligned.

Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the cube (O.lmxO. lmxO. lm) were assumed to be

50GPa and 0.2, respectively. Density of the cube was 2600kg/ms. For source and

receiver locations shown in Figure 4.8, a FRF(compliance) was computed (Figure 4.9).

Resonance frequencies of the first five modes were used for the inversion.

As the inversion process requires many iterations, lower 10ti order base functions were

used to approximate the displacement field in the cube. As initial guesses, Young’s

modulus of 25GPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.2 were chosen. Figure 4.10(a) shows changes

in the standard deviation for the power of computed resonance frequency given by

~ 10“’3

o~ 1ci’5
La.-
C - 10-’7~a

E~ 1a’s
o- 1021

, 0-23
0 10 40 50

fre~~ency &Hz)

Figure 4.9 Computed FRF(compliance) for forced excitation of an isotropic cube. Modes marked by
solid triangles were used for checking the accuracy of numerical inversion for elastic moduli.
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Figure 4.10 Convergence of the solution. The original model’s Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio
are E=50 GPa and v=O.2 (exact solutions), respectively. The initial guess is E=25 GPa and v=O. 1.
“observed” resonance frequencies are computed using 121horder base functions. Inversions are conducted
using 10ti order base functions. The observed resonance frequencies are perturbed by the amount specified
in the plot to see the effeet of error in measured data on the convergence.
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‘f’ =J(;: f;(i)-ff’bj,
k-1

(4.41)

where~~z~o~s~and~~2~i~are the power of observed and computed resonance frequencies for

the i th iteration, respectively, and N is the number of observed modes (here, N=5). In

the plot, the square root of a~’s are shown to indicate an average difference between

resonance frequencies of an inverted model and observed resonance frequencies. During

the inversion, the weighting factors in Eq.(4.33) are assumed to be constant (=1). To

examine the effect of errors in the observed resonance frequencies, the frequencies were

perturbed by the amount specified in the plot.

From the plot it can be seen that an increase in the perturbation leads to an increase in

the difference between the inverted and observed resonance frequencies. A case with no

perturbation ( Af = OHZ) also shows a small difference at convergence due to the difference

in the order of base functions used for the inversion. Even though the initial guess is very

different from the model’s true elastic moduli, the convergence behavior is quite stable.

Changes in the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio at each iteration are also shown in

Figure 4.10(b) and (c). It is noticed that in spite of relatively large perturbations

( Af = 100Hz, lIsHz), the inverted Young’s moduli are reasonably accurate. Poisson’s

ratio, on the other hand, is more sensitive to the error in the observations.

4.5.2 Inversion for isotropic fracture stiffness

Performance of the resonance inversion technique for determining isotropic fracture

stiffness was examined using the same method in Section 4.4.1. A model used for the

tests was the same cube including a fracture as in Section 4.4.3 (fracture stiffness

K =101 lPa/m). Locations of a source and a receiver are shown in Figure 4.11. Computed

FRF and modes used for inversion are shown in Figure 4.12. An initial guess for the

fracture stiffness was chosen as 10lzPa/m. For a single case with no perturbation, an

initial guess of K=l 012Pa/m was also tested.

During the inversion, it was found that a direct application of Newton’s method does

not converge the solutions as the initial guesses were too far from the exact solutions. To

ensure the convergence of the solutions, a correction for fracture stiffness at each iteration

@q.(4.38)) was introduced as -
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z

Figure 4.11 Source and receiver locations for observed resonance frequencies of an isotropic cube
including a single through-crack. Direction of the source and receiver are aligned.

6K+0.5xc5K. (4.42)

This modification decreases the speed of convergence but helps to stabilize the convergence

process. Figure 4.13(a) and (b) shows changes in the averaged resonance frequency error

and determined fracture stiffness, respectively. The speed of convergence is much slower

than the inversion for elastic moduli of the intact cube discussed in Section 4.5.1. It is

noticed that the determined fracture stiffnesses are relatively accurate except for a case with

a large error in the observation ( Af = 1kHz).

.
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Figure 4.12 Computed FRF(compliance) for ikrced excitation of an isotropic cube containing a fracture.
Modes marked by solid triangles were used for checking the accuracy of numerical inversion for elastic
moduli.
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Figure 4.13 Convergence of solution. The original model’s Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio are
E=50 GPa and v=O.2, respectively, and fracture stiffness is 101] Pa/m. The initial guess was made as 1012
Palm for four cases with different perturbation in the observed resonance frequencies and 101°Palm for no
perturbation. “Observed” resonance frequencies were computed using 12x12x6 (x, y, and z-directions) ‘h
order base fimctions in each block. Inversions were conducted using 8x8x4ti order base functions.
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4.6 Summary

In this chapter, a simple numerical method for computing normal mode vibrations of

elastic body with fractures was introduced. Using this fast forward modeling technique, a

numerical inversion technique for determining elastic moduli and fracture stiffness from

observed resonance frequencies was developed.

As analytic solutions for an arbitrarily shaped three-dimensional body with fractures are

not available, the accuracy of the numerical model is difficult to evaluate. However, from

the convergence of computed resonance frequencies with increasing order of polynomial

approximations, the accuracy of the numerical model is examined indirectly.

For a special case where analytic solutions were available (Lam6’s mode), computed

solutions were compared with analytic solutions showing good agreement. Accuracy and

conversion of the inversion technique were checked for isotropic elastic moduli and fracture

stiffness of cubes. The results indicated that even when relatively large error was present

in the observed resonance frequencies, the method could determine the elastic parameters

with reasonable accuracy. However, numerical results obtained for a specific problem

have to be viewed with caution. This is because a resonance is affected by many

geometrical and mechanical parameters of a specimen and the accuracy of the solution is

expected to vary for different problems.

The numerical model developed in this chapter can be a very powerful tool for

examining resonance of anisotropic and fractured bodies with general geometry. Using the

forward-modeling part of the code, resonance frequencies, mode shapes, and expected

FRF for specific source and receiver locations can be computed. Using the code, optimal

source and receiver locations can be determined for exciting or avoiding large vibration

motions to perform acoustic resonance tests. The inversion part of the code can determine

unknown elastic parameters from measured resonance frequencies. As the moduli and

fracture stiffness of the material can be related to the degree of damaged introduced, the

code can be used to make the acoustic resonance technique a quantitative tool for

characterizing material properties and diagnosing damage in a structure.

In the following chapters, the numerical models presented in this chapter are used for

modeling experimentally observed resonances and determining stiffness parameters (elastic

constants and fracture stiffness) of rock and concrete specimens.



Resonance of Anisotropic Rock

5.1 Introduction

At the millimeter to submillimeter scale, rocks appear as a heterogeneous aggregate of

crystals and mineral grains. Rocks may also contain numerous microcracks that are

distributed uniformly within the matrix. When heterogeneities in rock occur in the form of

systematically oriented mineral grains, bedding planes, and aligned microcracks, they result

in anisotropic bulk stress-strain behavior. The bulk elastic behavior of the rock is

described by elastic constants of an equivalent homogeneous anisotropic medium. These

elastic constants can be determined either statically from load-displacement tests or

dynamically from the velocities of P- and S-waves. Both the static and dynamic tests

require measurements conducted in multiple directions with respect to the axes of elastic

symmetry. For example, to determine the dynamic elastic moduli of a transversely

isotropic rock, at least five independent P- and S-wave velocities in three directions

(typically 0°,45”, and 90° to the axis of symmetry) have to be measured (e.g., King, 1969;

Lo et al., 1984). Similarly, static load-displacement tests require axial compression and

lateral expansion measurements on specimens cored in three directions (King, 1969). The

99
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latter approach for determination of the five anisotropic elastic constants is not common

because it requires a cumbersome testing procedure that is susceptible to inaccuracies in

measurements of the elastic deformation of a specimen resulting from nonelastic

deformation (frictional slip).

Acoustic resonance spectroscopy is a technique for determining the dynamic elastic

constants of a specimen using steady-state vibration of a specimen of known geometry.

The technique consists of resonating the specimen over a broad range of frequencies,

measuring the resonance frequencies, and computing the elastic constants by nonlinear

inversion of the measured resonance frequencies. This technique is particularly interesting

because it can determine anisotropic elastic constants of a specimen with general geometry

from a single measurement of the frequency response.

The standard resonant bar technique in the Chapter 2 is restricted to longitudinal,

flexural, and torsional resonances of a slender bar specimen with isotropic elastic

constants. For this geometry, simple relations between the Young’s modulus and the

resonance frequencies of longitudinal and flexural modes, and the shear modulus and the

resonance frequencies of torsional modes make the determination of the elastic constants

almost trivial. No such relations exist, however, for use in determining the anisotropic

elastic constants for a specimen of more general geometry. This more complicated problem

requires inversion for the elastic constants using numerical techniques. Although such

techniques have been used for determining the elastic constants of single crystals and

minerals (Ohno, 1976; Maynard, 1992; Migliori et al., 1993), few attempts have made to

characterize the anisotropic elastic properties of rocks whose anisotropy arises from the

heterogeneous microstructure.

In this chapter, acoustic resonance spectroscopy is applied to determine the elastic

constants of transversely isotropic rock specimens. For comparison purposes, static and

ultrasonic measurements are first performed to determine the zero-frequency and high-

frequency elastic moduli. These measurements are followed by acoustic resonance

measurements on cube-shaped specimens. Measured resonance frequencies are used to

invert for the five elastic constants using the numerical algorithm introduced in the previous

chapter. Mode shapes of the anisotropic specimens are also measured using a laser

Doppler vibrometer and compared with mode shapes computed from the elastic constants

obtained from the numerical inversion of the measured resonance frequencies.
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5.2 Static Elastic Properties

5.2.1 Description of specimens

Rock specimens used in this chapter are Sierra White Granite, Berea Sandstone, and

Tennessee Dolomite. These rocks are anisotropic due to different microstructure. The

granite specimen contains a number of sub-millimeter size microcracks that are oriented

perpendicular to a single direction. This granite is from the same quarry as the granite

specimen used in the Chapter 2. The sandstone specimen has bedding structures that are

visible as red oxidized minerals deposited along subrnillimeter-spaced bedding planes. The

sandstone also contains minor cross-bedding that cross-cuts the dominant near parallel

bedding structures (this Berea sandstone specimen is different from the specimen used in

Chapter 2). The dolomite specimen contains a number of fractures that extend as long as a

centimeter and are mostly filled with precipitated silica (Opal). The precipitated silica is

also present in the form of millimeter size inclusions. These microstructure give rise to

transversely isotropic static and dynamic properties. By visual inspection, the granite

specimen appears to be the most homogeneous and the dolomite the most heterogeneous

due to the presence of large cracks and inclusions. The densities of the ovendried granite,

sandstone, and dolomite specimens are 2.62 g/ems, 2.15 g/ems, and 2.70 g/ems,

respectively.

The specimens were prepared for acoustic resonance spectroscopy by first determining

the axis of symmetry of the rock using ultrasonic measurements and then cutting out a

cube-shaped specimen from the block such that two of its surfaces are perpendicular to the

axis of symmetry. The size of the cubes were 9.40 cm, 6.04 cm, and 6.45 cm for the

granite, sandstone, and dolomite, respectively. The specimens are shown in Figure 5.1.

For the granite, cylindrical specimens (9.8 1 cm in length, 3.73 cm in diameter) and short

octagonal blocks (5 .08cm across parallel surfaces) with their axis perpendicular to the

surfaces of the cube specimen were also made. These specimens were used for measuring

static and high frequency (ultrasonic) properties of the rock.

5.2.2 Optical microscope observation for granite

Sub-millimeter “microstructure in the granite specimen such as aligned minerals,

microcracks, and grain boundaries are not directly visible. Thin sections for optical

microscopy were prepared from three cylindrical specimens of the granite cored
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(a) Granite cube (Sierra White). No
obvious rnicrostmcture can be detected
by visual inspection. The rock appears
to be homogeneous.

.. . . -- . . . .. .. “ -’---- ?m.--p-. p. . -“- . --> .-..*>--- “+4--------.
(b) Sandstone cube (Berea). Distinct ‘~~:~~;~~~~~~~~~,~>~~~~~~:j.
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obliquely can be seen on the sides of
the cube. r

/
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(c) Dolomite cube (Tenessee).
Relatively large, mineral-filled irregular
fractures can be seen. The specimen
also contains inclusions of Opal that
fill elliptical cavities in the rock.

:Iusions

Figure 5.1 Rock cube specimens used for resonance spectroscopy. The three rocks have different
microstructure that lead to transversely isotropic elastic behavior: (a) granite, (b) sandstone, (c) dolomite
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Figure 5.2 Core orientation of specimens used for optical microscope observation, imbibition tests, and
static uniaxial load-displacement tests. Cores A and C are taken in the direction perpendicular to the
isotropy axis (parallel to average microcrack planes). Core D is parallel to the isotropy axis. The reference
direction of each core is shown by a dotted line along its diameter.

perpendicular to each other (Figure 5.2, National Petrographic Service Inc., Houston,

Texas). The specimens were vacuum-impregnated with blue-dyed epoxy. Figure

5.3(a)-(c) are the thin section optical-micrographs of rnicrocracks observed in the three

perpendicular directions. The observations are made using normal transmitted light.

Microcracks impregnated by blue epoxy are best seen in the C core and are aligned roughly

parallel in a single direction. In the A core, alignment of the microcracks are not as clear as

in the C direction. In the D core, no preferential directions of the microcracks are

observed. Figure 5.4(a) and (b) are the close-up photographs of the microcracks. Open

cracks filled with epoxy are marked by solid triangles. Figure 5.5(a) is a thin section

rnicrograph using polarized light. A rnicrograph of the same area using normal light is also

shown (Figure 5.5(b)) for comparison. From the photographs, no obvious elongation or

alignment of mineral grains is present. These observations indicate that the anisotropy of

the granite is primarily due to open microcracks that are aligned in a single direction.

.. . . .. .. .—,- ----- .---,---V ------ --- 7’ :-..,. , . . > ---7--: -.. . - m- ,7., ;—.. - Z&mT.--:, .- --
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Figure 5.3 Thin section optical-micrographs of granite in three perpendicular directions. The color of the images is
in~erted to enhance the fra~tures. The bright whi~eareas are the bio~ite grains. (a) Core A and (b) core C show-
microcracks approximately aligned in the direction perpendicular to the D direction (z-axis). (c) Microcracks in core D are
more randomly oriented than the other directions. Core C exhibits epoxy-filled microcracks that are aligned parallel.
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(a) Thin section rnicrograph of core C using polarized Light.

(b) Microflaph of similm area using non-polarized light (core C)

Figure 5.5 Shape and alignment of mineral grains in granite specimen. (a) Using polarized light,
different types of minerals and their orientations can be distinguished. From tlje micrograph, no obvious
elongation or alignment of crystals in any particular dhection can be seen. (b) Using normal light, shapes
and alignment of biotite grains (black regions) can be seen, which also show no systematic pattern that
would lead to anisotropic behavior of the rock.
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5.2.3 Capillary imbibition for granite

In order to confirm that the microcracks in the granite were open, one-directional

imbibition of water into the granite was performed using cylindrical specimens cored in

mutually perpendicular directions. The specimens were 9.81 cm in height and 3.73 cm in

diameter. The bottom of the specimens were cleaned prior to the experiment to expose

fresh surfaces. After being ovendried for at least 48 hours at 103 “C, the bottom of the

specimens were immersed in distilled water up to 5 mm deep to allow the water to imbibe

by the capillary force of the microcracks. The volume of water imbibed into the specimen

was monitored by periodically measuring the total weight. During the test, the specimens

were covered by glass jars to maintain the relative humidity of the air around the specimen

at 100% (Figure 5.6). From the weight of oven-dried and vacuum saturated specimens,

the effective porosity of the specimens was measured as 1.02%.

Figure 5.7 shows the time history of the water-saturation resulting from imbibition into

the specimens. From the figure, it can be seen that core D initially shows a significantly

slower rate of imbibition than the other specimens. Although the difference is subtle, core

A exhibits a faster initial imbibition than core C. For much later times, saturation ratios of

all three cores asymptote to 8070. The remaining 20% is due to the air trapped within the

specimen.

The anisotropic rate of imbibition can be explained by the geometry and the alignment

of microcracks in the granite (Figure 5.8) . Core D exhibits the slowest imbibition along

the axis of the cylinder as the water has to flow through the most tortuous paths of

connected microcracks. Directions along the axis of core A and C are the fastest imbibition

directions as they have the least tortuousity. The small difference in imbibition rate for core

A and C may be due to the larger misalignment of cracks in the C specimen. These results

are consistent with the geometry and alignment of rnicrocracks observed in the thin

sections.

5.2.4 Static behavior for granite

Static uniaxial compression tests were conducted to examine the anisotropic elastic

behavior of the granite core specimens. The specimens used for the static tests were

identical to the ones used for the ‘capillary imbibition tests (cores A, C, and D). The cores

were tested under room-dry conditions (density of 2.62 g/cm3). The experimental setup is

.. -- . .. .. .. . - --—---,-.—- > ....... . . - - - ,—- T -- .: .7-- —~ - -- 7- ,--: Y.. . . . . ~., ..- . . .
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(a) Capillary imbibition test setup

(b) Condition of specimens 50 hours after starting imbibition
(.

Figure 5.6 Oven-dried core A, B, and C were placed in glass jars with their bases immersed in distilled
water. Changes in their weight were measured as the water imbibed into the specimens. The bottom picture
(Figure 5.6(b)) shows the specimens after 50 hours of imbibition. Water has reached the top of the
specimens A and C, but not core D.
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Figure 5.7 Time history of capillary imbibition into granite cores. All the cores are of equal size and
shape. Core D exhibits much slower increase in the saturation ratio compared with the other two cores,
indicating that the primary orientation of microcracks is not aligned with the core axis. Core A shows
slightly faster imbibition than core C. Saturation ratios for the cores asymptote to approximately 80%
after 10 days.

geometry

Figure 5.8 Idealized microcrack geometry and orientations from microscope observation and capillruy
imbibition tests. Open microcracks in’the granite specimen are preferentially aligned perpendicular to
the D direction. Larger variations in the spatial distribution of the microcracks in the A surface of the
block may be the reason for the slightly faster imbibition in the A direction than in the C direction.
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shown in Figure 5.9. A core specimen was uniaxially loaded in a load frame using a hand-

operated hydraulic jack. Both vertical and horizontal LVDT’S were mounted on the

specimen to measure vertical compression and lateral expansion of the specimen. The

applied load was measured using a Ioadcell. Readouts from LVDT’S and the loadcell were

displayed and stored on a computer.

The static stress-strain relation of the rock also displays strong anisotropy. Figure

5.10(a) shows the axial stress-strain relations for three mutual perpendicular directions.

Core D (z-axis direction) exhibits a significantly larger compliance than the other two

directions. Small excursion loops from the main stress-strain loops are measured to obtain

the elastic moduli of the rock free of frictional slip (e.g., Walsh, 1965; Cook and Hodgson,

1965). Figure 5.11 (b) shows the relations between axial strain and radial strain. The

direction of the measured expansion is 90” from a reference direction (for core A and C, in

the direction parallel to the average microcrack planes; for core D, in the direction parallel to

core A). All specimens show very small Poisson’s expansion for small axial load. This is

due to the closing of microcracks oriented in the direction perpendicular to the loading

direction. Core D shows the smallest radial strain versus axial strain ratio due to a large

number of microcracks preferentially oriented perpendicular to the specimen axis. The

difference between the Poisson’s ratios for the specimens becomes small for larger axial

stresses. As the hysteresis of the major loops is small, the slope of the curves is assumed

to be identical to the slope of the small excursion loops that provides the elastic Poisson’s

ratio of the specimens.

Variations in Poisson’s ratio around the axis of each specimen are shown in Figure

5.11 (a)-(c). For core A (Figure 5.11(a)), basic agreement between the Poisson’s

expansions for the O“and 90”can be seen on the loading part of the curves. The unloading

curve for O“shows a large amount of slip between the specimen and radial LVDT mount.

In the Figure 5.11(b), core C exhibits similar behavior of Poisson’s ratio for all directions

around the axis. Radial strains in different directions are shifted for comparison. Unlike

the other directions, core D exhibits small variations in the behavior of Poisson’s expansion

around its axis. This indicate that the behavior of the granite is not truly transversely

anisotropic. Poisson’s ratio is the smallest in the directions parallel to core C (90” and

270”, along y-axis). Although the difference in Poisson’s ratio is large for large axial

strains, all curves seem to have similar slopes for very small axial strain. Therefore, the

granite is assumed to be transversely isotropic in the analysis of elastic moduli at zero

confining stress presented in Sections 5.3 and 5.4.
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Figure 5.9 Experimental setup for static load-displacement test. Axial load is applied by a hydraulic
jack. Both vertical displacement and lateral expansion are measured using LVDTS. Measured displacements
are displayed and recorded on a data acquisition system on a computer running LabView software (National
Instruments, Inc.).
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Figure 5.10

Resonance of Anisotropic Rock
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Uniaxial compression tests on granite specimens cored in three mutually perpendicular
directions. (a) core D shows much larger compliance than the other two cores due to closure of aligned
microcracks. (b) Poisson’s expansion was measured in the direction 90” from the reference dire~tion
(direction parallel to the plane of anisotropy for core A and C, direction parallel to core A for core D, see
Figure 5.2). Permanent offset at zero axial strain is due to the slip between specimen and LVDT mount.
Initial Poisson’s ratio for the specimens are quite small ( v= O.033-O.066) due to the closing of
microcracks. Young’s moduli and Poisson’s ratios for different specimens increase and become similar for
high axial stresses.
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Figure 5.11 Poisson’s expansion of specimens around the core axis. For core A, unloading curve for 0“
orientation deviates from the 9V orientation due to large slip between specimen and the LVDT holder.
Core A and C do not show significant difference in Poisson’s expansions for different orientations. Core D,
however, exhibits small variations in Poisson’s expansion, showing maximum expansion in the 0°
direetion.
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Young’s moduli of the specimens determined from small excursion loops in Figure

5.10(a) are shown in Figure 5.12. Due to the frictional slip in the rock and the limited

resolution of the data, the accuracy of the determined Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio

at low stresses is rather poor. By extrapolating the obtained modulus-stress relations, the

Young’s modulus at zero axial stress is estimated to be 19 GPa for core D (E3) and 30 GPa

for core A and C (E1=E2). From the plot, Poisson’s ratios are approximately 0.099 for

core A and C (V12=v 13=V21=V23) and ().033 for D core (v31=v32). The upper left of the

elastic compliance matrix for the measured elastic parameters are

H
E11

E22 =

’533
I

[

0.0333 –0.00333 –0.00174

= –0.00333 0.0333 –0.00174

–0.00333 –0.00333 0.0526 1CY33J

(5.1)

The above compliance matrix S is not symmetric, possibly due to the experimental error

and data resolution. Assuming the error is caused by the measurements for the Poissons

ratios, the compliance matrix is redefined by

~=s+sT

2,

Tis a matrix transpose operator.where the superscript

c=~-l=

[

30.4

= 3.16

1.61

0.0333 -0.00333 -0.002521-’

(5.2)

The stiffness matrix is obtained as

–0.00333 0.0333

1

–0.00252 X 109

–0.00252 –0.00252 0.0526
3.16 1.61

1
(5.3)

30.4 1.61 X109 [Pa]

1.61 19.2
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Figure 5.12 (a) Young’s modulus determined from small excursion loops in Figure 5.10(a) and ((b)-(d))
low-axial stress load-displacement tests. Young’s moduli at zero axial stress are estimated as 30 GPa and 19
GPa for directions parallel and perpendicular to the microcracks, respectively. The square regions in the
above plots show the initial nonlinear behaviors due to compliant contact between specimen and loading
plates. Young’s modulus for all three directions increases with increasing axial stress. Difference between
directions parallel to the microcracks (core A and C) and perpendicular to the cracks (core D) gradually
decreases as the stress increases.
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5.3 Ultrasonic Transmission Test

5.3.1 P-wave anisotropy for granite

To check for the anisotropy of transmitted P-waves, the granite cores were vacuum

saturated and placed in a water bath (Figure 5. 13(a)). The water bath has a turn table at the

bottom and a pair of immersion ultrasonic transducers (central frequency of lMHz)

attached to the side walls. The P-wave anisotropy of the specimen can be examined by

rotating the table and measuring transmitted P-waves as a function of angle (Figure 5.14).

Both cores A and C show peaks in velocity and amplitude in the direction parallel to the

microcracks while core D shows consistently low velocity and amplitude for all directions.

5.3.2 S-wave anisotropy

S-wave anisotropy was measured on the granite cores and the cube-shaped sandstone

and dolomite specimens using the experimental setup shown in Figure 5.13(b). The

specimens were tested under room dry conditions. To establish repeatable acoustic

coupling between the specimen and the ultrasonic transducers, the specimen was loaded

between the transducers through thin lead foil disks in a load frame (5MPa for granite,

6.9MPa for sandstone, and 5.9MPa for dolomite). The measured S-wave waveforms are

shown in Figure 5.15. The granite cores show two distinct quasi-shear waves that result

from shear-wave splitting. For the direction of wave propagation parallel to the plane of

anisotropy (labeled as ‘//’), components of an S-wave polarized parallel to the microcracks

(labeled “H”) propagate faster than the components polarized pefiendicular to the

microcracks (labeled “V”). In the direction perpendicular to the plane of anisotropy

(labeled “ 1“), the velocity and amplitude of the S-wave are constant. The sandstone

specimen shows similar splitting of S-waves but the splitting is rather small indicating a

smaller degree of anisotropy. Although the amplitudes of the S-waves for the dolomite

cube show similar patterns as other specimens, the shear wave splitting was not observed.

5.3.3 Velocity anisotropy and axial load

L

Changes in wave velocities with increasing axial load are shown in Figure 5.16 for P-

waves and in Figure 5.17 for S-waves. For granite and sandstone, both P and S-waves

initially show a rapid increase in velocity with increasing load. This is due to closing
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Figure 5.13 Experimental setup for ultrasonic wave transmission tests. (a) For granite core specimens,
anisotropy of P-wave transmission was measured using immersible transducers (centmd frequency= lMHz).
The specimen was rotated around its axis with a turn table attached to a water bath. (b) The granite core
speeimens and sandstone and dolomite cubes were uniaxially loaded to measure S-wave anisotropy and stress
dependency of P and S-waves. For cube specimens, aluminum cones were used to apply a uniformly
distributed load to the specimens. Piezoelectric crystals in the transducers were excited by a high-voltage
pulse generator and measured waves were displayed and stored on an oscilloscope.
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Figure 5.14 P-wave anisotropy of granite core specimens (vacuum saturated with water). A waveform
was measured at every 15 degrees. Angles in the plots are measured from a reference direction of each
specimen. Large positive and negative amplitude is shown in light and dark grays, respectively. P-wave
shows maximum amplitude and velocity in the direction perpendicular to the isotropy axis (perpendicular
to microcrack planes).
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Figure 5.15 S-wave anisotropy of granite core specimens and sandstone and dolomite cubes (room-dry).
The polarization direction of source and receiver were rotated around each coordinate axis and transmitted S-
wave was measured for every 15 degrees of rotation. For granite and sandstone, shear wave splitting due to
transverse isotropy of the rock is observed (SH and SV-waves). Although it shows clear S-wave amplitude
anisotropy, the dolomite specimen does not exhibit splitting of shear waves.
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Figure 5.16 Stress dependence and anisotropy of P-wave velocity. (a) Granite shows strong stress
dependence due to microcracks that close under uniaxial stress. (b) Sandstone also shows strong stress
dependence due to improved grain contact by the axial load. For both specimens, a P-wave parallel to the
isotropy axis shows the smallest velocity. (c) “For the axial loads shown above, the dolomite specimen
exhibits very small stress dependence possibly because the open cracks are filled with precipitated mineral.
The velocity anisotropy is also very small.
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microcracks for the granite and the stiffening of grain contacts for the sandstone. In

contrast, the dolomite shows a very small stress dependence and a small velocity

anisotropy. The behavior of the waves in the dolomite specimen may be caused by

scattering of waves off the thin mineral inclusions that fill the open flat fractures. Here, the

acoustic impedance contrast between the matrix and the inclusions causes amplitude

anisotropy of the waves by scattering, but because they are thin relative to the wavelength,

they have little effect on the wave velocities.

5.3.4 High-frequency dynamic elastic moduli

High-frequency dynamic elastic moduli of the rocks were measured using P and S-

wave contact transducers (central frequency 1 MHz). The stress applied to the specimen

was approximately zero. Lower frequency transducers (250 kHz) were used when the

attenuation was too severe to assess accurate first arrivals. Velocities of the granite were

measured using both the cube specimen and the octagonal blocks (Figure 5.18). Velocities

for other types of rock were measured using only the cube specimens. For this series of

tests, oven dried specimens were used. Table 5.1 shows measured velocities of P and S-

waves. Propagation and polarization directions are shown in Figure 5.18. For a

transversely isotropic elastic material, the five independent elastic constants can be

determined from P and S-wave velocities using the following equations

Table 5.1 P and S-wave velocities for cube specimens

(Lo et al., 1985)

granite sandstone dolomite

density

axis

x

Y

z

Lsource
frequent

2622 (kg/m3)
2’4~w

VP vSH Vsv VP

(m/see) (m/see) (rn/see) (m/see)

4285 I 2700 I 2320 I 2828

~

4296 2668 2290 2808

3093 2302 2326 2602

---1-
VSH VSV

(m/see) (rn/see)

1914 1846

11902 1841

1810 ------

VP

(m/see)

4952

5070

4474

500 250 lMHz 500
kHz kHz kHz

VSH VSV I

-H
(mkec) (m/see)

2839 2637

2814 I 2692 I

G&-J
a. Due to strorw scattering, the first arrival of this wave was not clearlv observed.
Velocities show; in bold ~e compared with the velocities for the octag~nal specimens
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vSHz vSHz’ VPZ

vPy

octagon D octagon C

+ P-wave particle motion

~ S-wave particle motion

“p-ropagation direction

Fi~re 5.18 Directions of propagation and polarization (particle motion) of P and S-waves measured in
the cube specimens. The name for the velocity of each wave is shown in the plot. S-wave velocities with
particle motion parallel and normal to the plane of isotropy (x-y plane) are shown with a subscript “SH”
and “SV”, respectively. For the granite specimen, octagonal blocks were also prepared for measuring P-
waves propagating obliquely to the isopopy axis (perpendicular to x-y plane).
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c,, = pv;. = pv;y, (5.4a)

q = c,, – 2pv:Hx = c,, – 2pv:HJ,, (5.4b)

C33 = Pv:z , (5.4C)

CM= pv;Hz, (5.4d)

C,3= –CM + 4p2v;450 – ZPVj,So(cII+C33 +Z4)+(C11 + Ca)(C33 + Ca), (5.4 e)

where p is density of material, VPXand VPYare P-wave velocities measured perpendicular

to the isotropy axis, Vpz is the P-wave velocity parallel to the isotropy axis. VsHXand VsHy

are velocities of the S-waves propagating perpendicular to the isotropy axis with particle

motion perpendicular to the axis. VsHz is the S-wave velocity parallel to the isotropy axis.

VP450 is the P-wave velocity in the direction oblique (45°) to the isotropy axis. Other

commonly measured velocities VsvX and V,SVY(S-wave velocities perpendicular to the

isotropy axis, particle motion parallel to the axis) are not used in the Eq.(5.4a)-(5.4e). This

is because these velocities are identical to VsHz. Notice that some velocities for the dolomite

specimen are significantly smaller than the velocities measured for finite axial stresses in

Figure 5.16 and 5.17, indicating large velocity anisotropy. This may be caused by thin,

compliant debonding cracks between the dolomite matrix and the mineral inclusions that

close when subjected to small axial loads.

From the velocities in Table 5.1, four out of five elastic constants for transversely

isotropic rocks can be determined using Eq.(5.4a)-(5.4d). Results are shown in Table

5.2. Average velocities were used to compute the moduli for velocities that should be

identical (for example, VPXand VP,,). In Table 5.1, V~Hzfor the dolomite is much smaller

than VsvX and VSVY.This is probably due to a large error in reading the arrival of the

strongly scattered and distorted wave. Therefore, this velocity was not used for computing

the moduli.

Table 5.2 Dynamic Elastic Moduli (2501cHz-lMHz)

granite sandstone dolomite

Cll 48.27 17.06 67.82

C12 10.49 1.42 24.67

C33 25.08 14.54 53.99

C44 13.99 7.21 19.18
I I I I I

The moduli are shown in [GPa]
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From the velocities in Table 5.1, modulus C13 cannot be computed. This is because it

requires a P or S-wave measured at an oblique angle to the axis of isotropy. For granite,

octagonal specimens were prepared for measuring waves at this orientation. Table 5.3

shows measured velocities in the direction and polarization shown in Figure 5.18.

Velocities for the octagon D measured using lMHz P and S- waves show good agreement

with the velocities for cube specimens measured using 500kHz P and 250kHz S-sources.

From the table, octagon C shows smaller velocities than octagon D. This is possibly due to

local heterogeneity of the rock. Due to the anomalously low velocities, the 45° P-wave

velocity of the octagon C cannot be directly used for determining modulus C13. The 45” P-

wave velocity ( VPA~.) was inferred from VPXand VP,, using the relative magnitude of

v ~450compared with VPXand VP, for the octagon C. The estimated VPQ~owas 3727rn/sec.

From Eq.(5.4e) and the moduli in Table 5.2, C13 for the granite was determined to be 4.93

GPa.

Table 5.3 VelocitiesDeterminedfor Granite Octagons

/
axis

e

/0x“

x /450

z /90”

z /135”

at lMHz Source Frequency

octagon C octagon D

VP VSH Vsv
/$

axis VP VSH Vsv
(rakec) (m/see) (mkec) (m/see) (rnkec) (m/see)

4042 2582 2189 x/o” 4271 2677 2297

3564 2420 2191 x/45” 4271 2680 2306

3008 2341 2293 Y/90” 4271 2680 2326

3493 2526 2176 Y/135” 4164 2749 2281

Velocities shown in bold are P, SH, and SV waves having the same directions of wave
propagation and polarization (particle motion) as in Table-5. 1.
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5.4 Resonance of Anisotropic Rocks

5.4.1 Experimental setup

Resonance of the anisotropic rocks tested in both Section 5.2 for the static properties

and Section 5.3 for the high-frequency dynamic properties was examined in the cube

specimens. A similar setup to the resonant bar tests in the Chapter 3 was adopted (Figure

5.19). Specimens were suspended using thin steel wires and excited with a sine wave

swept over a broad frequency range by the internal signal generator in an Ono Sokki

CF6400 spectrum analyzer. This signal was amplified by a voltage amplifier (Krohn-Hite

7602) and then passed to a small piezoelectric crystal attached to the specimen with

bonding wax. The resulting accelerations were measured using a miniature high frequency

accelerometer (PCB Piezotronics, 309A, resonance frequency> 120kHz) and then displayed

and analyzed on the spectrum analyzer.

5.4.2 Frequency response of an isotropic cube

Before examining the resonance of anisotropic rocks, the resonance of an isotropic

cube made of lead glass was conducted to determine the accuracy of the measurements and

the inversion technique presented in Chapter 4. The length of the specimen was 10.16 cm

and the density was 6275 kg/cm3. As the specimen was too heavy to be supported by steel

wires, it was placed on a foam pad to approximately simulate stress-free boundary

conditions. High frequency ultrasonic transmission tests (central frequency of 1MHz) gave

P and S-wave velocities of 3187 rdsec and 1792 rnJsec, respectively. The dynamic

Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio computed from these velocities were 51.14 GPa and

0.269, respectively.

Measured experimental frequency response functions are shown in Figure 5.20(a) and

(b) for source and receiver locations indicated in the plots. Measured accelerations were

normalized by the values determined with an accelerometer attached to the back of the

piezoelectric crystal suspended in air. Accelerations for the crystal were multiplied by the

crystal’s mass (3 .5g) to obtain the force applied to the specimen. In the plots, frequency

response functions (accelerance) were computed with the numerical model introduced in

Chapter 4 that used the measured dynamic elastic moduli. The highest order of

polynomials used for approximating the displacement field was 12 (12x12x12). The

measured and computed FRF’s show good agreement over the full frequency range.

/. I
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Figure 5.19 Experimental setup used for free vibration tests of rock cubes. Specimens were suspended
in air using thin steel wires. A small piezoelectric crystal attached to the specimen was excited by a sine
wave. Resulting accelerations were measured by an accelerometer attached to the opposite side of the cube.
The measured accelerations were displayed, analyzed, and stored on a spectrum analyzer.
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Figure 5.20 Measured and computed (from measured ultrasonic velocities) frequency response functions.
Both measured and computed FRF’s show good agreement.
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Resonance inversion for elastic moduli was performed using the numerical algorithm

introduced in the previous chapter. Several low frequency modes were selected for

matching the observed and computed resonance frequencies. The types of the modes were

identified by comparing the shape of experimental and computed (using an initial guess for

elastic moduli) FRF’s. Measured and computed resonance frequencies for converged

numerical model are shown in Table 5.4 as well as the results of the ultrasonically y

determined resonance frequencies. Young’s modulus and Poission’s ratio determined by

the resonance inversion were 50.76GPa and 0.270, respectively. These moduli show

very good agreement with the results from ultrasonic transmission tests. In Figure 5.21 (a)

and (b), measured FRF’s are compared with the computed FRF’s for the elastic parameters

determined from the resonance inversion.

Table 5.4 Resonance Frequencies for the Lead Glass Cube

mode (1) observed (2)resonance (3)ultrasonic (4)error
number resonance inversion [(2)-(1)]/(1)

(kHz) (kHz) (kHz) (%)

l,za) 8.0000 7.9892 8.0220 -0.14
3,4,5 10.740 10.736 10.779 -0.039
6,7,8 10.940 10.935 10.979 -0.048
9,10,11a) 12.440 12.428 12.479 -0.093
12,13,14a; 12.560 12.567 12.612 0.060
15,16,17 13.300 13.295 13.346 -0.041
18,19a) 14.900 14.892 14.945 -0.052
20 15.380 15.383 15.445 0.021
30,3 1,32a: 18.140 18.146 18.218 0.036
34,35,36 20.180 20.170 20.251 -0.051
44,45 20.840 20.840 20.922 -0.00072
51,52 23.420 23.399 23.492 -0.089
56,57,58 24.120 24.084 24.176 -0.15
61,62,63 24.920 24.857 24.959 -0.25
67,68,69 25.480 25.499 25.597 0.073
70.71.72 25.580 25.511 25.611 -0.27

a) Modes used for resonance inversion
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Figure 5.21 Measured and computed FRF’s. The computed FRF is shown for Young’s modulus and
Poisson’s ratio determined by the inversion that matches the experimentally measured and computed
resonance frequencies. The FRF’s show excellent agreement.
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5.4.3 Frequency response of anisotropic rocks

For conducting the numerical inversion, one type of mode has to be specified for each

experimentally measured resonance frequency. The proper mode type is identified by

comparing the experimentally measured FIU? and simulated FRF using an initial guess for

the elastic moduli. From Figure 5.21, it can be seen that the “twist” type source-receiver

configuration yields a much more complicated FRF than the “face-to-face” configuration.

This is because the latter eliminates many of the modes by the symmetries in the

configuration such as location and orientation of the source and receiver. As mode types

can be identified more easily with fewer modes, measurements for anisotropic rocks are

performed primarily using the “face-to-face” testing configuration.

Measured FIU?s for each type of rock with the source and receiver located along the

three orthogonal coordinate axes are shown in Figure 5.22(a)-(c). The FRF’s were

measured by sweeping over O to 32kHz for granite and O to 50kHz for sandstone and

dolomite using sine waves. Oven-dried specimens were suspended in air using thin steel

wires. FRF’s for the granite specimen (Figure 5.22(a)) show distinct differences

perpendicular to the isotropy axis (along x- and y-axes) and parallel to the isotropy axis

(along z-axis). The sandstone specimen shows similar FRF’s for all three directions.

However, there are some noticeable differences between FRF’s measured parallel and

perpendicular to the isotropy axis (z-axis). The dolomite specimen shows quite different

FRF’s for all directions. This is possibly due to the strong heterogeneity of the specimen

that disturbs the symmetry of the acoustic properties. Due to the distortion of the FRF’s,

mode types of the measured resonances could not be identified successfully. For this

reason, resonance inversion was not conducted for the dolomite specimen.

Using the measured resonance frequencies in the first several modes, resonance

inversion for anisotropic elastic moduli was performed for the granite and sandstone

specimens. Comparisons between experimentally measured and computed FRF’s for the

inverted elastic moduli are shown in Figure 5.23 for granite and in Figure 5.24 for

sandstone. The overall shapes of the FRF’s show good agreement for both rocks.

Although the magnitudes of the computed FRF’s for the granite cube overestimate the

experimentally measured FRF, it should be noted that the inversion technique used in this

research requires only the resonance frequencies and the general shape of the FRF for

determining the elastic moduli.

.- -- ---
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Figure 5.22 FRF’s for rock cubes. FRF’s in each plot are shifted by 50dB for (a) and 20dB for (b) and
(c). Although granite and sandstone cubes show clear similarities between FRF’s along x- and y-axes,
FRF’s for the dolomite cube are very different along all three directions.
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Figure 5.23 Measured and computed FRF’s for the granite cube. Computed FRF (resonance inversion)
is for the five elastic constants inverted by matching experimentally measured and numerically computed
resonance frequencies. Resonance frequencies of both FRF’s show good agreement except for the first
resonance (labeled as “P”) in the bottom plot. This resonance is likely caused by the heterogeneity and
higher order anisotropy of the specimen.
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Figure 5.24 Measured and computed FRF’s for the sandstone cube. Computed FRF (resonance
inversion) is for the five elastic constants inverted by matching experimentally measured and numerically
computed resonance frequencies. As the mass for the source and receiver was not negligibly small,
numerical simulations were performed modeling the source and receiver as point masses on the surface of
the cube. Only the resonance frequencies measured along the z-axis were used for inversion. Although low
frequency resonances in the bottom plot show excellent agreement between the experimental and computed
resonance frequencies, the top plot shows rather large differences.
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Table 5.5 shows a comparison between the measured and computed resonance

frequencies for the granite cube. Although some of the low frequency resonances show up

to a few percent of error, most of the resonances show good agreement. In Figure

5.23(b), there is a mode that does not appear in the computed FRF (labeled as “p”). This

resonance emerges in the computed FRF if the source or receiver is located off-center on

the surface of the cube. The mode also exhibits a splitting and its counterpart is observed at

14.94kHz. Such behavior of the measured resonance is possibly due to heterogeneities in

density and stiffness that break the symmetry of the problem and to higher order anisotropy

of the rock.

Moduli of the sandstone cube were also determined by resonance inversion. Due to the

relatively small dimension and density of the cube specimen, the mass added by the source

and receiver (3 .5g and 1.5 g, respectively) was significant compared to the mass of the

specimen (0.86% of the cube mass). The additional mass increases the inertia of the

specimen and consequently decreases its resonance frequencies. To account for this effect,

Table 5.5 ResonanceFrequenciesfor the Granite Cube

.

mode
number

1
2
3,4

5,6

7
8
10
12
13,14

15
16,17

18
31

1) observed
resonance

(kHz)

11.120
11.980
13.000
13.040
14.420
14.940
15.260
16.220
17.060
17.420
17.540
17.720
18.240
19.220
19.320
19.740
24.180

f2)resonance
inversion

(kHz)

10.981
11.968
13.278

14.916

15.342
16.220
17.129
17.424
17.528

18.402
19.244
19.244
19.794
24.379

(3)error
[(2)-(1)]/(1)

(%)

-1.25
-0.097
2.14
1.83
3.44
-0.16
0.54
-0.0026
0.41
0.025
-0.071
-1.09
0.89
0.12
-0.40
0.27
0.82

Note: All the measured modes were used for inversion
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the numerical code was modified to handle the source and receiver as point masses attached

to the surface of the specimen. As individual modes were most easily identified in the

direction of z-axis, the inversion was conducted using five resonance frequencies measured

in this direction. Table 5.6 compares resonance frequencies of the measured and computed

modes. The first five resonance frequencies for the measured and computed modes in the

z-direction fit exactly since the number of observations is identical to the number of

unknowns (elastic constants). On the other hand, directions along the plane of anisotropy

(along x and y-axes) show rather large differences between the measured and computed

resonance frequencies. The misfit may be caused by heterogeneities in the specimen, such

as unevenly spaced bedding planes and cross bedding structures.

Table 5.6 Resonance Frequencies for the Sandstone Cube

mode (1) observed (2)resonance (3)error
number resonance inversion [(2)-(1)]/(1)

(kHz) (kHz) (%)

along z-axis

ha)

Isa)

1ga)

Zfja)

26a)

28

I
4
9
13
18
19
20
30
31

18.219
19.625
21.094
22.844
24.500
26.969

18.219
19.625
21.094
22.844
24.500
27.172

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.75

along x and y-axis (average)

17.172
18.266
20.094
20.797
22.359
22.734
27.591
28.812

16.797
17.871
19.820
21.252
21.486
22.779
27.089
27.788

-2.18
-2.16
-1.36
2.19
-3.90
0.20
-1.82
-3.55

.

a) Modes used for resonance inversion
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5.4.4 Anisotropic elastic constants

Anisotropic elastic constants for granite and sandstone determined by the resonance

inversion technique are shown in Table 5.7. These elastic constants are compared with the

statically and ultrasonically measured elastic constants in Figure 5.25. Granite exhibits a

consistent trend that shows higher elastic moduli for the higher-frequency test. Sandstone

has a similar trend showing higher elastic moduli for the ultrasonic results. Frequency-

dependent behavior of the elastic moduli was not observed for the lead glass, which

showed almost identical Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio for the resonance and

ultrasonic measurements.

For the granite specimen, static moduli determined from the small excursion loops are

significantly smaller than dynamic moduli, especially in the direction perpendicular to the

isotropy axis ( CII). Although the type of rocks is different, this result contradicts the

measurements on Berea sandstone conducted by Hilbert et al. ( 1994) that showed good

agreement between statically (uniaxial strain load-displacement tests) and ultrasonically

measured elastic moduli. On the other hand, similar measurements conducted by Plona and

Cook (1995) with uniaxial stress compression tests showed a rather large difference

between the static and dynamic moduli. The difference is possibly due to the slip motion

between sand grains that is more easily mobilized under the low confining stress state of

the uniaxial stress tests. It is also noted that the difference was larger for lower axial

stresses.

As the static moduli in this research were determined by unia.xial compression tests at

very low confining stress, it is likely that slip along microcracks was present even for the

small excursion loops. During the uniaxial compression tests on the core specimens

Table 5.7 Inverted Elastic Moduli (lOkHz-30kHz)

granite sandstone

Cll 42.16 14.71

C12 5.62 1.93

C13 4.47 0.68

C33 22.59 12.74

C4$ I 12.87 I 6.08
I1 I I

The moduli are shown in [GPa]

... . .. . .. .
..
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Figure 5.25 Experimentally determined elastic moduli for granite and sandstone cubes. Results for the
resonance inversion are consistently smaller than the modul; determined from high-frequency ultrasonic
transmission tests. Static (zero frequency) results for. granite show moduli much smaller than both
ultrasonic and resonance tests, especially in the direction perpendicular to the isotropy axis. The small
static moduli may be due to sliding along microcracks that is present even for the small excursion loops of
the load-displacement curves.
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perpendicular to the isotropy axis, it was also found that the linear elastic part of the

excursion loops was hard to identify, indicating that the loops were not free of slip motion.

In the direction parallel to the isotropy axis, excursion loops showed very small hysteresis

and the moduli were relatively easily identified. The different slip behavior of the granite

may be due to the rnicrocracks that are nearly perpendicular to the isotropy axis and slip

easily by small axial load applied to the crack surface at a shallow angle.

Elastic moduli of granite and sandstone determined by ultrasonic and resonance

measurements show similar values. The small difference may be due to the dispersion of

waves in the rocks caused by scattering off microstructure such as compliant microcracks

and grain contacts. Small amounts of clay present also leads to dispersion due to

viscoelastic behavior (Nihei, 1992; Su6rez-Rivers, 1992). The velocity of the wave

propagating through such a system monotonically increases with increasing wave

frequency.

5.4.5 Mode shapes

The determination of elastic moduli using resonance spectroscopy requires

identification of each mode. In order to verify that a mode specified for the numerical

inversion is indeed the mode that corresponds to the observed resonance peak, the mode

shape of the resonance can be used. Determination of mode shape is a common practice for

measuring the vibration of machinery, automobiles, and airplanes using a large number of

accelerometers. However, for measuring the mode shapes of laboratory-scale specimens,

the use of accelerometers is neither accurate nor practicaI. This is because using a large

number of accelometers increases the inertia of a specimen. Moving a single accelerometer

on the surface of the specimen is not only work intensive but introduces poor repeatability

of the measurement. A slight change of coupling between an accelerometer and a specimen

causes a large change in the amplitude of the measured acceleration.

A laser doppler vibrometer measures the velocity on the surface of a specimen by

measuring the interference between coherent incident light (laser) and reflected light by the

specimen. The non-contacting nature of the method leads to good repeatability of

measurements. As the measurement is done from a distance, the surface of a specimen can

be scanned in a relatively short period of time.

The lead glass cube examined in Section 5.4.2 was scanned with a laser doppler

vibrometer for mode shapes at several selected resonances. The experimental setup is

e----- .-. ...
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shown in Figure 5.26. On one side of the cube, 1cm x lcm grids were drawn for a 10cm x

10cm square area. At each grid point, a small reflector was glued so that the vibration of

the surface could be measured. Velocity spectra were measured at each grid point using O

to 32 kHz swept sine waves (Chirp signal). The spectra were averaged over 20

measurements and normalized by the velocity spectra measured on the surface of the

piezoelectric source suspended in the air. Figure 5.27 shows a comparison between

several of the measured and computed mode shapes. Magnitudes of the normalized spectra

at each resonance frequency are shown. Modes that did not have significant amplitude

were not plotted as they were affected by neighboring major resonances. For degenerate

modes (modes with identical resonance frequencies), only the mode shape for a single

mode is shown. Most of the modes show very good agreement between measured and

computed results, demonstrating that the modes are correctly identified. Some differences

in the experimental mode shapes may be caused by interference between degenerate modes

and distortion due to neighboring dominant modes.

Mode shapes were measured also for the granite cube examined in Section 5.4.3.

Comparison between the selected mode shapes that had significant velocity spectral

amplitudes are shown in Figure 5.28. A marked characteristic is that the mode shape for

the surface perpendicular to the isotropy axis (z-plane) is quite different from the surfaces

parallel to the isotropy axis (x and y- planes). Most of the modes show good agreement

between measured and computed mode shapes. Rather large differences are seen for the

mode shapes with low-frequency resonances (5, 6, and 7th modes). Although there is a

chance that these modes were not correctly identified, the good fit between computed and

experimental FRF’s and mode shapes for many high-frequency resonances indicate that

there may be some other reasons that causes the distortion of these mode shapes such as

heteregeneity of the specimen and higher order anisotropy.
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Figure 5.26 Experimental setup for measuring mode shapes of rock cubes. The cubes were resonated
using a piezoelectric source swept by sine waves for frequencies ranging from Oto 32kHz. Velocities of the
resulting surface vibration were measured by a laser Doppler vibrometer and then displayed, analyzed, and
recorded on a spectrum analyzer.
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5.5 Summary

In this chapter, an acoustic resonance spectroscopy technique is used for quantitative

characterization of the bulk elastic properties of rocks. Using this technique, elastic moduli

of an anisotropic rock are determined from a single measurement of the frequency

response. Although such techniques have been applied to homogeneous materials such as

single crystals and mineral grains, application to rocks whose elastic anisotropy arises from

a variety of inherent microstructure has not been previously reported.

Microstmctural features in rocks such as systematically oriented microcracks, bedding

planes, and mineral inclusions result in anisotropic elastic behaviors. Using cube

specimens of rocks, the medium to low frequency (l OkHz-30kHz) elastic moduli of rocks

are determined by the resonance inversion technique introduced in the previous chapter. As

the acousic resonance spectroscopy method uses wave frequencies that are lower than those

of the ultrasonic transmission tests (100 kHz - several MHz) in the laboratory, measured

dynamic properties of rock are closer to the properties measured in the field, especially for

crosshole seismic measurements. Elastic moduli of a granite specimen show intermediate

values between static moduli and moduli from high-frequency ultrasonic transmission tests.

A sandstone specimen also shows moduli slightly lower than from the high-frequency

wave transmission tests. Since the frequency-dependent behavior of the wave can be

related to the micromechanical structure of rocks, such as compliant open microcracks and

grain contacts, acoustic resonance spectroscopy can be a valuable tool for characterizing

micromechanical rock properties if combined with other tests such as static loading tests

and ultrasonic transmission tests. For example, oriented open microcracks that are

indicated by frequency-dependent anisotropic dynamic properties of granite may be related

to the rock’s anisotropic hydraulic properties as is demonstrated in the experiment for

granite specimens in Section 5.2.3.

Although a dolomite cube appeared to be approximately transversely isotropic from its

ultrasonic transmission tests, the frequency responses of the specimen did not show any

transverse isotropy. This result is possibly due to millimeter to centimeter-scale cracks and

mineral inclusions. It is interesting that resonance spectroscopy, which uses longer

wavelengths than the ultrasonic transmission test, is more sensitive to the heterogeneity of

this specimen. Although the current research does not examine the effect of heterogeneities
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on acoustic resonance, the results indicates that it can be a diagnostic tool for detecting and

locating heterogeneites in a rock.

Besides the measurements for frequency response, a laser doppler vibrometer was used

to measure mode shapes of vibrations. For a homogeneous isotropic cube of lead glass,

experimentally measured and numerically computed mode shapes showed good agreement.

Results for a granite cube also showed good agreement confirming that the elastic moduli

of the specimen used to compute the mode shapes were accurately determined from

resonance inversion of the FRF’s. Although the mode shapes for the dolomite specimen

were not presented in this work, heterogeneity of this specimen may be characterized by

measuring the mode shapes and inverting for distribution of elastic moduli or density.

Development of such a technique is a topic for future research.

This chapter has demonstrated that acoustic resonance microscopy has many aspects

suited for characterizing unique properties of rocks, such as frequency-dependent elastic

moduli due to microstructure and heterogeneity. Although there are still many issues to be

resolved to make acoustic resonance spectroscopy an accurate and robust rock

characterization tool, its potential capabilities in the future will make the development of this

technique an important research field.



Resonance of a Fractured
●

Three-Dimensional Body

6.1 Introduction

Semi-brittle materials such as rock and concrete often include partially or fully open

microcracks and macroscale fractures that can serve as fast paths for fluid and gas

transport, pore space for their storage, and structural weaknesses that increase the

compliance of a structure and decrease its strength. It is important, therefore, to develop

robust geophysical methods for locating and characterizing fractures. This chapter

examines the effect of a fracture on the acoustic resonance of a three-dimensional body.

From changes in the acoustic resonance characteristics such as resonance frequencies and

related mode shapes, the characteristics of the fracture such as its location and stiffness can

be assessed.

If fractures occur as microcracks uniformly distributed in a homogeneous medium, the

bulk elastic moduli of the material decrease due to the additional compliance of individual

cracks (Walsh, 1965a,b; Budiansky and O’Connell, 1976; Walsh and Grosenbaugh,

148
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1979). As was discussed in the previous chapter (Chapter 5), such an effect can be

anisotropic if the microcracks are oriented in any preferred directions. Due to a decrease in

elastic moduli, materials containing microcracks exhibit a decrease in wave velocities and

resonance frequencies of vibration. Therefore, by measuring changes in the dynamic

properties of materials, damage introduced into materials can be evaluated. For example,

Powers (1938) measured resonance frequencies of concrete specimens to determine their

dynamic Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio. Based on his study, Powers suggested to

use the changes in the resonance frequencies to evaluate degradation of specimens. Such

an approach is valid if the dynamic behavior of damaged material can be described by an

equivalent homogeneous material with decreased elastic moduli.

If a medium contains a distinct fracture in the form of partially contacting interface or a

zone of locally concentrated microcracks (damage), the dynamic behavior of the medium

cannot be explained by the behavior of an equivalent homogeneous medium. Waves

propagating in such materials exhibit attenuation and multiple arrivals due to scattering by

the fractures as well as a decrease in wave velocity. The resonance characteristics of such

materials are also different from a homogeneous medium, showing changes in spectral

response and mode shapes. Therefore, explicit interaction between waves and fractures

has to be taken into account in examining the dynamic behavior of a medium with distinct

fractures.

Carino et al. (1984) and Lin and Sansalone (1994) experimentally and numerically

studied the effects of fractures on the spectral characteristics of the echo for waves

generated by a surface impact (Impact Echo method). An interval between echoes can be

seen as a period for one-dimensional resonance of the medium between a fracture and a free

surface. Davis and Hertlein (1987) examined the transient dynamic response of structures

including fractures subjected to a hammer impact (Impact Response method). Unlike the

method using wave echoes, Davis and Hertlein’s method excites part of the resonance

modes for the entire structure. Both methods examine the spectral characteristics of

measured waves and relate them to the location and properties of fractures. In applying the

Impact Echo method and the Impact Response method, fractures are usually considered as

open gaps. Sakata and Ohtsu (1995) applied ultrasonic spectroscopy to concrete members

with a notch by resonating the specimens using sine waves swept over a range of

frequencies. The effect of the fracture on the frequency responses of the concrete members

was studied by varying the depth of the notch from O% to 90 ‘ZO of the cross section.

Bamnios and Trochidis (1995) performed similar measurements on a cantilever beam with
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a notched cross section.

If a fracture is modeled as an open notch or thin void, no mechanical coupling is

allowed across the fracture. However, in a structure that is subjected to compressional

load, the surfaces of a fracture can be partially in contact allowing some degree of

mechanical coupling. In such cases, the stiffness of a fracture plays an important role in

determining the resonance characteristics of a damaged structure. Pyrak-Nolte et al.

(1990a) showed that the velocities and spectral amplitudes of waves transmitted through

single fractures in rock strongly depend on the fracture stiffness. Hesler (1995) examined

resonance of a material containing a fracture with finite stiffness. In Hesler’s work, the

dynamic behavior of a fracture was modeled using the displacement-discontinuity boundary

conditions (Schoenberg, 1980; Pyrak-Nolte et al., 1990a). Results of the analysis showed

that the stiffness of a fracture in a slender bar alters the resonance frequency and mode

shape of the vibrations significantly. Hesler also conducted laboratory resonance

measurements on a plexiglass rod with a saw-cut interface. The interface was glued with

wax, providing a thin layer of increased compliance analogous to a fracture with an

imperfect contact. Measured resonance frequencies showed good agreement with analytical

results, which demonstrated that the model provides a good approximation for describing

the dynamic behavior of a fracture during resonance.

The objective of this chapter is to extend Hesler (1995)’s work to include resonance of

three-dimensional bodies containing single fractures. The primary focus of the research is

on the effect of fracture stiffness on resonance. Free vibrations of a cylindrical concrete

specimen with a through-going fracture are examined experimentally. During the

experiment, the stiffness of the fracture is changed by applying axial load through a pair of

compliant plastic rings. Due to the strong impedance contrast between the rings and the

specimen, the rings have little effect on the resonance frequencies of the specimen. The

observed resonance is simulated using the numerical model developed in Chapter 4. From

measured resonance frequencies, the dynamic stiffnesses of the fracture are determined and

agree favorably with the statically measured stiffnesses.
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6.2 Experiment

6.2.1 Properties of the intact specimen

A cylindrical specimen of concrete was fabricated for a series of static and dynamic

tests. The specimen was 10.16 cm (4 inches) in diameter and 19.2 cm (7.55 inches) in

length. The water to cement ratio of the specimen was 0.5 and the volumetric ratio of the

aggregate was 73% which included a coarse aggregate (limestone, 30910)and sand (43%).

The specimen had been immersed in lime saturated water for several months before the

tests. During the tests, the specimen was wrapped with a plastic film to avoid evaporation

of the pore water. The density of the specimen was 2.47 g/ems.

Before a fracture was introduced, the intact concrete cylinder was loaded axially to

measure its Young’s modulus. The compression of the specimen was measured using a

pair of LVDT’S directly mounted to the sides of the cylinder. The applied axial stress was

measured using a Ioadcell. Figure 6.1 shows the measured stress-strain relation for the

intact specimen. For the measured range of axial stresses, the specimen exhibited an

approximately linear elastic stress-strain relation with very small hysteresis. Such behavior

o -50 -1oo -150 -200

strain (p)

Figure 6.1 Uniaxial compression of an intact concrete cylinder. The measured stress-strain relation
shows verysmall nonlinearity andhysteresis.
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indicates that the specimen does not contain any significant number of compliant

microcracks that would result in non-linear and hysteretic behavior. This is possibly

because the specimen was tested in its virgin condition (no load had been applied). From

the slope of the stress-strain curve, the Young’s modulus of the specimen was determined

to be 49.4 GPa. This value is large for concrete and is possibly due to the large volumetric

content of the aggregate. However, actual moduli of the aggregate are unknown.

Dynamic elastic properties of the specimen were also measured using ultrasonic waves.

Measured velocities of P and S-wave components were 5233 rn/sec and 2961 m/see,

respectively, yielding a dynamic Young’s modulus of 54.8 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of

0.26. Central frequencies of the source P and S- waves were 850 kHz and 500 kHz,

respectively. The difference between dynamically and statically measured Young’s moduli

may be due to errors in the lower resolution static measurement. For this reason, the

numerical analysis performed later in this chapter uses the results of the dynamic

measurements.

6.2.2 Static behavior of the fracture

A through-going tensile fracture was created by applying a point load along the

diameter of the cylindrical specimen (Brazilian loading). The surface of the fracture was

perpendicular to the axis of the specimen and located 5.08cm (2 inches) from the top. To

measure the closure of the fracture under axial load, LVDT’S were attached to the sides of

the specimen across the fracture (Figure 6.2).

An example of the measured stress-displacement behavior of the fracture during the

tests is shown in Figure 6.3. Strong nonlinearity and hysteric behavior is seen as is the

time-dependent closure of the fracture (the fracture “creeps” under constant axial load).

Displacements measured by the two LVDT’S are different for low axial stresses because of

the uneven contact of the fracture surface. The closing behavior on both sides become

similar for higher axial stresses as the distribution of contacting asperities becomes

uniform.

The nonlinear deformation of the fracture is caused by imperfect contact between

fracture surfaces. As stress applied on the fracture increases contact between the surface

asperities, stiffness of the fracture increases with increasing stress (Brown and Sholz,

1985). The closure of a fracture is also accompanied by frictional slip and wear that are
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Figure 6.2 Experimentalsetup used for resonance test of a concrete cylinder containing a single thoroug-
hgoingfracture. Axial stress was applied through PVC rings at the top and bottom of the specimen. Static
closure of the fracture was measured by LVDT’Sattached to the sides of the specimen.
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Figure 6.3 Examples of closing displacement of fracture measured by LVDT’Son both sides of
specimen. Due to uneven contact distribution on the fracture, displacements measured by the two LVDT’S
show different displacements especially for low axial stresses. Small excursion loops are made before and
after each resonance test at each loading stage and used to determine the elastic stiffness of the fracture.
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seen as stress-displacement hysteresis. It was anticipated that the time-dependent slip could

cause a change in fracture stiffness during the measurements. To avoid errors resulting

from this effect, resonance measurements were postponed for at least fifteen minutes after

each load increment and decrement.

Closing displacement of the fracture can be obtained by subtracting the deformation of

intact part of the specimen from the measured displacement across the fracture (Goodman,

1976). As the deformation of the intact part was not measured concurrently, the Young’s

modulus of the intact specimen (49.5GPa) was used to estimate the deformation. As

resonance of the specimen measured in this study involves only a small displacement, the

dynamic behavior of the specimen depends only on the elastic stress-strain relation (Walsh,

1965b; Cook and Hodgson, 1965). For this reason, slopes of the small excursion load-

displacement loops were used to estimate the elastic moduli of the specimen. The

excursion loops were made at each loading stage before and after the resonance of the

specimen was measured. The slope of the loops was corrected for the deformation of the

intact part of the specimen to obtain the stiffness of the fracture. Measured static fracture

stiffnesses are shown later in this chapter. However, it should be noted that the fracture

stiffnesses measured for low axial stresses are not accurate due to the uneven contact of the

fracture surface.

6.2.3 Experimental setup for the resonance tests

Resonance behavior was examined by vibrating the specimen with continuous sine

waves, accomplished by the experimental setup shown in Figure 6.2. A small piezoelectric

crystal was attached to the top of the specimen and was driven electronically over a

frequency range of 50Hz to 50kHz. A miniature accelerometer (PCB Piezotronics, 309A,

resonance frequency>l 20kHz) was attached to the specimen to measure the resulting

acceleration of the surface. The measured acceleration was analyzed and stored on a

dynamic signal analyzer that was also used for generating the source signals. A range of

axial stresses were applied from O to 3.0 MPa and acceleration spectra were measured at

each stress. Two locations on the specimen were selected to measure its surface vibrations:

For “T-configuration” tests, an accelerometer was attached to the bottom of the specimen.

For “R-configuration” tests, it was attatched to the specimen next to the source

(piezoelectric crystal). The T-configuration was used for measurements conducted during

the loading cycle up to axial stress of 3.OMPa while R-configuration was used for the

unloading cycle.

-.7-
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6.2.4 Effect of axial stress on intact specimen

In order to change the stiffness of the fracture during the test, an axial load was applied

to the specimen through a pair of PVC rings designed to isolate the vibrations of the

specimen from the load frame. As the stiffness of the PVC rings is much smaller than the

stiffness of the concrete cylinder or the fracture, the resonance behavior of the specimen

approximates free vibrations. To examine the effect of the axial load applied through the

PVC rings, an intact specimen was tested for its resonances with increasing axial stress.

The result shown in Figure 6.4 compares measured frequency response functions (FRF’s)

for the specimen with axial stresses of OMPa, 1.5MPa, and 3MPa. To compute the FRF’s,

measured acceleration spectra were normalized by mass and a spectrum measured for the

source suspended in air. As a product between mass and acceleration provides force,

approximate frequency response functions (accelerance) are obtained by such

normalization. Resonance frequencies of the first three modes are shown in the plot. The

result demonstrates that the axial loading through the plastic rings did not cause significant

effects on the resonance frequencies of an intact concrete. The insensitivity of resonance

frequencies to stress also confirms that the intact specimen did not include compliant

microcracks that would cause change in the overall stiffness of the material.

6.2.5 Resonance of the fractured specimen

Resonances of the fractured concrete specimen were measured at each load level for

both T and R-configurations. Figure 6.5(a) and (b) show FRF’s measured at the bottom

(T- configuration) and top (R-configuration) of the specimen, respectively. Each FRF is

plotted with 20dB of vertical offset. Both plots show a monotonic increase in resonance

frequencies with increasing axial stress. For the maximum applied stress (3MPa), the

FRF’s for both configurations become close to those for an intact specimen.

Although most of the resonance peaks persist throughout the test, the FRF’s measured

at the bottom of the specimen show peaks (such as the mode “F”) that can be seen only for

low to medium axial stresses. By comparing the Figure 6.5(a) and (b), it is also noted that

some of the resonance peaks observed for FRF’s measured at the bottom of the specimen

disappear from the FRF’s measured at the top of the specimen for small axial stresses (such

as the mode “E2”).

The resonance peaks observed for low to intermediate stresses with a T-configuration

are possibly the modes associated with flexural motions. Although the accelerometer
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Figure 6.4 MeasuredFRF for an intact specimen. An accelerometerwas attached to the bottom of the
specimen(T-config). Axial stresswas increasedfromOto 3 MPa. Resonancefrequenciesof the low-order
modes do not show a significantchange. A small frequencyshift for the secondmode is comparableto the
resolutionof the spectra(125Hz).

located on and along the axis of the specimen should not detect the flexural motions,

uneven distribution of the contact stiffness along the fracture breaks the symmetry of the

specimen, introducing small axial motion to the flexural modes. The resonances that were

seen only at the bottom block for small axial load are the localized resonances in the bottom

block. Such behavior of a fractured system has also been observed in the one-dimensional

analysis performed in an earlier chapter (Chapter 2, Section 2.2.1. Also Figure 2.1). This

phenomenon is particularly interesting because large vibration is occurring in the bottom

block even though the source is located on the top block. As the stiffness of the fracture

increases, resonance in the bottom block progressively extends its motion to the top block,

making the vibration less localized.

The amplitudes of FRF’s measured at the bottom of the specimen become significantly

smaller for small axial loads. On the contrary, the amplitudes of the F.RF’s at the top of the

specimen either do not change or they become even greater. Some of the modes shown in

Figure 6.5(b) become especially pronounced for low axial stresses (shown as “Ml” and

“M2”). Such effects are due to the isolation of vibration energy in the top block. Due to

the large compliance of the fracture, most of the energy in waves incident on the fracture is

reflected and causes localized vibration motions in the section of the specimen near the

source.
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[Measured FRF at the top of the specimen]
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Figure 6.5 (a) MeasuredFRF’sof fracturedconcretecylinder.FRF’sare offsetby 20dB. An accelerometer
was attachedto the bottomof the specimen(T-~onfig.).As axial stress is increased,resonancefrequencies
increase,approachingthose for an intact specimen. It can be seen that the lower order modes show larger
shifts than the higherordermodes.
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Figure 6.S (b) MeasuredFRF’sof a fracturedconcretecylinder.An accelerometeris attachedto the top of
the specimen (R-config.).Unlike the T-configurationtests, some of the modes (shownby solid triangles)
seem to disappear from the FRF’s for low axial stresses. As a result, the FRF’s for low axial stresses
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6.3 Numerical Simulation

6.3.1 Computed FRF’s

The numerical code developed in Chapter 4 was used to simulate the resonance of a

fractured concrete cylinder. A numerical model was built assuming that the intact part of

the specimen was isotropic and homogeneous, and that the fracture had a planar geometry.

A vertical source was located at the center of the top surface as in the experiment. The

dynamic Young’s modulus and the Poisson’s ratio from high-frequency seismic

transmission tests were used for the elastic properties of the model. For simplicity, normal

and tangential stiffnesses of the fracture were assumed to be identical. The highest order of

polynomials used for approximating the displacement field in the block were (l,m,n)=(5,

5, 4) for the smaller top block and (5, 5, 6) for the larger bottom block, where the

components of displacement are given by

N

xUi = a.
bl(f,m,n) . X’ymzn, (i= x, y, z). (6.1)

a=l

In the above expression, ail is a coefficient for each basis function. The z-axis was taken

along the axis of the cylinder. Although the orders of the polynomials used for the

displacement field approximation were relatively low, they were found to provide sufficient

accuracy for low order modes. Table 6.1 shows the first three resonance frequencies of

both torsional and longitudinal resonance (singlet modes) for models with different orders

of the polynomial approximation. Figure 6.6 shows computed FRF’s for the T-

configuration. Cases a, b, and c were computed for a single block and d was computed for

two blocks with a welded fracture (stiffness of fracture=l OzoPa/m). The table shows that

case d (low order approximation with two blocks) yields results similar to higher order

approximations for low-frequency resonances considering the resolution of the

experimental data (125Hz). Doublet modes also show good results (Table.6.2) with

slightly greater differences than the singlet modes. As the numerical inversions performed

later in this chapter require many computational iterations for resonance frequencies and

vectors, the use of an unnecessarily high order approximation was not desirable.

Therefore, justified by the above results, a lower order approximation was used for

simulating the resonance of the fractured specimen.
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Figure 6.6 Comparisonof computedFRl?s with differentdegreeof approximations.Source and receiver
are located on top and bottom in the numerical model of the concrete cylinder. The plot shows that the
low-order approximation used for the subsequent analyses compares well with the higher-order
approximations up to about 301cHz.

Frequency response functions for the fractured concrete cylinder were computed for a

range of fracture stiffnesses. Figure 6.7(a) and (b) show computed FRF’s for a receiver

located at the bottom and top of the specimen, respectively. The computed FRF’s have

very sharp resonance peaks as no attenuation was assumed in the numerical model. From a

comparison between numerical (Figure 6.7) and experimental results (Figure 6.5), it can be

seen that changes in FRF’s with increasing fracture stiffness of the numerical model are

similar to those for the experimental FRF’s with increasing axial stress.

Table 6.1 Comparisonof computedresonancefrequencies(in Hz) for singlet modes.

mode T1 T2 T3 El E2 E3

a.(8x8x12) 7473.7 14947 22421 11722 21106 27787
b.(8x8x10) 7473.7 14947 22421 11722 21106 27791
C.(5X5X1O) 7473.7 14947 22421 11722 21106 27795
d.(5x5x4, 6) 7482.7 14967 22564 11735 21106 27938

------- ----- ------- ------ ------- ---- ------- ---------- -------
d-a (Hz) 9.0 20 143 13 0 151

Table 6.2 Commrison of computedresonancefrequencies(in Hz) for doublet modes-

mode I F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6

a.(8x8x12)
b.(8x8x10)
C.(5X5X1O)
d.(5x5x4, 6)
------- ----

d-a (Hz)

7485.0 13474 19034 19248 19583 19685
7485.1 13474 19034 19249 19583 19693
7485.1 13474 19034 19249 19584 19694
7499.7 ‘13496 19079 19286 19704 19753

------- ------ ------- ------- ------ ------ ------ -
14.7 22 45 38 121 68

XT-- . --— -
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[Computed FRF at the top of the cylinder]
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Figure 6.7 (a) Computed FRF’s of a fractured concrete cylinder. FRF’s are offset by 20dB. The source
and receiver are located on the top and bottom of the model. Increasing fracture stiffness results in changes
in the FRF’s similar to the changes in experimental FRF’s with increasing axial stress.
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similar to the changes in experimental FRFk with increasing axial stress.
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Computed resonance frequencies for a range of fracture stiffnesses are shown in Figure

6.7 (a). Each curve represents the behavior of a mode with varying fracture stiffness.

Unlike the resonance of the one-dimensional system discussed in Chapter 2 and 3, the

resonance-frequency curves for a three-dimensional body containing a fracture can intersect

each other. In Figure 6.8(a), open circles are singlet modes (unique eigenvalues of the

matrix Eq.(4. 18)) and closed circles are doublet modes (degenerate eigenvalues). A singlet

mode is either an axial extension (labeled “El”, “E2”) or torsion (“T1”, “T2”) as is seen

from their mode shapes shown later. Motion of the other doublet modes (for example,

“F1”, “F2”, and “F3”) are primarily flexural and shear. For comparison, experimental

resonance frequencies for the T-configuration are shown in Figure 6.8(b).

The resonance frequencies of the first six modes (two singlet modes El and T1, and

two doublet modes) degenerate to zero as the stiffness of the fracture approaches zero.

This is because these modes become the rigid body translation and rotation modes for zero

fracture stiffness. For two bodies with free surfaces, there should be twelve possible rigid

body motions. The remainder of the twelve rigid body motions are those arising from the

two blocks being coupled.

6.3.2 Computed mode shapes

The shape of the individual modes can be computed from the eigenvectors (mode

vectors) provided by the numerical code. Figure 6.9 shows mode shapes for several of the

modes shown in Figure 6.8(a). Three representative fracture stiffnesses were chosen:

K=1014 (high stiffness), 101’2(medium stiffness), and 1010 (low stiffness) [Pa/m]. The

corresponding nondimensional fracture stiffness defined by b = KL/E (L and E are the

length and Young’s modulus of the specimen, respectively) is 350 (high stiffness), 3.5

(medium stiffness), or 0.035 (low stiffness). b can be interpreted as a ratio between static

deformation in the intact part and the fracture.

From the plot, torsion modes (T) and longitudinal modes (E) are singlets. The other

modes (F) are doublets, having mode pairs with identical resonance frequency and mode

shapes that are a mirror image of each other. When the stiffness of the fracture is high, the

mode shapes are close to those of an intact cylinder. As the stiffness of the fracture

decreases, deformations in the top block and bottom block become discontinuous.

At low fracture stiffness, mode shapes in the two blocks are nearly decoupled. For the

first six modes, individual intact blocks show very small deformation. Different mode
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Figure 6.8 Comparisonbetweenexperimentallymeasuredand computedresonancefrequenciesfor a range
of axial stresses and fracture stiffnesses, respectively.Each curve corresponds to a normal mode and is
labeled according to the mode shown in Figure 6.9. Fracture stiffness for an axial stress of 0.9MPa is
determinedto be about 10]2Pa/m fromthe aboveplot.

shapes are due to different relative motions of the blocks across the fracture. This suggests

that these modes become rigid body motions for zero fracture stiffness. The higher order

modes have different behaviors, showing deformation of either one of the blocks. This is a

three-dimensional analogue of the vibration localization discussed in Chapter 2 (Section

2.3). For example, as the E2 mode shows, resonance localizes in the bottom block even

though the source is located at the top of the numerical model. This behavior of the E2

mode was also observed in the laboratory measurements ( Figure 6.5).
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—.
l!igure 6.9 Effects of fracture stiffness on the mode shapes of a fractured concrete cylinder. With
decreasing fracture stiffness, sharp changes in the mode shapes across the fracture are observed as is the
localization of vibration in both top and bottom blocks.
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6.4 Numerical Inversions

6.4.1 Inversion for elastic moduli

Dynamic elastic moduli of an intact specimen can be determined by performing the

numerical inversion described in Chapter 4. The assumed elastic moduli for a numerical

model were changed iteratively until the differences between the experimentally measured

and numerically computed resonance frequencies are minimized. Assuming the material

was isotropic and homogeneous, Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the specimen

were inverted from the first two longitudinal modes (El and E2) as 51.3 GPa and 0.26,

respectively. These values were close to the result from the high frequency ultrasonic

measurements (Young’s modulus of 54.8 GPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.26). Measured

FRF and computed FRF using the inverted elastic moduli are compared in Figure 6.10.

Polynomials of the order of (l,m,n)=(8x8x10) were used. Although the FRF’s start to

show differences for higher frequencies, both FRF’s are in good agreement for low

frequencies. The initial misfit up to about 10IcHz is due to noise in the experimental data.

The plot also shows an FRF computed for moduli determined from the high frequency

measurements. Within the resolution of the plot, no significant difference between the two

computed FRF’s can be seen.
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Figure 6.10 Comparison between experimentallymeasured and computed FRJ?s. The computed
FRF’s were obtained for the Young’smodulus and Poisson’sratio that were determined from the
resonance inversion (shown in dotted line) and high-frequencyultrasonic velocity measurements
(shownin solid line).The experimentalFRF wasmeasuredby an accelerometerattachedto the bottom
of the specimen(T-config).Both computedFRF’sshow good agreementwith the experimentalFRF.
Due to the noise and limitedsensitivityof the accelerometer,the experimentalFRF deviatesfrom the
numericalFRF for low frequenciesup to 10kHz.
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6.4.2 Inversion for fracture stiffness

Dynamic stiffnesses of the fracture were determined from measured resonance

frequencies of the fractured specimen. Elastic moduli determined from the high frequency

ultrasonic measurements were assumed for the intact part of the specimen. This method

involves finding a fracture stiffness for the numerical model that yields resonance

frequencies similar to the ones measured at each load. For example, in Figure 6.8, the

stiffness of the fracture at an axial stress of 0.9MPa is found to be approximately 101z

Pa/m by matching the resonance frequencies for the F1, F2, El, and E2 modes. The

numerical code performed this task automatically by changing the stiffness of the fracture

instead of the elastic moduli.

By assuming identical normal and tangential stiffnesses, dynamic stiffness of the

fracture during loading and unloading stages was determined from measured resonance

frequencies of the first longitudinal mode (El). Figure 6.11 compares inverted dynamic

stiffnesses from resonance tests and (elastic) static stiffnesses from uniaxial loading tests.

Erratic behavior of the static stiffness for the loading cycle is possibly due to uneven

closure of the fracture. Although both results show stiffnesses of the same order of

magnitude, inverted dynamic stiffnesses are significantly higher than the static stiffnesses.

Resonance inversion for fracture stiffness was also performed assuming dissimilar

normal and tangential stiffnesses. To invert for the two stiffnesses, measured resonance

frequencies for the four or five lowest order modes were used. Inversion was performed

only for resonances measured during the loading cycle (T-configuration). If modes used

for inversion are not sensitive to changes in the fracture stiffness, inversion instability of

can occur. In this research, such a problem was avoided by using multiple (more than two)

modes. For all of the cases presented here, this inversion process was found to be stable.

Inverted fracture stiffnesses are shown with static stiffnesses in Figure 6.12. Better

agreement is noticed between static and dynamic normal fracture stiffnesses than the

previous model with assumed identical normal and tangential fracture stiffnesses.

Experimentally measured and numerically computed FRF’s using the inverted fracture

stiffnesses are compared in Figure 6.13. Both FRF’s show good agreement particularly

for large axial stresses. This may be because the stiffness of the fracture has become more

or less uniform at high axial stresses.
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fracture stiffnesses from the resonanceinversion technique. For the resonance inversion, an anisotropic
fracturestiffnesswas assumed.
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6.5 Summary

171

This chapter examined the resonance of a concrete cylinder containing a single thoroug-

hgoingfracture both experimentally and numerically. The specimen was forced to resonate

using a piezoelectric source. By applying an axial load, the stiffness of the fracture in the

specimen was changed. Although the specimen was loaded on a load frame, vibrations in

the specimen were approximated to be free vibrations since the strong impedance contrast

between the specimen and compliant plastic rings isolates the vibrations.

With increasing axial stress, the resonance frequencies of the fractured specimen

increased systematically, approaching those of the intact specimen. For small axial

stresses, FRF’s measured by two accelerometers attached to the top and bottom of the

specimen revealed different types of localized resonance in the top and bottom sections of

the specimen. The top block on which the source was attatched exhibited strong resonance

peaks as the fracture prohibited the transmission of vibration to the bottom section. In

contrast, the bottom section also showed strong localized resonances even though it was

located on the opposite side of the fracture as the source. This is experimental evidence for

the localized resonance in a irregular system discussed in Chapter 2 (top and bottom blocks

have different geometries, resulting in different resonance characteristics). These results

are significant because they indicate that both types of localized resonances can be used for

detecting a section of damaged rock and concrete structures isolated by fractures.

The numerical code developed in Chapter 4 was used to examine the effect of fracture

stiffness on the mode shape and resonance frequencies. With decreasing stiffness of the

fracture, both a decrease in resonance frequencies and changes in mode shapes were

observed. The mode shape exhibited sharp changes across the fracture, which is a good

indicator for locating fractures. The code was also used for determining the dynamic

stiffnesses of the fracture from measured resonance frequencies. Both statically measured

and numerically inverted fracture stiffnesses showed good agreement. The results

demonstrate the applicability of the resonance inversion technique for quantitative diagnosis

of damage in rock and concrete structures.

In the following chapter, an application of the resonance inversion technique to a semi-

site scale concrete structure is presented. Changes in the dynamic stiffness of the structures

due to introduced damage and repair are determined from the resonance frequencies and

compared with the measured static stiffnesses.
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Resonance of a Fractured
Concrete Infrastructure

7.1 Introduction

Many elements of the civil infrastructure such as tunnels, dams, port piers, buildings,

and highway ramps are built of rock and concrete. In these structures, severe loading from

excessive traffic, earthquakes, and aging of building materials can cause cracking of the

matrix. The resultant cracks and fractures can affect the integrity of a structure by

decreasing its stiffness and strength, thereby promoting further degradation. Earthquake-

related damage in particular has been a major problem in heavily populated urban and

suburban areas susceptible to frequent seismic activity because the resultant damage is often

severe, widespread, and requires prompt restoration. Consequently, delays in the

restoration of highway and public transportation systems lead to serious traffic problems

that could impair the function of major cities. How soon a damaged structure is restored

depends upon both economic and technical factors. Demolishing and replacing the whole

structure can be both costly and time consuming. As long as the original performance of

172
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the structure (load capacity, stiffness etc.) can be restored by repair, it is desirable that a

damaged structure be repaired on site.

For effective and successful post-earthquake repair of the civil infrastructure,

quantitative, accurate, and practical techniques for assessing the degree of damage and the

effect of repair are essential. For assessing the structural damage due to microcracking and

fracturing of building materials, non-destructive tests based on acoustic methods are among

the most promising as they are sensitive to changes in the stiffness of a structure that are

caused -by damage. In this chapter, the acoustic characteristics of semi-site scale bridge

columns are examined by resonance and seismic transmission tests. The tests were

conducted before and after damage is introduced to the columns, and after the columns are

repaired using two different repair techniques. The results presented in this chapter are

obtained as apart of a research program conducted at the Earthquake Engineering Research

Center at University of California, Berkeley for development of post-earthquake repair

techniques for reinforced bridge columns (contract No. RTA-59X5 17).

7.2 Experimental setup

7.2.1 Description of specimens

The tested specimens are one-third scale models of actual bridge columns (Lehman, et

al., 1996). The geometry and dimensions of the column are shown in Figure 7.1. The

columns have 0.25 inch (6.4mrn) diameter spiral reinforcement with 1.25 inch (3 .2cm)

spacings and vertical steel reinforcement that occupies 1.5% of the total cross section.

Specimens #415M and #415S are identical in structure and concrete mix design.

Before the columns were loaded, #4 15M was tested for its dynamic properties.

Subsequently, the specimens were loaded by both cyclic lateral load and constant axial load

(Figure 7.2). The applied axial load was 0.653 MN (2.24 MPa in the column cross

section: 107o of gross cross section load capacity). During the loading tests, the specimens

were cemented and braced to the concrete floor and the load-displacement behavior of the

column was recorded. For specimen #4 15S, 7 inches (17.8 cm) of lateral cyclic

displacement was applied at 8 feet (2.44m) above the surface of the concrete footing to

introduce severe damage at the ,bottom of the column. After the last load cycle, the

specimen was accidentally displaced up to 10 inches (25.4cm), causing further damage.
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Figure 7.1 Geometry of column specimen.The column part has both vertical reinforcement (22 No.5
steel reinforcementbars) and spiral reinforcement(No.2 with 1,25” (3.18 cm) spacing) (Lehman, et al.,
1996). The column is on a rectangular block that is longer in the loading direction.

Specimen #41 5M was loaded by 3 inches (7.6 cm), which lead to less severe damage than

specimen #41 5S. Estimated yield displacement of the column was approximately 0.75

inches (1.9 cm). Both specimens experienced severe cracking over the middle to bottom

sections of the column wall, spalling of the concrete cover, crushing of the concrete core,

and yielding and rupturing of steel reinforcement bars at the bottom of the column (Figure

7.3).

After the changes in the dynamic properties were measured, the columns were repaired

by two different techniques (Figure 7.4). For specimen #415M, the fractures were injected

with epoxy (low-viscosity epoxy resin, Concresive ‘M 1360) and cementitious patching

material (Thorite ‘M) was applied to the spalled concrete cover at the bottom. For specimen

#4 15S, the yielded and ruptured reinforcement was replaced by new reinforcement that was

connected to the remaining reinforcement in the column by couplers. The crushed core at

the bottom section was removed and replaced by fresh concrete. The diameter of the

repaired cross section was larger than the original by 5.8 inches ( 15cm). When the epoxy
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Figure 7.2 Experimental setup for cyclic loading tests for model columns (after Elkin et al., 1998).
Lateral displacement was applied using a horizontal actuator attached to the center of the top block section.
The footing was cemented and braced to the floor.
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Figure 7.3 Damage introduced by cyclic loading of the column. Above photos are for the severely
damaged column (415S). The damage localized near the bottom of the column exhibiting yielding and
rupturing of reinforcement, crushed concrete core, and spalling of concrete cover. The middle section did not
suffer major damage but many horizontal tensile fractures were observed.

and concrete cured, resonance and wave transmission

properties of columns.

tests were repeated for the dynamic

The repaired specimens were loaded once again for their ultimate strength and stiffness.

The load-displacement behavior of the columns for the second loading test was recorded

for comparison with the results of the first loading test.
I

7.2.2 Seismic wave transmission test

Wave transmission tests were performed along the diameters of the columns. A source

and receiver pair was moved along the axis of the column to construct a vertical profile of

P-wave travel times and waveforms. The propagation path between a source and a receiver

was either parallel to or normal to the direction of the applied lateral displacement (Figure

7.5). Waves were generated using a small calibrated hammer (Impulse Force Hammer,

PCB Piezotronics, 086 C80). The resulting accelerations were measured by an
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(a) Repair of a moderately damaged column (41$M)

(b) Repair of a severely damaged column (415S)

Figure 7.4 Repair of the damagedcolumns. (a) A moderatelydamagedcolumn (415M) was repairedby
injectingepoxyresin into the fracturesat the bottomto middlesections.Spalledconcretewas patchedwith
cementitous material. (b) A severely damaged column (415S)was repaired by replacing damaged
reinforcementandconcretecoreand increasingthe diameterof thebottomcrosssection.
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Figure 7.5 Source and receiver configurationfor seismic transmission tests. Waves propagating along
the diameterof the columnsweremeasured.The source and receiver pair was moved along the length of the
column to construct travel time and waveform profiles.
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Figure 7.6 Response of calibratedimpact hammerhit on the surfaceof an intact column. The spectrum
showsthat the sourcegenerateswaveswithfrequenciesof Oto approximately12kHz.
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accelerometer (PCB Piezotronics, 353B68) and analyzed and recorded on a digital

oscilloscope (LeCroy 9424E). The stress history of the applied impact was also measured

and used to normalize the amplitude of the measured waves. The impact hammer generated

waves containing spectra ranging from O to approximately 10kHz. The hammer’s impact

response and its spectrum are shown in Figure 7.6.

7.2.3 Resonance test

The specimens were vibrated using either an impact from a 5 lb. plastic sledge hammer,

or a mechanical shaker (LDS vibrator, V1 02) that was driven by continuous single

frequency sine waves sweeping over a desired frequency range. Force from the shaker

was transmitted to the column through a thin piano wire that was connected to the top of the

column (Figure 7.7). Resulting accelerations were measured by an accelerometer attached

to the concrete block at the top. Measured accelerations were displayed, analyzed, and

recorded by a spectrum analyzer (ONO SOKKI CF6400). It should be noted that damaged

column #4 15S was tested on wooden blocks and the intact column #415M was tested on

plywood laid over a concrete floor. These differences in the boundary conditions may have

affected the results of the resonance tests.
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o ““

+{
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Figure 7.7 Experimentalsetup for vibration tests. Resonanceof the columns was introduced bv either
continuous sine-wave excitation using a mechanical shaker or by the impact from a sledge hammer. Force

.

from the shaker was transmitted to the column at approximately 45° to the loading direction. Impact from
the sledge hammer was applied in both directions parallel and perpendicular to the loading direction.
Resulting accelerations at the top of the column were measured by accelerometers.
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7.3 Experimental Results

7.3.1 Static behavior

The static load-displacement response of the specimens during two successive loading

tests before and after the repair is shown in Figure 7.8. For both specimens, secant

stiffness of the columns decreases significantly at the onset of yield. The measured load-

displacement relations are strongly hysteretic, indicating large frictional sliding along the

introduced fractures and debonded steel reinforcement. In order to relate the static behavior

to the dynamic response that results only from small deformation of the specimen, elastic

properties that do not include frictional sliding in the specimen have to be measured

(Walsh, 1965; Cook and Hudgson, 1965). For this purpose, tangent stiffnesses of the

load-displacement curves were measured for the initial slope of small unloading loops

(Figure 7.9). The slope provides the approximate elastic stiffness of the specimen as the

frictional sliding “locks up” when the load is reversed.

The initial load-displacement loops of columns #415M and #415S showed clear linear

behavior and small hysteresis. After damage was introduced, the load-displacement curve

became strongly hysteretic and the elastic stiffness decreased significantly. The initial

stiffness of the repaired specimen #415M was found to be significantly lower than the

intact column. This may be due to the crushed concrete core at the bottom section and

cracks in the middle section of the column that were not injected with epoxy. However,

small hysteresis in the first loading loop for the repaired column indicates the effect of the

remaining open fractures is rather small. The low stiffness of the epoxy injected into

fractures might also be responsible for the observed decreased stiffness. Repaired heavily

damaged column #415S showed almost identical stiffness as the intact initial state.

Although the cracks in the middle section of the column may have some effect on

decreasing the stiffness of the column, increase in stiffness due to the thick concrete cover

at the bottom section seemed to compensate for the effect. Load capacities of the repaired

columns were similar to or even larger than those of the original intact columns, indicating

successful repairs.
\

x .. ---
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Figure 7.8 Load-displacement behavior of intact and repaired columns. The stiffness (secant stiffness) of
the columns decreased significantly after the columns underwent yield. Although the repaired column 415
M showed reduced initial stiffness, both columns showed equal or even larger maximum load capacities
(after Elkin et al., 1998)
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Figure 7.9 Stiffness of intact, damaged, and repaired columns. Damaged columns show
significantlylowerstiffnessthan intactcolumns.Repairedcolumn415S shows almost full recoveryof
the stiffnesswhile the column415M still showssignificantlyreducedstiffness.

7.3.2 Wave transmission tests

The intact specimen #415M was tested for wave velocities before the first loading test.

Waves were generated by an impact from a small calibrated hammer. As the wavelength of

the wave generated by the hammer was relatively long (wavelength to column diameter

ratio 1 / D -0.64 at 10kHz), scattering and fast channeling of the waves due to the steel

reinforcement were negligible.
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For the specimen #415M, both P and S-

moving the source and receiver pair along

waves were measured along diameters while

the length of the column. An S-wave was

generated by applying a lateral impact on a small metal piece glued on the side of the

column. Figure 7.10 shows examples of the resultant waveforms. Besides the P and S-

waves propagating directly from the source to the receiver, strong Rayleigh surface waves

propagating along the perimeter of the column were also present. The averaged velocities

of the P and S-waves along the column length were 3929 rn/sec for the P-wave and 1885

rnhec for the S-wave. At these velocities, the theoretical velocity of Rayleigh wave is 1761

mlsec, and the expected arrivals of the Rayleigh waves are shown in the plots. From the

averaged measured velocities of the intact column, Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of

the column were determined as 23.7GPa and 0.35, respectively, assuming that the column

was homogeneous. The average density of the column was computed as 2473 kg/ins using

known densities of steel reinforcement (7832 kg/ins) and concrete (2398 kg/ins).
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Figure 7.10 Examples of waveforms measured at the middle section of an intact column. The top
waveform was obtained by applying an impact normal to the surface and measuring the normal particle
motion on the other side of the column. After the arrival of the P-wave (labeled as “P”), a strong
Rayleigh surface wave (labeled as “R”) that propagates along the perimeter of the cross section of the
column can be seen. The bottom waveform was obtained by applying a lateral impact to a small metal
piece glued to the surface. The resulting particle motion on the other side of the column was measured by
an accelerometer attached to the surface horizontally. The waveform shows a clear arrival of the S-wave
(labeled as “S”).
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Once damage was induced in the columns, the characteristics of the waves propagating

in the specimens were significantly altered. Figure 7.11 shows profiles of the travel time

for the first-arriving wave (propagating along the diameter of the columns). From the

plots, changes in the travel time due to the presence of fractures and microcracks can be

seen clearly. For both columns, travel times increased significantly in the direction parallel

to the direction of column loading. In some cases, the travel time became as large as twice

the travel time for the intact specimen. In the direction normal to the applied load, the

changes in the travel time and distortion of the waveform were small for both columns.

Figure 7.12(a) and (b) show waveforms measured along the axis of the column specimens.

In the direction parallel to the loading direction, the amplitude of the first-arriving P-wave

diminishes and the travel time of the wave increases significantly. In the direction normal

to the loading direction, the P-wave shows a clear first arrival even after the columns were

damaged. However, in the section where cracking of the concrete was observed, a large

amplitude wave that propagates slower than the P-wave but faster than both S- and

Rayleigh waves can be seen (Figure 7. 13).

The different characteristics of the waves propagating in the two directions (parallel and

perpendicular to the loading direction) reflects the geomet~ of the fractures introduced in

the columns. In both directions in the columns, an increase in the travel time is caused by

microcracks and fractures that cause frequency-dependent time delays in the propagating

waves (e.g., Pyrak-Nolte et al., 1990a). The extreme time delays observed in the direction

parallel to the loading direction are possibly due to the tortuous paths through which those

waves have to propagate. As the waves cannot directly propagate across the fractures, they

instead are multiply reflected by the fractures and free surface of the column before

reaching the receiver. Conversely, the large amplitude of the late-arriving wave in the

normal direction is possibly due to the waves trapped and multiply reflected between

approximately parallel fractures. Such a wave is known as the fracture channel wave

(Nihei et al., 1998) and can propagate for a long distance without attenuating. The

geometry of fractures that cause these differences in the characteristics of wave propagation

in each direction is schematically shown in Figure 7.14.
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Figure 7.11 Vertical profiles of P-wave travel time along the diameter of column specimens. The
profiles for the intact specimen (labeled “Ref.”) were measured only for specimen 415M. Damaged
specimens show large increases in travel times. For specimen 415M, travel time increases monotonically as
it gets close to the bottom of the column. Specimen 415S exhibits a local peak at elevation H=] .Om,
which indicates localized damage in the middle section. It is noted that the direction perpendicular to the
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loading direction. Although the bottom section of the repaired specimen 415M showed a significant
decrease in the wave travel time (415M), this was not true over the entire epoxy-injected section. The
apparent increase in travel time for the repaired specimen 4 15S is due to the increased diameter of the
column cross section.
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Figure 7.12 Seismograms for specimens before and after damage introduction and repair. Large
amplitude is shown by white (positive) and black (negative). Damaged specimens show significant change
in the velocity and amplitude of the first-arriving part of the wave in the direction parallel to the loading
direction while the change normal to the loading direction is small.
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F&yre 7.13 Example of measured waveforms for column 415S. At level H=2.03m, no surface fractures
were observed. Whereas level H= 1.27m is in a section where distinct horizontal surface fractures were
observed. (a) In the direction parallel to the loading direction, the first-arriving P-wave velocity and
amplitude is smaller for the damaged section. (b) In the direction perpendicular to the loading direction, the
velocity of the first-arriving P-wave does not show significant change. However, there is a distinct arrival
of wave energy between the f~st-arriving P-wave and expected S-wave (circled and labeled as “G”).
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Figure 7.14 Explanation for different wave behaviors in directions normal and perpendicular to the lateral
displacement applied to the columns. Direction normal to the loading direction shows small change in its
velocity and generation of a fracture channel wave. In the direction parallel to the loading direction, both
velocity and amplitude of the wave decreases significantly as the wave is scattered by fractures curving down
in the column.
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7.3.3 Resonance tests

7.3.3.1 Resonance frequency

Resonance frequencies of the columns were measured either by continuous excitation

from a mechanical shaker or by an impact from a plastic sledge hammer. For most of the

tests, however, the sledge hammer source was preferred because a sweep with the shaker

requires an impractically long time (typically several hours to sweep over a desired

frequency range with sufficient resolution). The hammer source, on the other hand,

requires only a few minutes to complete all of the measurements needed for averaging.

Figure 7.15 shows a comparison between spectra measured by the two methods on the

damaged column #415S. Resonance frequencies of the first mode show good agreement

indicating that measurements made from the hammer source are sufficient for determining

resonance frequencies of the specimens.

Figure 7.16(a) and (b) show measured spectra using the hammer source for the

specimens. Amplitudes of the individual spectra are normalized by their maxima. In the

plots, measurements conducted in the loading direction are labeled as “A” and

measurements in the direction perpendicular to the loading direction are labeled as “B”.

From Figure 7.16(a), it can be clearly seen that resonance frequencies decrease as more

severe damage is introduced to the specimen. Figure 7.16(b) shows recovery of the

resonance frequencies after repair. For the severely damaged and repaired specimens, the

resonance frequencies are even higher than the intact specimen, possibly due to the

increased stiffness of the column at the bottom section.

7.3.3.2 Splitting of resonance

Although the frequencies of the modes “A” and “B” are different, these are essentially

the same type of mode. Figure 7.17 shows mode shapes of the observed resonances for

the intact #4 15M and damaged #415S specimens. The mode shapes were measured by

resonating the specimen at a single frequency using the mechanical shaker and measuring

the resulting amplitude of acceleration along the columns. The amplitudes were normalized

to the maximum for comparison. The measured mode shapes indicate that these are the

first-order flexural mode. If the bending stiffness of a column is isotropic around its axis,

the first two flexural modes are degenerate, having identical resonance frequencies. Non-

degenerate flexural modes with different resonance frequencies (splitting of resonance)
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Figure 7.15 Comparison between resonances introduced by different types of sources. The tested
specimen was damaged 415S. Although the shapes of the spectra are quite different, both sources yield
resonances with similar resonance frequencies.
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Figure 7.16 Normalized spectra measured using a sledge-hammer source. Each spectrum has a clear
single resonance peak. Resonance frequencies are different for directions of vibration parallel (A) and
perpendicular (B) to the direction of the applied displacement during the static loading test.
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Normalized amplitude of mode shapes measured for the observed resonances. Shapes of
the modes indicate these are of the same mode type (first flexural mode). For column 415S, mode-shape
in tie direction normal to the loading direction shows a relatively large amplitude at the bottom of the
column. This may indicate a large motion in the footing supported by wooden blocks.

indicate that the stiffness of the columns are not isotropic around their axes. For the

damaged columns, this anisotropy is primarily due to the damage introduced by directional

loading. As a result, stiffness of the column became lower in the loading direction,

yielding a lower resonance frequency. The splitting of the resonance for the intact column

is possibly due to the geometry of the footing that is longer in the loading direction. As the

deformation of the footing on the plywood is larger in the direction perpendicular to the

loading direction, the column exhibits a lower resonance frequency in this direction.

Although even larger effects from the footing may be expected for the damaged column

#415S tested on wooden blocks, resonance of the column is largely decoupled from the

footing due to the formation of a compliant “hinge” at the bottom of the column. The mode

shapes in Figure 7. 17(b), however, indicate relatively large footing motion in the direction

perpendicukir to the loading.
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7.3.3.3 Attenuation (Damping)

Assuming a linear visco-elastic response for the resonating specimens, the resonance

frequency and attenuation were determined by fitting the following equation to the

measured response

u,(t) = A. exp(-~. t). sin{zn(~n~~ - ~0). t], (7.1)

where ~,, is the undamped natural frequency (resonance frequency) of the structure and ~

is the damping coefficient. As ~ is usually small, ~~~~ in the equation can be

replaced by ~n. Although the attenuation could also be determined by the half-power

method, it was not employed as the method resulted in unreasonably large or small

attenuation. This inaccuracy might be due to the contamination of measured signals by the

large transient waves that arrive before the development of resonance. Figure 7.18 shows

o

-0.025

o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

time (see)

Figure 7.18 The measured transient vibration introduced by an impact from a sledge hammer was fitted
with a function of unknown frequency and attenuation parameters. The above examples are for the intact
column 415M.
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Table 7.1 Resonance frequency and attenuation of column specimens

Specimen I direction
I

415M parallel
(moderate
damage)

normal

415s parallel
(severe
damage)

normal

Intact

fn=21. 15Hz
~ =0.038

fn=16.31Hz
~ =0.043

Damaged

fn=ll.50Hz
~ =0.018

fn=12.45Hz
~ =0.016

fn=3.53Hz
~ =0.019

fn=5.43Hz
~ =0.029

Re~aired

fn=17.64Hz
&=0.025

fn=18.08Hz
~ =0.024

fn=23.77Hz
~ =0.026

fn=25. 14Hz
~ =0.029

195

Note The “direction” shows the direction of vibration motions with respect to the loading
direction.

an example of measured acceleration response and the fitted equation. As the resonance

was not sufficiently developed during early times and noise prevailed during later times, the

fitting was performed for intermediate times. The choice of the selected period was

somewhat arbitrary. The determined resonance frequencies and attenuation are shown in

Table 7.1 and Figure 7.19.

In general, attenuation decreases with damage and increases with repair. The smallest

attenuation, however, was observed for the moderately damaged specimen #41 5M. The

general trend observed for the column specimens can be explained by invoking the one-

dimensional resonance of a delaminated halfspace, as discussed in Chapter 2. Because

localized damage at the bottom of the columns serves as a compliant interface between the

column part and the footing part of the specimen, resonance of a damaged specimen

exhibits smaller attenuation than an intact specimen due to the trapping of vibration energy

in the column part. The observed attenuation behavior indicates that attenuation due to the

dissipation of vibration energy in the column from damage is overcome by attenuation due

to radiative loss of energy into the footing and the foundation. The cause of the relatively

large attenuation in the severely damaged specimen maybe due to an increase in dissipation

of energy within the column. ‘
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Figure 7.19 Resonance frequencies and attenuation (damping coefficients) for measured vibration of
columns hit by a sledge hammer. Resonance frequency decreases as damage is introduced to the specimen
and recovers after the repair. Although attenuation shows a similar trend as the resonance frequency, the
severely darnaged specimen exhibits rather large attenuation especially in the direction normal to the loading
direction.
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7.4 Static stiffnesses and resonance frequencies

7.4.1 Displacement-discontinuity B.C. for column containing a compliant

interface

The degree of damage introduced into a structure is reflected by an increase in its elastic

compliance that can be measured statically by load-displacement tests. The change in the

compliance (or stiffness) can also be measured from the changes in resonance frequencies

of the structure. The statically (load-displacement) and dynamically (resonance) determined

elastic compliance of a structure should ideally be identical if the soundness of a structure

is to be accurately determined from resonance tests.

From measured static load-displacement behaviors, the elastic stiffness of the columns

can be determined. Table 7.2 shows the experimentally determined flexural stiffness of the

columns before and after the darnage was introduced and repaired (see Figure 7.9). As the

laterally loaded columns show strongly localized damage at the bottom, a damaged

specimen can be, to a first-order approximation, modeled by a circular column attached to a

rigid foundation via a compliant interface. The load-displacement behavior of the interface

is described by displacement-discontinuity boundary conditions (Schoenberg, 1980; Pyrak-

Nolte et al., 1990a) using normal and tangential specific interface stiffnesses (fracture

stiffnesses). For an interface located on the x-y plane with lateral load applied along the x-

axis, the boundary conditions are

t;= K,(U:–u;), (7.2a)

t;= l+: –u;), (7.2b)

t;=–t;sl.z, (7.2c)

~;=–t;sl.a, (7.2d)

Table 7.2 Measured static bending stiffness of columns

I

Specimen I Intact

415M 16 lkips/inch
(moderate damage) (28.lkNlmm)

415s 169kips/inch
(severe damage) (29.5kN/mm)

Damaged

45.8kips/inch
(8.OlkN/mm)

7.41kips/inch
(1 .30kN/mm)

Repaired I

95.7kips/inch
(16.8kN/mrn)

160kips/inch
(27.9kN/mm)
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where K. and Kf are normal and tangential specific fracture

and UZare displacements, tx and tzare tractions, and o and

stiffnesses, respectively, UX

~ are normal and tangential

stress on the interface. Superscripts “+” and “-” denote the column side and the foundation

side of the interface, respectively. If the bending moment M and lateral load Q are applied

to the interface, assuming that the interface remains plane after deformation, displacement

in z-direction is given by

Uz=e .x. (7.3)

Where e is the inclination angle for the cross section plane of the column originally parallel

to the x-y plane. From the above equation,

u; –u; =(e+ –e-)x. (7.4)

The bending moment on the interface is given by

A4=p. xdA.

A

From Eq.(7.3), (7.4), and (7.5),

(7.5)

~= j K@ -U;)X&i = Kn(~+ - &)jx2dA =K#(e+ - e-), (7.6)

A A

where I is the moment of inertia for the column’s cross-section. Therefore, the

displacement-discontinuity boundary conditions in the z-direction for the interface become

~= K#@+-&), (7.7a)

M+= M-=M. (7.7b)

In the x-direction,

Q=@A. (7.8)
A

Therefore,

Q= K,A(u~-u j), (7.9a)

Q’=Q-~Q (7.9b)

Using Eq.(7.7a)-(7.9b), elementary beam (Euler-Bernoulli beam) theory yields the flexural

compliance of the column measured at the top for a lateral load applied at the center of the

top concrete block in the form
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1

{

~&_ , _+_L3 1 lL– LC+ 1

(

L–LC
l+a2+—

~F E132LC KLCIE )}LC ‘
(7.10)

where E is the Young’s modulus of the specimen, I is the cross-sectional inertia, L is the

length of the column and LCis the elevation of the loading point. In the above expression,

the specific stiffness of the interface was assumed to be isotropic ( K. = K, = K ). The

parameter a is a ratio between the diameter of the column R and Lc.

From the measured static stiffnesses of the intact columns and Eq.(7. 10) with K = m

(welded interface), the Young’s modulus of the columns were determined to be 21.65 GPa

for specimen #415M and 22.72 GPa for specimen #415S. Considering the error in

measuring the static stiffness of the column, these values are sufficiently close to the

dynamically determined Young’s modulus of 23.7 GPa from velocities of propagating

waves. For a finite ~, Eq.(7. 10) is used to compute resulting bending stiffness of the

columns.

7.4.2 Dynamic response of the structure

Using the determined dynamic Young’s modulus of the intact column and the assumed

stiffness of the interface, the resonance frequency of the first flexural vibration can be

computed using the numerical code described in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. As the geometry

of the column specimen is too complex to be modeled by the code, and the code cannot

model the dynamic interaction between the specimen and the foundation, some idealizations

of the geometrical and mechanical properties of the column were made.

Two idealized models were examined for their resonance frequencies using the

numerical code, assuming a simple cylindrical geometry of the column and a rigid footing

and foundation (Figure 7.20). The first model has an identical height and column density

as the actual specimens. The effect of the mass added by the top concrete block was

accounted for by placing a point mass at its center of gravity in the column. The first

flexural mode resonance frequency for this model was computed to be 31.2 Hz. The

computed resonance frequency seemed to be much higher than the measured resonance

frequency of 21.15 Hz (loading direction) or 16.31 Hz (perpendicular to the loading

direction). The primary cause for the difference in the computed and measured resonance

frequency is possibly the vibration within the footing and the foundation of the actual

specimen that is modeled as a rigid half-space in the numerical model. This speculation is

.-y.-.,-.
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MODEL I MODEL II
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Figure 7.20 Idealization of the damaged column. Both model I and II consist of a circular column
attached to a rigid foundation via an interface with displacement-discontinuity boundary conditions. Model
I includes a point mass that accounts for the effect of the additional mass due to the rectangular block at
the top. IWodelII is a simple circular column but the length of the column is determined by matching the
theoretical resonance frequency of the intact model and the experimentally measured resonance frequency.

also supported by the measured mode shape of the flexural resonance (Figure 7. 17(a)). The

amplitude of the measured vibration does not become zero at the bottom of the column,

indicating that there are finite vibrations in the footing part of the specimen.

To account for the vibration within the footing and the foundation, the effective length

of the column L,fl was defined by matching the resulting resonance frequency of the intact

column. For this model, the effect of the mass added by the top concrete block was also

accounted for by introducing the effective length of the column. Using a solution for the

resonance frequency of a cantilever beam (Graff, 1975), L,fl is computed from

(D )fn. ~~;
r

;, ~,L~fl= 1.875. (7.11)
@

For the measured resonance frequency of the intact column in the loading direction

(21. 15Hz), the effective length of the column was determined to be 3.52 m.
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Computed resonance frequencies of the first flexural mode for a range of interface

stiffnesses are shown in Figure 7.21. For resonance frequencies measured in the loading

direction, the corresponding stiffnesses of the interface are determined. It should be noted

that for a resonance frequency higher than the resonance frequency of an intact column, no

solution for the interface stiffness exists. Interface stiffness determined in this way is not

necessarily the same as the stiffness used in Eq.(7. 10), since deformation of the footing

and foundation are accounted for in defining the length of the column. However, it should

still approximate the stiffness of the damaged section that causes a decrease in the bending

stiffness of the column. By introducing this value of stiffness into the Eq.(7. 10), the

resulting bending stiffness of the columns is determined (Table.2.3). Figure 7.22

compares the measured static bending stiffnesses and dynamic stiffnesses determined from

measured resonance frequencies. The stiffnesses for damaged specimens and repaired,

moderately damaged specimens show very good agreement. The stiffness of the repaired,

severely damaged column cannot be determined as the resonance frequency is higher than

the intact column.

The above results demonstrate that the elastic stiffness of a column can be determined

from its resonance frequency. As the level of damage and the effect of repair can be

directly related to the bending stiffness of the column, the above analysis provides a

technique to assess the soundness of a structure quantitatively from its resonance

frequency.

Table 7.3 Bending stiffness of columns determined from resonance frequency

Specimen Intact Damaged Repaired

415M 29.5kN/mm 8.61kN/mm 20.7kN/rnm
(moderate damage)

415s 0.81kN/mm >29.5kN/mma
(severe damage)

a Bending stiffness could not be determined as the resonance frequency of the repaired
column was higher than the intact column
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Figure 7.21 Computed resonance frequencies of the first flexural mode as a function of interface stiffness
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Figure 7.22 Comparison between measured static bending stiffnesses and determined bending
stiffnesses from measured resonance frequencies. Intact (415M3and damaged columns show very good

“

agreement between the stiffnesses obtained by the two different methods. A repaired column (415M)
shows a rather large difference but the relative magnitude of the stiffness compared with other columns
is consistent. Dynamically determined stiffness of the repaired 415S column is not shown as the current
method cannot determine the stiffness if the measured frequency is larger than the resonance frequency of
an intact specimen.
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7.5 Summary

It is found that the velocities and waveforms of a propagating wave (- 10kHz) are

sensitive to the fractures and microcracks introduced into a damaged column. Amplitudes

and velocities both decrease. Waves measured for different directions along the diameters

of the columns show different velocity, amplitude, and time of arrival. Such characteristics

can be used for assessing the geometry of frachmes in a structure that in turn may be used

to examine the load applied to the structure when the fractures are created. Although

propagating waves show good sensitivity to the introduced damage, the effect of repair is

not clearly seen from changes in wave velocity and wave amplitude.

Low frequency vibration tests were conducted to measure the change in elastic bending

stiffness of the column specimens. Resonance frequencies and attenuation decreased

significantly as the damage was introduced. Attenuation increased because the localized

damage at the bottom of a column isolated vibration within the column, reducing the

radiation damping. Resonance frequencies decreased corresponding to the degree of

damage (moderate and severe damage). Repaired columns showed significant increase in

resonance frequencies and attenuation. Localized damage at the bottom of the columns was

modeled as an interface with displacement-discontinuity conditions and used to determine

the bending stiffness of the columns from measured resonance frequencies. Attenuation of

the vibrations was not examined quantitatively because the dynamic interaction between the

columns and the foundation that resulted in radiative loss of vibration energy were too

complicated to be analyzed by the current model.

Although high-frequency measurements using transmitted waves are good for detecting

small cracks and mapping the location of damage in a structure, they did not reflect the

overall integrity of a structure. In contrast, results from low-frequency acoustic resonance

measurements correspond remarkably well to the degree of introduced damage, repair, and

measured static stiffness of the structure. Moreover, the dynamic stiffnesses determined

from resonance frequencies show very good agreement with statically measured stiffnesses

except for a column that had a resonance frequency higher than the original intact column.

These results demonstrate that the acoustic resonance technique can be used as a

quantitative diagnostic tool for assessing the degree of damage and the effect of repair in

concrete infrastructure.
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In conclusion, damage in the concrete structure discussed in this chapter can be

thoroughly diagnosed using either local seismic transmission tests or global vibration tests.

However, the degree of damage introduced and the effect of repair can be measured by the

acoustic resonance tests more accurately. Therefore, if the primary objective of any test of

a structure is an assessment of its global performance, the acoustic resonance testis highly

recommended.



Dynamic Behavior of a sheared
Fracture and the Extension of

Displacement=Dis continuity Theory

8.1 Introduction

The strength and elastic moduli of materials such as rocks, ceramics, and concrete are

significantly influenced by inherent fractures. As the load required to cause slip along a

fracture is usually much less than the strength of an intact material, the shear strength of the

fracture often determines the material’s overall strength. Many researchers including Jaeger

(1959), Byerlee (1967a, b), and Jaeger and Rosengren (1969) examined the frictional

behavior of fractures to understand the behavior of rocks under shear. For a rock mass

containing distinct fractures (joints), the stability of structures such as rock slopes and mine

pillars depends greatly on the shear strength and stress of the inherent fractures (Hock,

1970; Jaeger, 197 1). At a much larger scale, stick-slip behavior of faults that involves the

accumulation of shear strain and resultant slip failure is claimed to be a major cause of

earthquakes (Byerlee and Brace, 1968; Dieterich, 1978).

For predicting and, if possible, preventing the slip failure along a fracture, it is

important to know the stress acting on that fracture. Methods using seismic waves are

205
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among the most promising for measuring the stress remotely. This is because a seismic

wave is sensitive to the stiffness of a fracture, which is stress dependent. Stress applied

normal to an interface between two rough surfaces, such as a fracture, alters the

characteristics of waves interacting with this interface. Changes in the wave’s travel time,

amplitude, and spectral characteristics are used to determine the normal and shear stiffness

of a fracture. Kendall and Tabor (1971) used the transmission coefficient of waves to

determine the stiffness of an interface between a variety of materials including steel and

glass. Pyrak-Nolte et al. (1990a) also measured waves transmitted across single natural

fractures in rocks and attempted to determine the normal and shear stiffness of the fractures

by matching experimental and theoretical wave spectra.

If the geometry of the contacting surfaces is known, the stress applied to a fracture can

be determined from the fracture stiffness assessed by seismic measurements. For

nominally flat and smooth metal surfaces, Haines (1980) proposed a model that predicts the

average contact stress of an interface from its specific stiffness. Using this model, Buck et

al. (1982) determined the normal stress on a fracture from the spectra of transmitted and

diffracted waves. Rehbein et al. (1984) applied a similar technique to determine the normal

stress on the interface of a metal coupler from waves reflected off the interface. For the

contact between rough surfaces in rock-like materials, however, the full geometry of the

contact is not known or it is too complicated to find the relation between the applied stress

and resulting stiffness. For such cases, the stress-stiffness relation has to be measured

experimentally.

Shear stress applied to a fracture also changes the normal and tangential stiffness of a

fracture. However, in many cases, shear stress on a fracture is also accompanied by a

normal stress component that prevents slip along the interface. As the effect of the normal

stress is usually larger than the shear stress, shear stress on a fracture is difficult to

determine by the seismic measurements described above. Furthermore, changes in the

waves do not carry any information about the direction of the shear stress applied to the

fracture.

To determine the presence, direction, and magnitude of shear stress on a fracture, the

conventional measurements for transmitted and reflected P and S-waves do not provide

sufficient information. Therefore, an alternative measurement that is sensitive to the change

in the shear stress on a fracture is desirable. In this chapter, a new understanding about the

behavior of seismic waves interacting with a sheared fracture is presented. Laboratory
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experiments show that the shear stress applied to a fracture in a rock specimen partially

converts normal incident compressional (P)-wave and shear (S)-wave to S and P-waves,

respectively. As the waves are normally incident on a fracture, this phenomenon cannot be

explained by the Snell’s law or the conventional displacement-discontinuity theory

(Schoenberg, 1980; Pyrak-Nolte et al., 1990a). This behavior of seismic waves may

provide a tool for detecting and measuring the shear stress on a fracture. The results of

laboratory ultrasonic transmission tests performed on a granite specimen containing a

through-going fracture and a fractured steel specimen with a regular surface geometry are

presented. Theoretical transmission and reflection coefilcients for a sheared fracture were

obtained by applying an extended form of the displacement-discontinuity boundary

conditions that included cross-coupling terms in the fracture stiffness matrix. The model

predicts increasing conversion of waves as the cross-coupling stiffness increases, which is

directly related to an increase in the magnitude of the shear stress on a fracture. Using this

extended form of the displacement-discontinuity boundary conditions for modeling

dynamic interactions between a fracture and seismic waves, numerical simulations were

conducted using a boundary element method to demonstrate the effect of the shear-induced

cross-coupling fracture stiffness on propagating seismic waves.

8.2 Mechanism of Shear-induced Wave Conversion

The mechanical properties of a fracture can be examined by modeling a fracture as a

non-welded interface between two solid media with imperfect contacts (Greenwood and

Williamson, 1966). The surface of a fracture consists of irregularities at many scales

ranging from atomic scale roughness to macroscopic undulations with a scale comparable

to the dimension of the fracture itself. Brown et al. (1986) showed that the spectral

components of the two surface profiles across a fracture are more “correlated” (in phase) at

longer spatial wavelength than at shorter wavelength especially for a mated fracture.

Compliance of a fracture decreases as the two surfaces are pressed together primarily due to

increase in contact between irregularities with relatively short spatial wavelength (Brown

and Scholz, 1985, 1986). Velocity and amplitude of the transmitting P and S-waves

increase due to an increase in mechanical coupling between two surfaces.

One of the simplest models for a fracture surface consists of elastic hemispheres

attached to rigid halfspaces (Greenwood and Williamson, 1966; Brown and Scholz, 1985,

1986; Yoshioka and Sholtz, 1989a,b). The nonlinear closing behavior is explained by
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deformation of individual asperities predicted by the Hertz-Mindlin model (Mindlin, 1949).

However, such a model ignores the effect of the deformation in the half-space behind the

asperities. Kendall and Tabor (1971) showed that the stiffness of an interface and therefore

the velocity and amplitude of transmitted and reflected waves depend not only on the

nonlinear increase in contact area between single asperities but also on the interaction

between neighboring contacts. Using numerical simulations for a variety of contact

patterns and spacings, Hopkins et al. (1987, 1990) demonstrated the significant effect of

the interacting contacts on the stiffness of an interface. Their results indicate that the

stiffness of a rough interface cannot be understood by simply examining the deformation of

single asperities. Instead, the contact distribution has a large effect in determining the

overall stiffness of an interface.

When a natural fracture is subjected to shear stress, the local stiffness of the fracture

due to contacting asperities becomes either stiffened or relaxed, depending on the relative

approaching motion of the fracture surfaces and angle of contact. Such behavior is

governed by the long spatial wavelength component of the fracture surface profiles that are

more or less correlated across the fracture. The multi-scale surface irregularity of a fracture

would be idealized by a geometry of the surface that consists of small random

(uncorrelated) asperities superposed on regular saw-tooth profiles that are identical across

the fracture (Figure 8.1 ). In Figure 8.1, the regular long-wavelength profile determines

whether the short-wavelength asperities across the fracture approach or separate when the

two surfaces are sheared. On the approaching side of the slopes, the local stiffness of the

fracture increases due to a non-linear increase in contact stiffness between the micro-scale

asperities while the local stiffness decreases on the other side of the slopes. If the applied

shear stress is large, the stiffness of the relaxed contacts approaches zero and the stiffness

tends to infinity for the stiffened contacts. In this limit, the fracture effectively behaves as

an array of inclined open flat microcracks. Statically, (i.e. at the zero-frequency limit) such

cracks exhibit dilation (coupled) behavior: application of a normal stress on the fracture is

accompanied by a relative lateral displacement across the fracture, and shear stress results

in relative normal displacement. It should be noted that this behavior is elastic and no slip

along the fracture is involved. Dynamic interactions between such cracks and propagating

elastic waves were studied by Mikata and Achenbach (1988) using a boundary integral

equation method. Their results showed that, for P and S-waves normally incident on a

mean-crack plane of the microcracks, transmission and reflection coefficients of the cross-

coupled waves are finite, i.e., the converted waves are generated.
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Mechanism generating cross-coupled waves for normal-incident plane waves. Surface
natural fracture (a) is modeled by correlated long-wavelength undulations and uncorrelated

~random) short-wavelength asperities (b). (c) Application of shear stress changes the local contact stiffness
of the fracture that becomes (d) inclined flat rnicrocracks that exhibit the elastic dilation for applied normal
and shear load. In the above case, generation of a converted S-wave by a normal-incident P-wave is shown.

In the following section, experimentally observed conversion of elastic waves normally

incident on a sheared fracture in a rock specimen is presented. The effect of an idealized

surfacegeometry for generating ‘cross-coupled waves is demonstrated using a steel block

specimen.
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8.3 Experiment

8.3.1 Wave transmission tests across a fracture in rock

8.3.1.1 Experimental setup

Ultrasonic transmission tests were conducted using a pair of identical transducers that

contained both P and S- type piezoelectric crystals. By selectively generating and

measuring different types of waves, both directly transmitted and converted P and S-waves

propagating through a specimen were observed. The central frequencies of the generated P

and S-waves were 850 kHz and 500 kHz, respectively. Particle motion of the S-wave

generated by the transducer was polarized in a single direction. Both waves were generated

by 500 V square pulses sent from a high-voltage pulse generator (Cober 605P). Received

waves were displayed and recorded by a digital oscilloscope (LeCroy 9424E). The

experimental setup is shown in Figure 8.2

A series of laboratory ultrasonic measurements was performed on a cylindrical

specimen of granite (5.08 cm in diameter and 10.16 cm in length). The granite used for

this test exhibited approximately transversely isotropic behavior due to preferentially

oriented microcracks similar to the granite specimens used in the previous chapters

(Chapter 3 and 5). The density of the specimen was 2.66 g/cmg (room dry). The

specimen was cored along the average microcrack plane. Velocities of P and S-waves

(polarized parallel to the microcrack planes) measured along the axis of the intact specimen

were 4606 rn/sec and 2851 m/see, respectively. The applied axial stress was 2.46MPa.

Thin pieces of lead foil were used to establish good acoustic coupling between the

transducers and the specimen.

Figure 8.3 shows P and S- waves transmitted through the specimen before and after the

fracture was introduced. From the plot, it can be seen that both directly transmitted P and

S-waves (P-source to P-receiver and S-source to S-receiver) and converted waves (P-

source to S-receiver and S-source to P-receiver) show a large decrease in amplitude and an

increase in travel time. The small converted waves are observed even for the intact

specimen as the transducer does not generate pure P or S-waves. It was found that the

changes in the velocity of the waves are too large to be caused by any increase in

compliance from the fracture. Although most of the changes were possibly due to the

effect of the fracture, a slight decrease in the water content of the specimen between tests
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Figure 8.2 Experimental setup for seismic wave conversion tests across a fracture in a rock specimen.
During the tests, the specimen was axially loaded. Waves were generated by piezoelectric crystals inside the
transducers. The effect of shear stress on the conversion behavior of the waves was examined by applying
a shear force across the fracture using a lateral load frame.
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Figure 8.3 Changes in transmitted and converted waves through a granite specimen before and after a
fracture is introduced. All the waves show decreases in velocities and amplitudes due to the frequency-
dependent scattering by the fracture. It is noted that the changes in the waveforms may also be caused by a
slight change in the water content of the specimen between the times the two tests were conducted.
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was also suspected to be the cause. For this reason, no attempts were made to determine

the specific stiffness of the fracture from the dynamic measurements.

After measuring the ultrasonic properties of the intact specimen, a through-going tensile

fracture was created perpendicular to thecoreaxisby applying a point load along a diameter

of the core (Brazilian loading). The specimen was held in a horizontal load frame that

applied a lateral load, shearing the specimen across the fracture. The two surfacesof the

fracture were mated. Before the measurements were conducted, the fracture was uniaxially

cycled for several times up to 31vlPa.This was done to minimize the amount of permanent

deformation on the fracture surface such as crushing of asperities that may occur during the

tests. During the tests, a constant axial stress (2.46MPa) was applied to the specimen

placed between the transducers.

8.3.1.2 Effect of shear stress

In the first series of tests, the lateral load was varied to seethe effect of shear stress on

seismic waves propagating across the fracture. The shearing direction was aligned with the

polarization direction of the S-wave. These directions were also aligned parallel to the

average microcrack plane in the granite. A range of shear stress from O to 3 MPa (called

“right-lateral shear”) were applied followed by shear with reversed direction from O to -3

MPa (called “left-lateral shear”).

The measured values of the directly-transmitted waves across the fracture are shown

in Figure 8.4(a) for P-waves and in Figure 8.4(b) for S-waves. Waves measured before

and after application of the right-lateral shear are also shown for comparison. During

shearing, directly transmitted waves showed small changes with increasing shear stress.

P-wave amplitudes decreased approximately 10% for both right-lateral and left-lateral

shear. S-wave amplitude showed a small increase for left-lateral shear (540mV increased

up to 562mV) but release in shear stress resulted in higher amplitude (571 mV) and,

consequently, the left-lateral shear amplitude decreased by approximately 1570. It appears

that application of shear stress tends to decrease the non-converted transmitted waves. The

small increase in S-wave amplitude for right-lateral shear maybe due to slip of the fracture

that will greatly increase the tangential stiffness of the fracture by changing the contact

geometry. As can be seen from the above results, although the shear stress does cause

some change in the directly transmitted (non-converted) P and S-waves, its effect is

relatively small and the direction of the shear cannot be known from these measurements.
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Figure 8.4 Waves transmitted and converted on a single fracture in a granite specimen. Both directly
transmitted (a) P and (b) S-waves show little change. Shear stress was increased from Oto 3 MPa in both
directions (left-lateral shear and right-lateral shear).
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changetheirphaseby 180°whenthe directionof the shearis reversed.
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Figure 8.5 Changes in converted (a) S and (b) P-waves for different shear stresses. Normal stress on
the fracture is maintainedat 2.46 MPa. The amplitudeof the convertedwaves increases in accordance
with increasesin shear stress.

The shear stress applied to the fracture resulted in converted S and P- waves generated

from incident P and S- waves, respectively (Figure 8.4 (c) and (d)). Both waves showed a

small amplitude without any shear stress. This may be due to the waves converted by the

fracture that was not perfectly perpendicular to the axis of the specimen. The converted

waves showed a monotonic increase in amplitude with increasing shear stress (Figure 8.5).

Phase for the particle motion of the converted waves changed by 180° when the direction of

the shear was reversed. A larger increase in the amplitude of converted S-waves than

converted P-waves is due to the difference in the characteristics of the sending and

receiving transducers. This is confirmed by the observation of identical waveforms when

the receiving transducer is used to generate waves and the sending transducer to receive the

converted waves. This demonstrates the reciprocity in wave propagation.
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8.3.1.3 Effect of shear angle

The second series of tests was conducted by changing the direction of the lateral shear

around the axis of the sample. Both axial and lateral loads were maintained at 2.46 MPa.

Figure 8.6 shows waveforms for varying shear directions. From the plots, clear arrivals

of the converted waves can be seen when the fracture is sheared in the polarization direction

of the S-wave. Directly transmitted waves do not show significant changes in their arrival

times and waveforms. The converted waves vanish when the polarization direction is

normal to the shear direction (90° and 2700). As was seen for the first series of tests,

particle motion of the wave changes its phase when the direction of the shear is reversed by

180°.

8.3.2 Transmission tests across a regular saw-tooth fracture

8.3.2.1 Experimental setup

As was explained in Section 8.2, a shear force applied to the surface of a fracture

changes the distribution of contacts on the fracture. The altered distribution of the contacts

can be idealized by an interface between two solid halfspaces with a sawtooth geometry. A

physical model of such a fracture was fabricated using cylindrical steel blocks (Figure 8.7).

The spacing between the teeth was 3mm and the angle of the peaks and valleys was 90°.

The density of the specimen was 7.82 g/ems and the velocities of ultrasonic waves

measured using an identical steel block without sawteeth were 5908 rn/sec (P-wave,

850kHz) and 3237 m/see (S-wave, 500kHz), respectively. The wavelengths of P and S-

waves in the block were 7rnm and 6.5mm, respectively.

For the first series of tests, an array of inclined flat slits was introduced between the

two blocks (Figure 8.8a). Two brass shims were placed on the edge of the fracture to

introduce mismatch between the two surfaces. Strips of lead foil were placed on the

contacting slopes of the saw teeth, and the specimen was axially loaded by 12.3MPa to

establish good acoustic coupling. During the tests, no shear load was applied to the

interface.

The second series of tests was conducted with a thin layer of clean glass beads

(diameter 50 to 100pm) on the interface between the sawtooth surfaces (Figure 8.8b).

During these tests, the axial load was maintained at 2.46MPa. The thickness of the glass

F.-
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(2.00”)

Figure 8.7 Steel blocks with regular sawtooth surface. Spacing between the teeth k 3mm. The
geometryof eachblock is identical.

bead layer between the surfaces was 0.43mm. From the initial unsheared state, the shear

stress was increased up to 3MPa.

8.3.2.2 Effect of slit angle

Ultrasonic transmission tests were conducted on the steel blocks with inclined, flat,

open slits. The orientations of the slits from the polarization direction of the S-wave were

-90°, O“, and 90°. At each angle, directly-transmitted and converted P and S-waves were
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Figure 8.8 (a) A series of inclined flat slits was created by introducing slight lateral offset between
two steel blocks with a regular sawtooth surface. No shear stress was applied to this specimen during
the tests. (b) To see the effect of sheared filling material on the converted seismic waves, fine glass
beads were deposited on the steel block interface.

8.3.2.3 Effect of filling material

The glass bead mediated fracture surface can be considered a fracture containing debris,

such as fault gouge. Before the tests, the specimen was axially loaded up to 2.46MPa and

all transmitted waves were measured. Subsequently, shear stress was applied to the

fracture using a horizontal load frame. Figure 8.10 compares waves with and without the

applied shear stress. The figure also includes waves measured when the shear stress is

decreased to zero. It is noted that both non-converted P and S-waves show a decrease in

amplitude when the shear is applied, analogous to the behavior of the waves observed for

the fracture in a rock specimen. The results clearly show a large increase in the amplitude

of converted waves. A small initial conversion may be due to the random scattering of

waves off the glass bead layer that has a strong acoustic impedance contrast against the

steel blocks.
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The mechanism of wave conversion for a fracture containing debris is similar to that of

a clean fracture with imperfect contacts. As a fracture is sheared, the glass beads between

approaching surfaces are compacted, increasing their contact stiffness, while the beads

between the parting surfaces are not, decreasing stiffness. As a result, the stiffness

distribution of the interface becomes similar to inclined open cracks that exhibit an elastic

dilation behavior.

The above tests were repeated for a glass bead layer saturated with distilled water.

Without shear, the directly transmitted P and S-waves show much larger amplitude than for

fracture with dry glass beads (Figure 8.11). This is due to the stiffening effect of the water

that fills the pore space among glass beads. On the other hand, converted waves for a

sheared wet fracture show smaller amplitude than for the dry fracture. This may be

because the overall increase in the stiffness of a fracture makes its behavior close to a

welded fracture.

The experimental results shown in this section demonstrate that the changes in the

surface geometry of the surface of a fracture by shear leads to a property of the fracture that

introduces conversion of normally incident waves. Results for the steel block specimen

show that the geometry of a sheared fracture can be modeled by an array of inclined cracks

along the interface.
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Figure 8.9 Comparison of directly transmitted waves through intact and fractured steel specimens. In the
plots, the angle between the open slits and the polarization direction of the S-wave crystals is shown.
Arrival of the P and S-waves is indicated by solid triangles. Directly transmitted (a) P and (b) S-waves
show large decreases in wave amplitudes. It is noted that when the angle between the slits and S-wave
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Figure 8.10 Directly transmitted waves through a fracture containing dry glass beads. Axial stress is
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Figure 8.11 Directly transmitted waves through a fracturecontainingwater saturated glass beads. Axial
stress is maintainedat 2.46MPa and shear stress k increasedup to approximately2.5MPa. Comparedwith
the waves throughdry glass beads,velocityand amplitudeof the directlytransmittedwave increasefor both
(a)P and (b) S-waves.
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8.4 Extension of the Displacement-Discontinuity Theory

8.4.1 Applicability of displacement-discontinuity model for dynamic

problems

When a static load is applied to a medium that contains a compliant fracture, large

displacements localize around the fracture due to deformation of contacting asperities and

their supporting halfspace. Many researchers including Angel and Achenbach (1985) and

Baik and Thompson (1984) idealized a fracture as an interface consisting of a periodic array

of flat microcracks (Figure 8.12). The contact between the two halfspaces is represented

by bridges between cracks. The stress and displacement fields around the fracture are

obtained analytically using a Westergarrd stress function (Westergaard, 1939).

The displacement-discontinuity model (Schoenberg, 1980; Pyrak-Nolte et al., 1990a)

assumes that the additional displacement introduced by a fracture is localized within an

interface with infinitesimal thickness. Therefore, the model replaces the complicated

distribution of stress and strain around the fracture by uniform stress and strain in

halfspaces and displacement discontinuity across the interface. The effect of the fracture on

Figure 8.12 Interface consists of a periodic array of flat open microcracks. Intact bridges between
cracksrepresentcontactsandbondsbetweenthe twosurfacesof a fracture.
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the far-field displacement is described by a specific compliance, defined as an additional

displacement introduced into the medium by a fracture for applied unit far-field stress.

Specific stiffness of a fracture is defined as the inverse of the specific compliance.

Applicability of the displacement-discontinuity model for dynamic problems was

examined by Angel and Achenbach (1985) for transmission and reflection of plane waves

impinging on aperiodic array of flat cracks. Transmission and reflection coefficients of the

waves were derived numerically using a boundary element method computing the dynamic

interaction between waves and individual cracks. The computed coefficients were

compared with analytic solutions obtained using the displacement-discontinuity model.

The stiffness of a fracture used in the model was obtained analytically using the

Westergaard stress function. For a periodic array of cracks with center spacing of s and

width 2a, a normal fracture stiffness that yields equivalent additional fro-field displacement

is given by (Angel and Achenbach, 1985; Baik and Thompson, 1984)

El
K = E’K* =__

()

K. g

1–V2S s ‘

where K* is anon-dimensionalfracture stiffness given by

“=+n[secz(l~%)lo

(8.1)

(8.2)

The above solution is for plane strain problems. Results obtained by Angel and Achenbach

showed that the computed coefficients agree well with the analytic results given by the

displacement-discontinuity theory for wavelengths longer than the size and spacing of the

cracks. Therefore, by using the displacement-discontinuity model, the quasi-static

behavior of a fracture can be used to examine the dynamic interaction between the waves

and the fracture.

8.4.2 Static behavior of an idealized sheared fracture

To understand the interaction between a sheared fracture and waves, the static behavior

of the fracture was examined for the idealized surface geometry (aperiodic array of inclined

flat cracks) discussed in the previous section. As analytic solution for displacement around

such cracks is not known, the static plane-strain boundary element method was used to

compute the displacement for an applied far-field stress. Using static Green’s functions,

~.. .
...,
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displacements and tractions on a boundary of a computational domain are related by (for

example, Brebbia and Dorninguez, 1989)

CVU.,(X)= J’U~(X> X’)~j(x’)m(x’) ‘J P;(X> “)”j(x’)a(x’) , (8.3)
r r

where u; and p; are the static displacement and traction Green’s functions, and Uj and pj

are displacement and traction on the boundary, respectively. No body force is assumed.

Integrations are performed in the Cauchy’s sense and the CUis a coefficient matrix that

includes the jump-term resulting from the singularity of the Green’s functions. By

performing the numerical integration, the above expression leads to a linear system of

equations that relate displacements and tractions on the boundary

where U1and p, are known and unknown displacements and tractions on the boundary.

The above matrix equation can be decomposed to known and unknown parts as

‘HE]{:}=[Gw-[H-G]{3=[-E%}=b (8.5)

are known

By solving

research, a

where u and p are unknown displacement and traction, and ii and ~

displacement and traction specified by boundary conditions, respectively.

Eq.(8.5), all unknown displacements and tractions are determined. In this

crack is modeled as a part of the boundary between two domains. Such a method is known

as the multiple-domain technique in solving crack problems using the boundary element

method (Blandford et al., 1981). Quadratic-continuous elements are used for the current

simulations except for the elements on the interface between two domains and elements

adjacent to the interface (Figure 8.13). For these, quadratic-discontinuous elements (all or

part of the nodes are located within an element) are used. The quadratic-discontinuous

element provides accurate results for computing displacement and stress concentration

around cracks (Portela et al., 1992). For simulating the behavior of an infinite series of

cracks, periodic boundary conditions are applied to the sides of the interconnected

domains.

To check the accuracy of the numerical code, computed results are compared with

known analytic solutions for aperiodic array of flat cracks. The cracks lie on a single plane
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Figure 8.13 Boundary element mesh used for computing displacement around a periodic array of
inclinedflat crackssubiectedto far-fieldstress. Due to periodicityof the problem,a single strip with a
crack was used for the ~imulations.

and are subjected to a given far-field stress. An analytic solution for opening displacement

for a crack is derived from a stress function given by (Westergaard, 1939)

z,(z) =
C70sin(7cz/s)

sin2(Zz/s) – sin2(@s) ‘
(8.6)

where dO is the stress applied normal to the interface at infinite distance. In the above

expression, z is a complex variable defined by z = x + iy where x and y are real numbers.

Noting that z =x, lx!< a within a crack, crack surface displacement is computed by

Uz(x)=
{}

~Im ~Z,(x)dx ~
x

(8.7)
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Figure 8.14 Comparisonbetweennumericaland analyticalsolutionsfor crack-surfacedisplacementfor
the model in Figure 8.11. The numerical results were obtained using the boundary element model
describedin Figure 8.13. Both resultsshowgood agreementfor a rangeof cracksizes with respectto the
crackinterval.

The analytic solution for the lateral crack-surface displacement due to a far-field shear stress

is obtained by replacing the o,, in the Eq. (8.6) by the shear stress To and UYin the

Eq.(8.7) by UX. Figure 8.14 shows a comparison between computed and analytic

solutions for the crack-opening displacement. The result demonstrates the accuracy of the

numerical model for solving problems with an infinite periodic array of cracks.

The numerical code was used to compute the displacement around a periodic array of

open flat cracks. An example of a computed displacement field is shown in Figure 8.15.

From the plot, it can be seen that the perturbation of the displacement field due to the cracks

is strongly localized in the vicinity of the cracks, which indicates that a fracture can be

modeled by a displacement-discontinuity boundary with zero-thickness. The relation

between the displacement discontinuity and the applied stress is described by the specific

fracture compliance. This compliance can be measured as an additional displacement in the

far-field due to the fracture for an applied unit far-field traction. Normal and tangential

fracture compliance are computed by

~,~ = (Ufurlfiac’d _ ~Jurlintact

)/

~f.r

)’ Y )’Y‘ (8.8a)

~n = (uf.r/fmc’d _ ~furlintact

)/

~fur
x x yx 7 (8.8b)

. I
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Figure 8.15 Computed displacement field for cracks with crack size to interval ratio of 2a/s=O.5.
Inclination of the cracks is 45”. A compressional stress of lMPa was applied at far-field. Young’s
modulus of the half-space was 50GPa and Poisson’s ratio was 0.2. Resulting displacement localizes
strongly nearby the amay of inclined cracks, Finite lateral displacement (x-displacement) in the upper
domain (Y>O)indicates dilation of the interface.

where superscript” ~ar” stands for far-field, “ ~rac’ d” for fractured medium, and “ intact”

for intact medium. Coupling compliance are computed from

displacements for normal and tangential tractions, respectively, by

tangential and normal

(8.8C)

(8.8d)

Figure 8.16(a) shows computed compliance for an array of infinite number of cracks.

The compliance are computed for a range of crack inclination angles. The compliance are

normalized by the normal compliance of an array of O“-inclination cracks whose fracture

stiffness is given by Eq.(8. 1). As can be seen from the plot, the coupling compliance

increase monotonically with increasing inclination of the cracks. It is also noted that both

coupling compliance show similar values in accordance with reciprocity of elasticity. The

small difference observed is due to numerical errors. Fracture stiffness is computed by

inverting the compliance matrix whose off-diagonal terms are given by the coupling

compliance (Figure 8. 16b). It is found that the stiffnesses of the fracture becomes
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infinitely large for a certain inclination of the cracks. This is because the determinant of the

compliance matrix approaches zero at this angle (Figure 8. 16c). The relative magnitude of

the coupling compliance or stiffness of a fracture is defined by

‘=E=E (8.9)

The computed ratios are plotted in Figure 8. 16d. It can be seen that the ratio approaches

unity as the determinant of the compliance matrix approaches zero.

8.4.3 Some basic properties of fracture stiffness and compliance matrices

For a general three-dimensional coupling between displacement-discontinuities and

tractions across a fracture, the fracture compliance and stiffness matrices are 3x3 square

matrices. As the additional strain energy stored by the fracture has to be non-negative, the

matrices must be positive definite. Therefore, the matrices have real non-negative

eigenvalues and are symmetric. For the plain strain problem discussed in Section 8.4.2,

the matrices can be treated as 2x2, since the third components are decoupled from the rest.

Eigenvalues of the 2x2 fracture compliance matrix are given by

(8.10)

Therefore, for non-negative normal and tangential compliance XJY and XH, a necessary

and sufficient condition to have non-negative eigenvalues is

det[xi]=xu.x,y–xg.xyxzo. (8.11)

This condition is satisfied in all previous simulations (Figure 8. 16c). An identical

condition is required” for the stiffness matrix to have non-negative normal and tangential

stiffnesses. These conditions provide a constraint on the coupling ratio R defined by

Eq.(8.9) as

FK=FZZ’l‘= Xxy. Xyx (8.12)

This constraint is also satisfied for the. numerical simulation (Figure 8. 16d). Note that

Eq.(8. 12) is an equality only when the determinant of the compliance matrix becomes zero.
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8.4.4 General scattering matrix for plane waves incident on fracture

The results in Section 8.4.2 demonstrated that a periodic array of inclined cracks (an

idealized geometry for a sheared fracture) exhibits a significant dilation. Such behavior is

described quantitatively by the coupling (off-diagonal) components of the fracture stiffness

and compliance matrices. In the following analysis, the effect of the dilation behavior on

those waves incident upon a fracture is examined using the displacement-discontinuity

model.

The displacement-discontinuity model provides a set of boundary conditions that

require continuous stress and discontinuity in displacement that is proportional to the

traction on the fracture. For a fracture located on an x-y plane, these boundary conditions

are

t,; = –t2i= (Tti, (8.13)

Ozi=
[1

Kti Uj (i, j=x,y,z), (8.14)

where oZi (i=x, y, Z) are components of the stress tensor on the fracture (~= and CYZYare

tangential stresses, au is normal stress), tiis the traction force on the surface, and [uj] is

the displacement-discontinuity across the fracture defined by ~ujj = ~j – ~lj O=X,Y,Z).

Subscripts “1” and “2” denote halfspaces on either side of a fracture.

For a fracture without shear, the cross-coupling stiffness becomes zero and the fracture

stiffness matrix KUbecomes diagonal. Therefore the above matrix equation yields three

sets of independent scalar ‘-.--’: ---G~UtlUUll>

tlx= –t21= (s-u, (8.15a)

t,,= –t*,,= Ozy, (8.15b)

t,z= –t2z= CT=. (8.15c)

The displacement-discontinuity boundary conditions without coupling fracture stiffness

have been successfully used to investigate the interaction between elastic waves and

fractures in rock when the fractures were subjected to normal loading only (Pyrak-Nolte et

al., 1990a). If the x-coordinate axis is defined such that the incident wave propagates

parallel to the x-z plane, Eq.(8. 15a) and (8. 15c) are used to derive transmission and

reflection coefficients for P and SV- waves. Eq.(8. 15b) is used to derive the transmission
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and reflection coefficients for an SH-wave that is decoupled from the other waves. The

following analysis will show that if coupling fracture stiffnesses are non-zero, P, SV, and

SH-waves will become coupled.

For plane waves incident on a fracture (Figure 8.17), the displacement of the waves is

given by

uv=Avo[:;]exp{’@[%‘incidentsv-wave)(81’a)

u~=A~o~]exp{’@(%~‘incidentsH-wave)(81’b)
UIP = AIP

[Jexp{’@x+%O} ‘incidentp-wave) ‘81’C)

u,,” = A’rP
~:]exp{’~(%x-w} ‘reflectedsv-wave) (81’d)

[] {“[%x-%Z)}>‘reflectedsH-wave(8-1’e)u,~~ = ~,. 1 exp zco

u~p=AR~:]exp{’@(%x-2z)} ‘reflectedp-wave) ‘81’0
1

[]{[

Cos q)2

= A~~v“ O
sin @2. + cos @z

‘TSV
. exp iCO—

)}
—z , (transmitted SV-wave)(8. 16g)

CS2
–sin 62

CS2

[]{[

o
sin $2. + cos @2

uT~~= ~s~. 1 “exp ico ~
)1

—z , (transmitted SH-wave) (8. 16h)
CS2

o

% =%’‘[;]”exp{’@[%x+%z‘8-1’i)
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‘diagonal’ fracture cross-coupling
stiffness fracture stiffness

re

Figure 8.17 Scattering of waves incident upon a compliantinterface(fracture).The coordinatesystem
is definedsuch that the incidentwavespropagateparallelto the x-z plane.P, SH, and SV-wavesincident
on the interfaceresult in transmittedand reflectedP, SH, and SV-waves.The componentsof the fracture
stiffness matrix consist of diagonal stiffnesses and off-diagonalcross-couplingstiffnesses that lead to
dilationbehaviorof the fracture.
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where CP and c~ are the velocity of P and S-waves in the halfspace, respectively. The

terms @ and @ are incidence angles of P and S- waves, respectively, that satisfy Snell’s

law, and co is the angular frequency of wave. Displacement in the half-spaces is

UI = u~p+ UISV+ u]s.q+ ‘R~ + ‘W + URSH, (8.17a)

U2 (8.17b)= u~p + u~~v+ UTSH.

The displacement-discontinuity vector is

[u]=u~-u~. (8.18)

The constitutive relations in the halfspaces are

)%22 = J@l.,z + %,. J (8.19a)

)~2zz = /J2(%,z + %?,,. ~ (8.19b)

)~lzy =/4 (Uly,z+ %Z,y ~ (8.19c)

)cJ-2zy = P2(%2Y,Z + %2,)’ ~ (8.19d)

O,a =(2/4 +1,)%,,, +al%x,.~ (8.19e)

~2zz=(2P, +1,)%2,, +12%.,.. (8.19f)

The relation between the amplitude of incident and scattered waves is obtained by

introducing the displacement of the wave given by Eq.(8. 16a)-(8. 16i) into the six

displacement-discontinuity boundary conditions in Eq.(8. 13) and (8.14). Stresses and

displacement discontinuities are then computed from Eq.(8. 18) and (8.19a-f). The result

is expressed in the form of a matrix equation that is solved for the transmission and

reflection coeftlcients. The transmission coefficient matrix ~] and a reflection coefllcient

matrix ~] are defined as

(8.20)

The superscript on the coefficients identifies the type of incident waves (SV-, SH-, and P-

waves) and the subscript identifies the type of scattered waves. The matrix equation for the

transmission and reflection coefficients is shown in Figure 8.18. For the sake of

simplicity, sine and cosine functions are abbreviated as so and co.

., <,, -~.- .7+-.J ,. . : ,!-.-?w.& . : -;<, -,.., ,.-q%I-r - ,., - :.:<7’
..,T...-
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8.4.5 Normal incident waves with cross-coupling fracture stiffnesses

For the special case when the incident wave propagates normal to the fracture between

two identical media, the scattering matrix becomes

[

z~ o 0 z~oo’
o z~ o 0 z~ o
0 0 Zp o 0 2,

KH – imz~ KZY K= –Ku –Kv –KU

Kyx KYY – i~z~ KJZ – KYX – KYY – K},

K= KZY Kz – i(DzP –KU –KZY –KU

z~ o 0

0 z~ o

0 0 Zp
1“

[1[T]

x [R]

(8.21)

H
KH Kq KXZ

K KYY KYZyx

Ka KZY KU

where ZP, and Z~ are P-wave and S-wave acoustic impedance of the half-space,

the matrix equation becomes

1 0 0 100

0 1 0 010

0 0 1 001 ‘[1[T]

‘ [R]

> (8.22)

1 0 o’
010

001

From the first three rows of the matrix equation, it follows that

[T] +[R] = I (8.24)



[1~[T]

[R] =

Note

sin( )s S( )

Cos()= C( )

Figure 8.18 Matrixequationfor the generalscatteringproblemof a fractureincludingcouplingbetweenall displacementdiscontinuity
and tractioncomponents.Subscripts“1”and “2”representmediaon eithersides of the fracture.BVsolvirwthe matrixecmation,
transmission and-reflection coefficient matrices ([T-]and [R]) are determined for any specified angle of in~idence. “
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where I is an identity matrix. Therefore the matrix equation is reduced to as

For the special case when the coupling stiffnesses between y and the other directions

are zero, the above matrix equation is decomposed to a P-SV problem and a SH problem.

Such fracture stiffness is expected for a fracture sheared along the x-axis. By setting the

coupling impedance parameters ~~,, ~~’, ~~Z,and ~~ equal to zero, the matrices become

block-diagonal, yielding

[W’12:1[%ZJ=K!::] (8.26a)

(l+@;)TY) =@;>

T#’) =,$) = T(SH)= ,(s~) =()

(8.26b)

Sv P (8.26c)

Therefore, the transmission coefficients for the P-SV problem are

The transmission coefficient for the SH problem is

TY) = ‘P:
1+ i~~, “

(8.28)

Once the transmission coefficients are obtained, reflection coefficients are derived from

Eq.(8.25). The matrix equation Eq.(8.28) shows that the transmission (and reflection)

coefficients for converted waves (converted SV wave from P-wave and converted P-wave

from SV-wave) do not vanish for finite coupling fracture stiffnesses. The scattering

coefficients of the transmitted, reflected, and converted waves for a normal incident P-wave

are shown in Figure 8.19. Normal and tangential fracture stiffnesses are assumed to be

identical ( KH = KU = K) and the relative magnitude of the coupling stiffness is given by the

coupling stiffness ratio R = K=/ K . The horizontal axis is the inverse of impedance ratio

1.
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Figure 8.19 Transmissionand reflection coefficients for a P-wave normally incident on a fracture.
Poisson’s ratio of the half-spacek 0.2. Normal and tangential fracture stiffnesses are assumed to be
identical(= K). The secondsubscriptof eachcoefficientsshowsthe type of scatteredwave. The horizontal
axis showsan inverseof impedanceratiodefinedby 21/3=coZplK where Zp is the P-wave impedance of the
half-space and ~ is the angular frequency of wave. As the coupling fracture stiffness R (=KXZIK)
increases, transmission and reflection coefficients of the converted waves (TP~ and Rp~) increase
monotonically. The plots also include normalized group time delay for the directly transmitted P-wave
(~g=tg.2 K/ 2P). For the case with very large coupling fracture stiffness (R=O.9), the group time delay

becomes negative for a certain range of frequency and fracture stiffness.

~ between the fracture and its halfspace. The parameter 2 / ~ is proportional to the wave

frequency and inversely proportional to the normal stiffness of the fracture. It can be seen

that the transmission and reflection coefficients for the converted wave become significantly

larger with increasing coupling stiffness. On the other hand, the transmission coefficient of

the P-wave for a constant ~ decreases slightly. Such behaviors of the waves have been

observed during the laboratory wave transmission tests presented earlier in this chapter.

Unlike the monotonically decreasing P-to-P transmission coefficient or monotonically

increasing P-to-P reflection coefficient, coefficients of converted waves have a peak for

~ =1. This indicates that the converted waves are best generated for intermediate fracture

stiffnesses and wave frequencies.

In the Figure 8.19, changes in the group time delay for the transmitting P-wave are also

shown. The group time delay increases for low frequency (or high stiffness) and decreases

for high frequency (or low stiffness) as the coupling stiffness increases. For a very high
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coupling stiffness (R=O.9), the group time delay becomes negative for a certain range of

frequency and fracture stiffness. Such a result appears to be unphysical as it indicates that

wave energy propagates across the fracture during negative travel time. The cause of the

negative group time delay and its effects on an actually measured wave is left for further

investigation.

If coupling stiffness between the x and z directions is not present, the P and SV-waves

are also decoupled, yielding

These results are identical to the transmission coefficients of a fracture without coupling

stiffnesses (for example, Pyrak-Nolte et al., 1990a).

8.4.6 P-SV cross coupling for obliquely incident waves

When a wave is obliquely incident on a compliant interface (fracture), conversions

between P and S-waves occur even without the cross-coupling fracture stiffnesses. Gu et

al. (1996) conducted a detailed analysis of the characteristics of transmitted and reflected

waves obliquely incident on a fracture using the displacement-discontinuity model.

However, their analysis did not include the effect of cross-coupling fracture stiffnesses.

The results for the transmission and reflection coefficients of normal incident waves

suggest that the cross-coupling stiffness has a significant effect on the transmission and

reflection coefficients of obliquely incident waves as well.

In the following analyses, a virtual shear on the fracture is applied along the x-axis and

the incident wave impinges on the fracture in the x-z plane. In this case, coupling fracture

stiffnesses ~ZY, lcYZ,rcw, and KY1 can be assumed to be zero due to the symmetry of the

problem. Because the SH-wave has a particle motion that is parallel to the fracture and is

decoupled from the P and SV-waves, its behavior is not affected by the remaining coupling

fracture stiffnesses K= and K=. Therefore its behavior is not discussed here. Identical

material is assumed on both sides of the fracture and Poisson’s ratio of the halfspaces is
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assumed to be 0.2. Normal and tangential fracture stiffnesses are also assumed to be equal

(KH= KU = K) for the sake of simplicity.

For a range of incidence angles, the matrix equation Eq.(8. 17) was solved to determine

the resulting transmission and reflection coefficients. Figure 8.20 shows the computed

coefficients for varying incidence angles of the P-wave. The vertical axis shows the angle

of incidence and the horizontal axis shows the inverse of the fracture impedance ratio with

the P-wave acoustic impedance of the halfspace. An increase in the parameter 2/@

corresponds to an increase in wave frequency or a decrease in normal and tangential

fracture Stiffnesses. When the relatiVe COUplingfracture stiffness ( R = K=/ K) is zero, all

the coefficients are symmetric about the normal incident direction ( 6 =OO). For obliquely

incident waves ( O # O), transmission and reflection coeftlcients of the S-wave are not zero

due to the conversion of the waves. As the relative coupling fracture stiffness increases,

the symmetry of the coefficients about the normal incidence direction is distorted, resulting

in finite coefficients in the normal incidence direction. The direction in which large

transmission and reflection coefficients are observed changes with increasing relative

coupling stiffness and varies from coefficient to coefficient. Unlike the other coefficients,

the coefficient for the reflected P-wave maintains its symmetry about the normal incident

direction with increasing coupling fracture stiffness.

For an S-incident wave, similar behavior of the scattered wave was observed (Figure

8.21). Since critical angle of incidence was 38”, the S-waves incident beyond 38° result in

invalid data as the scattered waves are inhomogeneous (e.g., Aki and Richards, 1980). As

for the P-incident case, an increase in the relative coupling fracture stiffness distorts the

symmetry in the transmission and reflection coel%cients. However, the coel%cient for the

reflected S-wave maintains symmetry.

For the results shown above, it is noted that the increasing and decreasing trends in the

amplitude of the transmission and reflection coefficients reverse when the sign of the

relative coupling fracture stiffness is reversed. This can be easily achieved by reversing the

sign of the x-axis for the system.
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8.5 Numerical Simulation

8.5.1 Frequency-domain boundary element code (BIEMPS)

The effect of coupling fracture stiffness on the transmission and reflection of waves

incident on a fracture was examined using a frequency-domain plane strain boundary

element method. The fracture was modeled by pairs of constant boundary elements

(straight elements with a single node at the center) located along a single interface between

two domains. Each element pair was mechanically coupled by displacement-discontinuity

boundary conditions. The displacement-discontinuity boundary conditions were used for

modeling the dynamic interaction between a compliant interface and wave. Such a method

was used by Nihei (1992) for simulating acoustic wave propagation through a granular

medium (a frequency-domain code), and by Gu et al. (1994) for simulating a fracture

interface wave (a time-domain code). At each frequency o, displacement at a node was

computed by a similar expression as the static expression in Eq.(8.3)

Ctiuj(x: (0)=pl;(x,x’: (ljpj(x’: C@r(x’) – j p;(x, x’:co)uj(x’:(@I-’(i)
r

+]+ x’: (o)fj(x’: (+m(x’)
Q

,(8.30)

where u; and p; are dynamic displacement and traction Green’s functions for angular

frequency @ (e.g., Brebbia and Dominguez, 1989). The last term in the equation includes

a body force~j that represents a point source for generating waves. Integrations were

performed only along the boundary of the domain where the displacement is computed. A

matrix equation equivalent to Eq.(8.5) was constructed and solved at each frequency for

unknown boundary displacement and traction. Once the displacement and traction for the

desired range of frequencies were computed, the time-domain response (waveform) was

obtained by applying an inverse Fourier transform.

A model used for simulating the waves transmitted and reflected at a compliant interface

(fracture) is shown in Figure 8.22. A total of 140 pairs of constant boundary elements

(280 nodes) are located along a straight interface between two domains. The total length of

the fracture is 12.0 m and a single point source is located 3.5 m below the center of the

fracture. The source generates a three-lobe Ricker wavelet with central frequency of

2.65kHz. Young’s modulus of the half spaces is 50GPa, Poisson’s ratio is 0.2, and the
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Figure 8.22 A numerical model for simulating scattering of waves incident on a compliant fracture.
Constantboundaryelementpairsareplacedalongan interfacebetweentwohalf spaces.Eachelementpair
is connected by normal, tangential, and coupling displacement-discontinuity fracture stiffnesses. A
directionalforceis appliedfrombelow the center of the fracture.

density is 2600 kg/m3. For the S-wave, the element size to wavelength ratio is 0.08,

yielding sufficient resolution for varying displacement and traction along the fracture.

Throughout the following simulations, normal and tangential fracture stiffnesses are

assumed to be equal to ~(= Ku = Km)= 1011 Pa/m. For P and S-wave velocities of the

half-space and the central frequency of the incident wave, the resulting fracture impedance

ratios (~ = 2 K/coZ) are 1.0 for the P-wave and 1.63 for the S-wave. Therefore, from the

magnitude of the resulting transmission and reflection coefficients in Figure 8.20 and

Figure 8.21, the waves should have a sufficiently strong interaction with the fracture.

8.5.2 Simulations

The first test was conducted using an explosion source. The left column in Figure 8.23

shows snapshots and the particle displacement distribution for the case without coupling

fracture stiffness. The right column shows the case for a coupling fracture stiffness of

R= ~=/~=0.5. Snapshots show the magnitude of the particle displacement given by

du = u: + u; where UXand UZare x and z-direction particle displacements.

...
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Figure 8.23 Snapshots of the wavefield interacting with a compliant fracture. Waves are
generated by an explosive source. Absolute magnitude of particle displacement is shown.
Normal and tangential fracture stiffnesses are 101lPa/m. Introduction of coupling fracture
stiffness(R=O.5)results in an increasein ( a) reflectedand (b) transmitted,convertedS-wavesat
obliquedirections.
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At t=0.94 msec, there is only a P-wave with a wavefront propagating radially from the

source. As the wave propagates, its wavefront curvature decreases and the wave becomes

approximately a plane wave. Therefore, the circular wavefront can be seen as a series of

plane waves with continuously changing angle of incidence. At t=l .88 msec, the plots

show many wavefronts generated as a result of interaction between the P-incident wave and

the fracture. For the case without coupling, the amplitudes of the transmitted and reflected

waves are distributed symmetrically about the vertical axis. The reflection conversion from

P- wave to S- wave can be seen at oblique angles. When the coupling fracture stiffness is

introduced, the symmetry about the vertical axis is destroyed. For the reflected S-wave

(converted from P-wave), amplitude of the wave decreases in directions with positive

incidence angle (labeled as “a”) and increases for negative incidence angle. The transmitted

S-wave (converted from P-wave) also shows increase in amplitude, primarily in the

directions with a positive incidence angle (labeled as “b”).

The second test was conducted with a vertical point source (Figure 8.24) that generated

a strong P-wave in the vertical direction and an S-wave in the horizontal direction. The

resulting wavefield generated by the interaction between the P-incident wave and the

fracture was similar to the wavefield generated by the explosion source.

In addition, a horizontal source was used to generate strong S-wave motion in the

vertical direction (Figure 8.25, snapshot at t= 1.25msec). From the snapshots at t=2. 19

msec, a slight increase in the amplitude of reflected P-wave (converted from S-wave) can

be seen in directions with a positive incidence angle (labeled as “a”). The transmitted S-

wave shows a slight increase for negative incidence angles (labeled as “b”). The plot also

shows an increased amplitude of the reflected S-wave converted from the incident P-wave

(labeled as “c”).

In the above results, the observed changes in the amplitude of the scattered wave are

consistent with the results of the previous analysis using plane waves. The results show

that sheared fractures re-direct wave energy for both converted and non-converted waves.

-.: --
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Figure 8.24 Snapshots of the wavefield interacting with a compliant fracture. Waves are
generated by a vertical source. Similar to the waves generated by an explosion source,
introduction of coupling fracture stiffness (R=O.5)results in an increase in reflected and
transmitted,convertedS-waves( a and b) at obliquedirections.
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Figure 8.25 Snapshots of the wavefield interacting with a compliant fracture. Waves are
generatedby a horizontalsource.Introductionof couplingfracturestiffness&0.5) resultsin an
increase in converted and reflected P-waves ( a) and transmitted S-waves (b) at oblique
directions.In the plot, a converted,reflectedS-wavegeneratedby an obliquelyincidentP-wave
can alsobe seen(c).
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8.6 Summary

In this chapter, the interaction between propagating seismic waves and a sheared

fracture is examined experimentally, numerically, and analytically. Because this chapter

specifically discussed propagating waves rather than standing waves (resonances), the

results provide a fundamental understanding of the dynamic properties of a sheared

fracture. The extended form of the displacement-discontinuity boundary conditions can be

easily incorporated into the model described in Chapter 4 to simulate the resonance of a

structure containing a sheared fracture (e.g., by including the cross-coupling terms in the

fracture stiffness matrix in Eq.(4.4)).

Laboratory experiments reveal that a sheared fracture in rock introduces conversions of

normally incident seismic waves. The amplitude of the converted waves increases

monotonically with an applied shear stress. When the direction of the shear is reversed, the

particle motion of the converted wave changes its phase by 180°. The observed behaviors

of the wave show that the conversions are not caused by random scattering of waves off

the rough surface of a fracture. A mechanism that leads to the conversion of waves is

postulated and confirmed by a physical analogue (steel block specimen with regular surface

geometry) and numerical simulations. A static numerical simulation shows that changes in

the geometry of a sheared fracture leads to dilation behavior of the fracture that manifests

itself as conversions of seismic waves normally incident on the fracture. Analytic solutions

for transmission and reflection coefficients of scattered waves off a fracture are derived

using an extended form of the displacement-discontinuity boundary conditions that include

cross-coupling terms in the fracture stiffness matrix.

Although the dilation behavior of a fracture subjected to static loading has been studied

by researchers for many years, few have investigated the effects of dilation on wave

propagation. The experimental results presented in this chapter are quite novel to the

knowledge of the author. The shear-induced conversion of seismic waves may have

significant applications as a diagnostic tool for detecting and measuring the shear stress on

a rough interface between solids. As the underlying physics is very fundamental, the

phenomenon has a broad scope of applications. For example, it may be applied to develop

a sensor that measures shear stress in manufactured parts, and structures such as buildings,

columns, piers, tunnels, and dams. In the latter area, such a sensor can be used to measure

the stress state on a fracture that poses potential slip failure or to monitor the stress state on
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a geological fault that may cause an earthquake by accumulation of shear stress. It is also

significant that the shear-induced conversion behavior of the waves can be modeled and

examined using a simple extension of an existing model (displacement-discontinuity

model). Many interesting new wave phenomena are expected for single and multiple

fractures subjected to shear stress. An example is shown in the following chapter for

fracture interface waves propagating along a sheared fracture.

For future research, it would be necessary to quantify the magnitude of the conversions

that can happen under realistic conditions. For this purpose, the relation between geometry

of contacting fracture surfaces and their elastic behavior when subjected to load has to be

investigated. Unlike the simple idealized two-dimensional interface (inclined flat

microcracks) discussed in this chapter, surfaces of a real fracture tend to be in contact at

small patches and islands (13aik and Thompson, 1984). Although the dynamic dilation that

leads to conversion of the wave still can be treated using the extended displacement-

discontinuity boundary conditions, the relation between the geometry and the stiffness of

the fracture is difficult to determine. To examine the dilation behavior of the fracture, three-

dimensional analysis as performed by Hopkins et al. (1990), which considers the

interaction between individual contacts, may be required. This analysis also leads to the

determination of the relation between stress applied to the fracture (both normal and

tangential) and its resulting fracture stiffnesses.

... ..,...



Wave Propagation along
Sheared Fractures

9.1 Introduction

A compliant interface between two solids such as a fracture or a bond can support

waves that propagate for a long distance without attenuating. Such waves are called the

fracture inte~ace waves and can be shown mathematically to be a generalized form of the

classic Rayleigh surface wave. The existence of fracture interface waves was predicted by

Murty (1975) for an interface with a finite shear stiffness, and by Pyrak-Nolte and Cook

(1987) for a fracture with finite normal and tangential stiffnesses. Pyrak-Nolte et al.

(1992) have confirmed the existence of these wave through laboratorymeasurements of

waves propagating along a model fracture in an aluminum specimen. The properties of

fracture interface waves have been examined both analytically (Pyrak-Nolte and Cook,

1987) and numerically (Gu et al., 1996) by modeling the behavior of a fracture using the

displacement-discontinuity boundary conditions (Schoenberg, 1980; Pyrak-Nolte et al.,

1990a). Analysis by Pyrak-Nolte and Cook (1987) predicts two types of fracture interface

256
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waves, a fast wave with symmetric particle motion across a fracture and a slow wave with

anti-symmetric particle motion. The velocities and particle motions of the interface wave

depend on both the wave frequency and the fracture stiffness.

the behavior of the fast and slow waves are each governed

equations.

Gu et al. (1996) show that

by independent dispersion

In the previous chapter (Chapter 8), a sheared fracture was shown to generate

converted P and S- waves for normally incident S and P-waves, respectively. This is

attributed to the elastic dilation of a fracture that involves mechanical cross-coupling

between normal stress and tangential displacement, and shear stress and normal

displacement across the fracture (Nakagawa et al., 1997). The elastic dilation occurs as the

shear stress applied to the surface of a fracture systematically changes the distribution of

local contact stiffness. Relations between stress and relative displacement across a fracture

can be described using an extended form of the displacement-discontinuity boundary

conditions with coupling fracture stiffnesses.

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the effects of the shear-induced cross-

coupling fracture stiffness on the properties of fracture interface waves. A dispersion

equation for the interface wave is derived by applying the displacement-discontinuity

boundary conditions to a plane wave solution. It is shown that the generalized fracture

interface waves for a sheared fracture no longer have pure symmetric or anti-symmetric

particle motion. Furthermore, introduction of coupling stiffnesses change the velocities of

the interface wave, which may be misinterpreted as changes in normal and tangential

fracture stiffnesses if the effect of the shear is not taken into account. Changes in wave

velocity and accompanying particle motion are examined for a range of fracture stiffnesses

and coupling fracture stiffnesses. Numerical simulations are performed using a dynamic

boundary element method to demonstrate the predicted behaviors of fracture interface

waves for a sheared fracture. Observed changes in the velocity and particle motion can

potentially be used for characterizing the stress state on a fracture.

9.2 Theory

9.2.1 Generalized interface wave

A dispersion equation for the fracture interface wave propagating along a sheared

fracture is derived following Gu et al.(1996)’s work for a fracture without shear. For a

-,...
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(a) Sheared compliant interface (fracture) with partial contacts and bonds

(b) Displacement-discontinuity model including coupling fracture stiffness

Figure 9.1 Fracture interfacewavepropagatingalong a shearedfracture.(a) The fracture is assumedto
be on an x-y plane at z=Oand the shear force is appliedalong the x-axis. (b)The quasi-staticbehaviorof
the fractureis describedusing the displacement-discontinuityboundaryconditionswithcoupling(dilation)
fracturestiffness.
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fracture located on an x-y plane at z=O (Figure 9.1), scalar Heh-nholtz potentials for a

interface wave propagating along the x-axis are given by

g,= 4e-pw@’’-’) ,Z>()> (9.1)

+,= A,e+Pmeio(xlc-f) ,Z<(),

for P-wave motion. The vector Helmholz potentials for the in-plane S-wave motion are

given by

~2 = B2e-q@eidx/c_r) ,2>0,

1//1= B,e+qmeia(x/c_f)

(9.2)

,2<().

Subscripts “1” and “2” designate the half-space z <0 and z 20, respectively. In the above

expressions, p and q are given by

‘=J$3’=E7 (9.3)

where Cpand cs are P and S-wave velocities in the isotropic homogeneous halfspaces.

Using the potentials defined above, particle displacements in the x and z- directions are

derived from the following relations

a(f) C31y ap ~dy
ux=— ——

(3X az ‘Uz=dz 13x”
(9.4)

The tractions on the surface of the isotropic homogeneous halfspace are obtained from

Hooke’s Law

for each halfspace. The tractions and displacements of the surfaces are related by the

displacement-discontinuity boundary conditions (Schoenberg, 1980; Pyrak-Nolte et al.,

.7,. -
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1990). In the previous chapter (Chapter 8), it was shown that the coupling fracture

stiffnesses that describe the elastic dilation behavior of the fracture can have a significant

effect on P and S-waves propagating across the fracture. A generalized form of the

displacement-discontinuity boundary conditions for a fracture sheared along the x-axis was

CTU= K=[zL.]+d%]
au=7CJJX]+d%]
am=t,x= –t2x

au = t,,= –t2z.

By introducing Eq.(9. 1) through (9.5)

homogeneous matrix equation is obtained

2ip 2ip

c c

21

()

21——— —— ——
C2 c; C2 c;

H
Az

Al
o,

‘B2=

M
where that pc~ = A + 2P and pc~ = P,

into the above expressions,

[) iK
–pm $–$ –qKx–~

2iq i KU
-pm— - qK= –—

c c

21———
C2 c:

2iq——
c

To simplify the above expression, coefficients of the potentials

(9.6)

the following

iKXZ
–qKU + ~

iKu
–qKU +—

c

()21—— ——
C2 c;

2iq——
c

(9.7)

are decomposed

their symmetric and antisymmetric components as follows

A~y~ = ‘2 + ‘1 ~asym = ‘2 ‘A, , B$Y. = ‘2 –‘1 B~SYm _ ‘2 ‘B, . (9 ~)
2’ 2 2’–2.

It is noted that the symmetry is defined with respect to the

substituting the variables, the matrix equation becomes

interface located at z =0.

into

By

‘
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r

2ip

()

2iKn 2ip 2iKU
–pa —+2pKU –pm $_+ .7 –pCD–——

()
–pm $–~

c c c
– 2qKD

[)

2iq 2iKZ
/02.) $–$

[)

2iKu
–plw– —— pm ;–+ –~ –pa %–2qKU

c c c
+2pK=
2ip 21——— 0 0

c C2 c:

o 0
21 2iq——— .—
C* c; c

(1~sym

Rsym

r I
=0.x ~asytn

~asym

(9.9)

The equations in the third and fourth rows independently determine the relative magnitudes

of the P and S- type motions for the symmetric and anti-symmetric particle motions

independently. Using these relations, the coefficients are given by

{Z}=con,’x[!$]{zl=con.“ (9.10)

By introducing non-dimensional slowness parameters ~ = cs /c, ~ = cs / CP, these

relations become

{i:l=us’”c’[!2]=””m{-2;%}
c

{::}=u..J.c:[;:,}=u..fi:fi}. (9.11)

Substitution of variables into the matrix equation reduces the size of the matrix from a 4x4

to a 2x2 as follows

.“- - -
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(9.12)

where the stiffness of the interface is expressed by non-dimensional impedance parameters

(9.13)

where p is the material density of the half-spaces and

f(<’) = (@2)2 -4g2J~J~”. (9.14) .

Note that ~(~’) = O is a Rayleigh-wave equation (for example, Aki and Richards, 1980).

Non-trivial solutions of the matrix equation are obtained by equating the determinant of the

matrix to zero

P(~2)= detlMl

(9.15)

Solutions of Eq.(9. 15) provide the velocity of the interface wave for given frequencies.

For a solution of the equation, the corresponding mode vector is derived as

(9.16)

For the special case when there is no coupling fracture stiffness, two independent

equations arise from Eq.(9. 15)

7 (9.17a)

(9.17b)

These equations are identical to those derived by Gu et al.(1996). The accompanying mode

vectors of the equations are

(a) {~=]={~] (9.18a)
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(9.18b)

The horizontal particle motions of the fracture interface wave described by the mode vectors

given by Eq.(9. 18a) and Eq.(9.l 8b) are symmetric and anti-symmetric across the interface,

respectively. The velocity of the symmetric interface wave is faster than the anti-symmetric

wave for identical normal and tangential fracture stiffnesses (Gu et al., 1996). On the other

hand, as is shown by the analyses performed later in this chapter, particle motions of the

interface wave derived from Eq.(9. 16) for a fracture with coupling fracture stiffness are no

longer symmetric or anti-symmetric. As these particle motions approach symmetric and

anti-symmetric motions for small coupling fracture stiffnesses, the fast wave is called the

“quasi-symmetric Rayleigh interface wave (q-symmetric RIW)” and the slow wave is called

the “quasi-antisymrnetric Rayleigh interface wave (q-antisymmetric NW)”.

9.2.2 Dispersion relations

For a given wave frequency and fracture stiffness, the dispersion equation Eq.(9.15)

can be solved to determine the velocity of the interface wave. The velocity can be either a

real or a complex number. Because an interface wave with a complex velocity decays

exponentially as it propagates along a fracture (leaky wave), the fracture can support only

waves with real velocity. The real solution (velocity) of the dispersion equation is found

only for velocities smaller than the S-wave velocity ( ~ 21) or equal to the P-wave velocity

(~= g). This can be PrOVen aS the ~~ term in the equation can be explicitly

expressed by all the other real-valued terms. For this reason, the q-symmetric RIW

becomes attenuative (leaky) when its velocity increases beyond the S-wave velocity.

The behavior of the interface wave velocity can be predicted by examining the structure

of the dispersion equation. For the sake of simplicity, the following discussion assumes

identical normal and tangential fracture stiffnesses ( ~= = K= = K, and therefore

P:= P:= P). The relative magnitude of the couP@3 fracture stiffness is exPressed bY a

fracture stiffness ratio R defined by

‘“&=~ (9.19)

The dispersion equation P(~2) @q.(9. 15)) is expressed by the following components

,-~,- -,,.
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P(f2)= F-G,

F=(f-pq(f-pq,

G = @~)2@D,
(3= J--,
%/-pq% (9.20)

The behaviors of functions ~, ~”@, and ~”@ for a range of interface wave velocities are

shown in Figure 9.2(a). The Poisson’s ratio of the halfspaces is assumed to be 0.2. A

zero of the function ~ provides the Rayleigh wave velocity (CR). As the stiffness of the

fracture increases, ~.@ and ~ -@ increase monotonically. For a fracture without coupling

stiffness, intercepts between these functions and ~, or zeros of the function F (Figure

9.2(b)) provide velocities of the symmetric ( c~$Y.l) and anti-symmetric ( c~av~) waves.

When the coupling fracture stiffness is introduced ( R # O), the function G increases

monotonically (Figure 9.2(b)). As can be seen from the plot, an increase in the coupling

fracture stiffness results in a slight increase in the velocity of the (quasi-) symmetric wave

and a relatively large decrease in the velocity of the (quasi-) anti-symmetric wave.

The computed velocity dispersion of the interface waves for a range of fracture

stiffnesses (represented by the dimensionless impedance parameter ~) is shown in Figure

9.3. The vertical axis is the velocity of the interface wave normalized by the S-wave

velocity. Curves are computed for a range of coupling fracture stiffnesses specified by R .

When the stiffness of the fracture is very low or the frequency of the wave is high

(~+ O), the two solutions of the dispersion equation degenerate to the Rayleigh wave

velocity of the halfspace. On the other hand, when the stiffness of the fracture is very high

(fracture is welded) or the frequency of the wave is low (~+ CO), the two solutions

become P-wave and S-wave velocities of the halfspaces (P-wave velocity is not shown in

the plot). For an intermediate stiffness and wave frequencies, two kinds of waves with

velocity between the Rayleigh wave velocity and S-wave velocity exist. For a fracture

without the coupling fracture stiffness, these are the fast wave with symmetric particle

motion and the slow wave with anti-symmetric particle motion (Pyrak-Nolte and Cook,

1987). For a sheared fracture with a finite coupling fracture stiffness ( R # O), these waves

are no longer purely symmetric or antisymmetric.

. I
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Figure 9.2 Graphicrepresentationof individualterms in the dispersionequation for the fracture interface
wave. The above plots are for a special case of b=l and R=O.5. (a) A zero of the functionf yields the
Rayleigh wave velocity. As the stiffness of the fracture increases, functions PO and ~~ increase
monotonically, their intersections with f yielding the velocities of the symmetric and antisymetric interface
waves, respectively. (b) When the coupling fracture stiffness is introduced, function G increases
monotonically, decreasing the velocity of the (quasi-) anti-symmetric wave and increasing the velocity of
the (quasi-) symmetric wave.

Note Dispersion equation P = (f –~ -El)(f – ~” ~) – G = F– G

@= ~~, f = (2~2 – 1)2– JC24~J~ and

-q
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Figure 9.3 Computed dispersion of phase velocities for interface waves with a coupling fracture
stiffness. Poisson’s ratio of the material is 0.2 and normal and tangential fracture stiffnesses are
assumedto be equal ( KZ= KXX=K)). Increase in the coupling stiffness (R= KZX/K) increases the
velocity of the quasi-symmetric wave while it decreases the velocity of the quasi-antisymmetric wave.
For any possible magnitude of the coupling fracture stiffness, the curves for the quasi-symmetric wave
share a common point at c = CS (S-wave velocity) where the wave becomes attenuative (corresponding
B gives the cut-off frequency).

From the plot, it can be seen that an increase in the coupling fracture stiffness decreases

the velocity of the slow wave (q-asymmetric RIW) and slightly increases the velocity of the

fast wave (q-symmetric RIW) for a given frequency and fracture stiffness. As ~ increases

beyond ~=1, the fast wave approaches the S-wave velocity and then vanishes. By setting

< = c~/c = 1, the dispersion equation yields a corresponding non-dimensional impedance

parameter (Gu et al., 1996)

(9.21)

It is noted that the above expression does not include the coupling fracture stiffness

parameter R. Therefore, all type curves for the fast wave (q-symmetric RIW) share a

common cut-off point (shown as “V” in the plot).

.
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9.2.3 Particle motion

Particle motions associated with the fracture interface waves are obtained by

introducing the solution of the dispersion equation (Eq.(9. 15)) into Eq.(9. 16) and

Eq.(9. 11) to determine the coefilcients of the Helrnholtz potentials. The x and z-direction

displacements on the surface of the fracture are computed from the Eq.(9.4) as

(9.22)

where

r = g{(2g2 – 1)– 2~~~~}. (9.23)

Parameters Cl , @, and the above parameters can take only real non-negative values for an

admissible range of ~ ( ~ e 1S (j ) that is given as a real-valued solution of the dispersion

equation. If the coupling fracture stiffness is zero, Eq.(9. 18a) and (9. 18b) hold, and

Eq.(9.22) yields

{

%.= %.
(a) %.= –%!,

%,/%. = ‘%1% = i. (@/r)’

{

—U,x= 4X

(b) %, =%,
–%./%, = U2XIU2Z = i .(qrj

(9.24a)

(9.24b)

Eq.(9.24a) and (9.24b) represent symmetric and anti-symmetric particle motions,

respectively. For both cases, the phase for the z-direction motion is 90” ahead of the x-

direction on the halfspace ZCO, and 90° behind on the halfspace z>O. This leads to an

elliptic retrograding motion whose principal axes are normal and parallel to the interface.

The corresponding displacement components across the interface are either in phase or 180°

-O forc=cs (~=1) and ~Z=~Z=Oforc=cP (~=~).off-phase. Note that %X=u2X–

When the coupling fracture stiffness is non-zero, the phase of the z-direction particle

motion is faster than the x-direction’s particle motion by:

(9.25)
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For g>l, r,@ , @, and 1’2–@@ are non-negative. Therefore, the sign of the

expression in the major bracket depends on the sign of U“gm. U“”Vm.For a quasi-symmetric

wave, the second expression in Eq.(9. 16) yields

Uwn’“Uwn’=R@(p “@– f) . (9.26)

From Figure 9.2, ~.@ – ~cO due to the increase in the velocity of the quasi-symmetric

wave caused by the increase in coupling fracture stiffness. Therefore,

‘g(:)=-arg(:)=:”s

(9.27)

where the sign of the phase shift 6s is given by the sign of R. For a quasi-antisymmetric

wave, the first expression in the Eq.(9. 16) yields

U.vni . Uwnt--R@(p@-f). (9.28)

As ~. 0 – ~>0 for the decreased velocity of the quasi-antisymmetric wave,

arg(:)=-arg(3=- (9.29)

where au is the phase shift whose sign is given by the sign of R. Using these phase

angles, relations between x and z- direction particle motions on the surface of the half-

spaces are obtained as

I

%X = Re{~ . e-is’

{
ulZ=Re b.e

(a)
-’”’~’=~~;::in(at-a..)

%X = Re{c . e-iuf
>

{
‘=ccO;::X-@@$)~Z = Re d . e-iat-i(~’~,)

(9.30a)

(b)

%x = Re{a. e-is } = acos(cot)

{ 1-’w+i(~-~,,) = ~Sirl(@t + ad)
~Z=Re be

%X= Re{c. e-io’1=Ccos(–fm)

{
u2Z=Re de 1

_i@t-i(~-~,,) = dsin(-~t + 6.)

(9.30b)
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Coefficient a-d are real and positive. Eq.(9.30a) and (9.30b) are for the quasi-symmetric

wave and the quasi-antisymmetric wave, respectively. If the coupling fracture stiffness is

positive, both 6. and 6= are positive. The above expressions also reveal that both particle

motions are retrograde. From Eq.(9.30a), it can be seen that the ellipse of the particle

motion for a quasi-symmetric wave tilts into the second and fourth quadrants around the

origin ( z/2< (3c z and 3@2 < f3< 2n, where O is an angle defined from the positive x-

axis in the counter-clockwise direction) by 6, as the coupling fracture stiffness is increased

(R>O). On the other hand, from Eq.(9.30b), the ellipse tilts into the first and the third

quadrants by ~~ for a quasi-antisymmetric wave.

Computed particle motions on the fracture surface for a range of impedance ratios and

coupling fracture stiffnesses are shown in Figure 9.4. When the stiffness of the fracture is

low (or the wave frequency is high), both q-symmetric and q-antisymmetric waves exhibit

elliptic retrograde motions. For this stiffness (/3 = 0.1), an increase in the coupling

stiffness (R) has little effect on the shape of the particle motion. For an intermediate

fracture stiffness (~= 1), the q-symmetric wave exhibits elongation and tilting of the

elliptic motion in the predicted direction, while the q-antisymmetric wave exhibits slight

widening and tilting in the opposite direction. For a high fracture stiffness (~= 10),

particle motion of the q-antisymmetric wave exhibits similar behaviors as the intermediate

fracture stiffness case. A slight change is that the elliptic trajectory becomes narrower in

the z-direction, approaching the particle motion of the S-wave. The quasi-symmetric wave

becomes a leaky P-wave in this range, as can be seen by the nearly horizontal particle

motion.

The distribution of particle motion in the vicinity of the fracture is shown in Figure 9.5

for the (a) q-symmetric and (b) q-antisymmetric interface waves. When there is no cross-

coupling stiffness (R=O), the q-symmetric wave’s particle motion is symmetric and the q-

antisymmetric wave’s particle motion is anti-symmetric across the interface located at z=O.

Therefore, for the symmetric wave, the x-direction motions are in phase and the z-direction

motions are 180° out of phase across the fracture. Conversely, the anti-symmetric wave

has in-phase z-direction motions and 180” out-of-phase x-direction motions. The most

marked effect of the shear or cross coupling stiffness is the altering of the phase difference

between the particle motions on both surfaces of the fracture. These shifts occur in the

same direction for both q-symmetric and q-antisymmetric waves.
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Figure 9.4 Particle motion of a single point on the surfaceof a fracture.In each plot, elliptic trajectories
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Figure 9.5(a) Particlemotionsof (quasi-)symmetricRayleighinterfacewaves. An increasein
the relativecoupling fracturestiffness (R) breaks the symmetryin the particle motions across
the interface. A phase lag between upper and lower half spaces becomes apparent with
increasingcoupling fracture stiffness, . In the above plot, the case ~=10 is a slightly leaky
surfaceP-wave.
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Particle Motions of (Quasi-)Anti-symmetric Rayleigh Interface Wave
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increasing coupling fracture stiffness.
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9.3 Numerical Simulation Using Dynamic Boundary Element

Method

9.3.1 Numerical Model

Interface waves propagating along a sheared fracture were simulated using a frequency-

domain dynamic boundary element method for elastic plain strain problems. The model

used for the simulation is identical to the model used in the previous chapter (Chapter 8). A

fracture was modeled by an array of constant element pairs located along the fracture

embedded in an infinite medium. The length of the fracture was 12 m and a pair of

directional point sources (force sources) were located 0.086m above and below one end of

the fracture (Figure 9.6). The source generated a 3-lobe Ricker wavelet with central

frequency of 2.65kHz. The two sources were oriented so that they introduced either

symmetric or anti-symmetric source displacement. The number of the constant elements

used for the simulations was 280 (140 pairs). For a P-wave velocity of 4623rn/sec and an

S-wave velocity of 283 lmlsec, the number of the nodes per element was approximately 20

and 12, respectively. The density of the material used for the simulaitons was 2600 kg/ems

and Poisson’s ratio was 0.2.

Figure 9.6 A numericalmodel for simulatinga fractureinterfacewavealong a fracturewith coupling
fracturestiffness. Constantboundaryelementpair areplacedalongan interfacebetweentwo half spaces.
Eachelementpairsis connectedby normal,tangential,andcouplingdisplacement-discontinuityfracture
stiffness.Directionalforceis appliedat the end of the fracture. To introducequasi-symmetric waves, two
directional forces are applied in the same direction along the x-axis. For quasi-antisymmetric waves, the
forces are applied in the same direction along the y-axis.
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9.3.2 Simulated interface waves

To best see the effect of the coupling stiffness on the interface waves, an intermediate

value of 101I Pa/m is selected for both normal and tangential fracture stiffnesses. For the

central frequency of the source (2.65kHz) and the velocity of the S-wave (2831 mlsec), this

stiffness yields an impedance ratio ~-1.63 and a transmission coefficient T=0.85 for

normal incident S-waves. Figure 9.7(a) shows snapshots of the wavefield generated by a

symmetric source (a pair of point sources moving along the fracture). The absolute

Famplitude of the wave ( u = UX+ Uz) is shown. Along the fracture, most of the energy is

carried by the P-wave and the amplitude of the interface wave is small. The P-wave

wavefront generates a strong head wave. An increase in the coupling fracture stiffness (or

shear on the fracture) disturbs the symmetry of the wavefield. From the plot, it can be seen

No cross coupling With cross coupling (R=O.5)

symmetric
source=

t=2At

t=4At

t=6At

<e. . .. . . . . . !

. .... . .“. . ,. .,..I1
... . ,,-, .- 3

Figure 9.7(a) Snapshots of symmetric and quasi-symmetricfracture interface waves with and without
coupling fracture stiffness (R= Ku/ K~O or 0.5). Normal and tangential fracture stiffness is 1011 Pa/m
(j.?-1.63, T-O.85). Absolute displacement amplitude is shown. A symmetric source is used to generate the
interface waves.
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that the amplitude of the interface wave in the upper halfspace (2-0) has a slightly advanced

phase than the lower halfspace.

The snapshots of the wavefield generated by an anti-symmetric source (a pair of point

sources moving perpendicular to the fracture) are shown in Figure 9.7(b). The source

generates only a small P-wave along the fracture. Compared with the symmetric source,

the amplitude of the interface wave is significantly larger and its velocity slower than the S-

wave (the S-wave/interface wave wavefront becomes concave on the fracture). Similar to

the symmetric source, the interface wave for a sheared fracture shows an advanced phase in

the upper halfspace (z20).

In Figure 9.8,x- and z- displacements of the waves generated by the symmetric source

are shown. An array of receivers is located 7.0 m from the source parallel to the z-axis.

No cross coupling With cross coupling (R=O.5)

t=2At

t=4At

t=6At

Fiare 9.7(b) Snaushots of antisymmetric and quasi-antisymmetric fracture interface waves with and
wi~hout coupling fr~cture stiffness -(R=’Kzx/ K xx~O or 0.5)._Normal and tangential fracture stiffness is

1011 Pa/m (/3 -1.63, T-O.85). Absolute displacement amplitude is shown. An antisymrnetric source is
used to generate the interface waves.
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(Quasi-) Symmetric Interface Wave
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Figure 9.8 Seismogramsfor wavesgeneratedby a symmetricsource. The fractureis located at z=O. Labels
in the plots are, P: P-wave, S: S-wave, H: head-wave, NW: symmetric interface wave, and QSIW: quasi-
symmetric interface wave. Introduction of coupling fracture stiffness breaks the symmetry of the waves across
the fracture and advances the phase of the quasi-symmetric interface wave in the upper halfspace.
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(Quasi-)Antisymmetric Interface Wave
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Figure 9.9 Seismogramsfor waves generatedby an anti-symmetricsource. Labels in the plots are, P: P-
wave, S: S-wave, H: head-wave, ~: anti-symmetric interface wave, and QAIW: quasi-antisymmetric
interface wave. Introduction of coupling fracture stiffness breaks the anti-symmetry of the waves across the
fracture and advances the phase of the quasi-antisymmetric interface wave in the upper halfspace.
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For a welded fracture, strong P-wave motion in the x-direction and a small S-wave motion

due to the circular wavefront are observed (left column). A decrease in thefracture stiffness

introduces a head wave and a symmetric interface wave (middle column). The velocity of

the symmetric interface wave is very close to the S-wave velocity as the non-dimensional

impedance ratio ~ is close to the cut-off impedance ratio given by Eq.(9.21 ) that yields

identical S-wave and interface wave velocities (see Figure 9.3). When the coupling

fracture stiffness is introduced, the quasi-symmetric wave exhibits advanced phase for the

upper halfspace and retarded phase in the lower half-space, breaking the symmetry in the

wavefield (right column).

The waves generated by an anti-symmetric source are shown in Figure 9.9. For a

welded fracture, strong z-direction motion due to the S-wave is seen (left). A compliant

fracture exhibits an anti-symmetric interface wave along the fracture. The head wave does

not have significant amplitude as the P-wave motion along the fracture is very small

(middle). The anti-symmetric wave shows a slower velocity than the S-wave and the

waveform for the x-displacement flips at a certain depth ( z = iO.2m). At this depth, the

particle motion changes from retrograde motion at the near surface to a prograde motion.

Such a flip is not observed for the symmetric interface waves and the assumed fracture

stiffness (~ = 1.63). This is because the velocity of the symmetric interface wave is close

to the S-wave velocity. A small q for the velocity of the interface wave given by Eq.(9.3)

yields a small second term of the x-direction displacement in Eq.(9.4). As a result, the

amplitude of the x-displacement decreases monotonically with distance from the fracture.

Introduction of the coupling fracture stiffness has a similar effect on the anti-symmetric

interface wave as the symmetric wave, changing the phase lag across the fracture and

breaking the symmetry of the wavefield.

Numerically simulated particle motions on the surface of the fracture are shown in

Figure 9.10 for symmetric and anti-symmetric sources. Displacements for welded and

compliant fractures (~ = 1.63) with and without coupling fracture stiffness (R=O or 0.5) are

compared. In each plot, the top half is for the upper surface and the bottom half is for the

lower surface. From the plots, it can be seen that the both (quasi-) symmetric and (quasi-)

anti-symmetric waves show elliptic retrograde particle motions. An increase in the coupling

stiffness causes elongation of the elliptic trajectories for the symmetric interface wave. Tilting

of the elliptic trajectories is observed for both types of interface waves and their direction is

consistent with the theoretical prediction (Figure 9.4, middle column).

‘
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9.4 Summary

In this chapter, the property of fracture interface waves propagating along a sheared

fracture is examined by modeling the effect of the shear using the displacement-

discontinuity boundary conditions with a coupling fracture stiffness. A dispersion equation

is derived using a plane wave solution for waves propagating along the fracture. The

coupling fracture stiffness relates two independent dispersion equations for symmetric and

anti-symmetric interface waves for a fracture without shear. The analysis shows that the

resulting particle motions for the interface waves are no longer purely symmetric or anti-

symmetric. As can be seen from the dispersion equation, both symmetric and anti-

symmetric motions are coupled through the coupling fracture stiffness. Velocities of the

two types of waves and phase lag between displacements on upper and lower surface of the

fracture are observed as well. The introduction of the coupling fracture stiffness increases

the velocity of the (quasi-) symmetric Rayleigh interface wave and decreases that for the

(quasi-) antisymmetric wave. Elliptic particle motions show tilts in the opposite directions

for the two waves. For both waves, phase lags are introduced between the opposite sides

of the fracture.

The observed changes in the characteristics of the fracture interface wave can potentially

be used as a diagnostic tool for detecting and measuring shear stress on a fracture. Such a

measurements would be useful for crosshole seismic measurements along a fracture

subjected to shear. However, as the effect of shear stress on the characteristics of a

fracture interface wave is rather small, experimental confirmation of the results obtained in

this chapter is necessary to confirm if the effect is significant enough to be used in reality.



Wave Propagation and Resonance in
Media Containing Regularly Spaced

Parallel Fractures

10.1 Introduction

In recent years, fractures in reservoir rock have been recognized as important couduits

for hydrocarbon production (Nelson, 1987). For fractures to serve as conduits for fluid

and gas transport, they must be partially open. This imperfect contact can result in large

dynamic normal and tangential compliance when filled with gas and large tangential

compliance when filled with fluid. As was discussed in Chapter 8, fractures may also

dilate when. subjected to shear stress. In this case, fractures also have a cross-coupling

compliance. Compliant fractures are seismically detectable by the changes they impart to

wave velocities, amplitudes, and spectral content. By examining these characteristics,

reservoir properties that arise from fractures can be investigated.

One of the common geologic structures encountered in reservoir rock is that of closely-

spaced parallel fractures (Laubach, 1991; Lorenz and Finley, 1991). Such structures are

possibly formed by large regional compressive stresses (Lorenz et al., 1991). Gas flow,
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fluid flow and seismic wave propagation in rock with a single set of parallel fractures can

exhibit strong transverse isotropy. When the seismic wavelength is much longer than the

fracture spacing, the medium can be replaced by an equivalent transversely isotropic

medium (Schoenberg and Douma, 1988; Schoenberg and Muir, 1989; Hood and

Schoenberg, 1989). The elastic properties of the equivalent anisotropic medium are then

made equivalent to the static properties of the fractured medium. Such an approximation is

possible because the stress distribution in a representative volume containing fractures is

nearly uniform because of the small spatial variations in stress. Similar approaches have

been used by many researchers including Bruggeman (1937) Riznichenko (1948, 1949),

Postma (1955), Helbig (1958), and Backus (1963) for examining the long-wavelength

wave propagation in finely layered geologic structures with welded interfaces. Wave

propagation in an equivalent homogeneous medium is frequency-independent, as it is a

zero-frequency approximation.

The dynamic behavior of a single fracture, however, is frequency-dependent and its

filtering effect on propagating waves is a function of the impedance ratio of the fracture that

is a function of fracture stiffness, wave frequency, and the material properties of the

medium (Kendall and Tabor, 1971; Schoenberg, 1980). Therefore, even when the

wavelength is much longer than the fracture spacing, wave propagation in a fractured

medium can exhibit frequency-dependent behavior if the fracture stiffness is sufficiently

small. Such a factor is not considered with the static approximation. Furthermore, the

static approximation ignores the attenuation of waves due to scattering off the fractures.

If the wavelength is smaller than or comparable to the fracture spacing, the stress

variation in a fractured medium is no longer smooth across each fracture. For such a case,

the static approximation may no longer be valid. Waves propagating in such media are

multiply scattered and the resulting wave velocity and amplitude can be quite different from

those for homogeneous media. In Chapter 2, the frequency-dependent filtering

characteristics of one-dimensional systems with a zone of regularly and irregularly spaced

fractures were examined. It has been shown that the transmission and reflection

coefficients of the fractures have a strong correlation with the resonance of the fractured

zone that is taken out of the system. Using an exact analytic solution for the dispersion of

waves propagating through an infinite number of periodically spaced fractures, it was

shown that a spectrum of the wave is characterized by alternating stop and pass bands that

correspond to groups of resonance peaks in an equivalent finite system. Such wave

behavior was also observed by Helbig (1984) for periodically layered structures with
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welded interfaces and Schoenberg (1983) for reflection of SH-waves obliquely incident on

regularly spaced parallel non-welded interfaces (fractures).

In this chapter, a general form of the dispersion equation for plane wave propagation in

media containing multiple parallel fractures is derived. The stiffness matrix of the fractures

is kept general, i.e., all cross-coupling terms are included. The dispersion equation is

derived by imposing periodic boundary conditons on a plane wave solution using Floquet

theory (Floquet, 1883; Bedford and Drumheller, 1994). To model the dynamic behavior of

the fractures, the displacement-discontinuity boundary conditions are used (Schoenberg,

1980; Pyrak-Nolte et al., 1990a). The resulting dispersion relation is exact, i.e., no long-

wavelength approximation was used, and can describe full coupling among P-, SV-, and

SH-waves. It is then shown that when the effective wave propagation in the z-direction

(normal to the fractures) is zero, the dispersion equation degenerates to a set of generalized

Rayleigh-Lamb plate wave equations for the case of P-SV waves and a generalized SH-

plate wave equations for SH-waves. If the thickness of individual layers is large compared

with the wavelength, the equation degenerates to the dispersion equation for the fracture

interface wave.

10.2 Derivation of General Dispersion Equation

A general dispersion equation in a three-dimensional medium including regularly

spaced multiple parallel fractures will now be derived. The derivation is similar to that

followed for the dispersion equation of the fracture interface wave in Chapter 9.

The displacement of a wave propagating in an isotropic intact medium can be expressed

in terms of Helmholtz potentials as

(10.1)

where @ and y are scalar and vector potentials for P- and S-wave type motions,—

respectively. If the coordinate system is oriented such that the fractures are parallel to the z-

plane and the wave is propagating parallel to the x-z plane (Figure 10.1), the components

of the displacement are expressed as

I
Ux

Uy

Uz [1{ 14,X Yz,, - V,,z
= (#), + If7x,z - yz,x 3

4,, v,,. – v.,,

$,. - v,,1v. (10.2)

@,z+ y,x

-: -- . ,-
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Figure 10.1 P-SV-SH wave propagationin a medium containingregularly spaced parallel fractures.
Fracture spacing is h. A general fracture stiffness matrix is used (i.e., the stiffness matrix includes
normal, tangential, and coupling fracture stiffnesses).

Note that ~ is redefined as a scalar potential

explicit forms of the potentials are given by

( )v = Ceik:z+~e-ik:zei(kxx-of),

in the above equation. For plane waves,

(10.3)

where kX is the horizontal wavenumber; k; and k: are the vertical wavenumbers for P-

and S-waves. An identical horizontal wavenumber is assumed for all the potentials. It is

noted that the first terms in the potentials represent “up-going” waves and the second terms

are for “down-going” waves in the layered system. By introducing Eq.( 10.3) into

Eq.(10.2), the components of the displacement are

. I
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[H
Ux ikX ikX –ik~ ik~ O 0

Uz = ik~ –ik~ ikX ikX O 0

Uy 000 011 1 (10.4)

The displacement gradients are then given by

[H
ux,.2 –kx’ –kx2 k,k; –kks O 0Xz

uZ,x = –kXk; kxk; –kX’ –kx’ O 0

u OOOOikXikX 1
7 (10.5a)

y,x

[
x Aeik;z ~e-ik~z geik~z ~e-ikjz ceik~z ~e-ikjz ‘.ei(kxx-ot)

1

and

[1[
uX,z –kxk~ kxk; k;2 ks’ O 0

u =
z, z

–k;2 –k;2 –kXk; k;k; O 0

u O 0 0 0 ikj –ik~
1

(lo.5b)
Y,z

The stress components in a layer are computed as linear combinations of Eq(10.5a) and

(10.5b). Inamedium containing minfinite series ofre~lm pefiodic fractures, Floquet's

theory (Floquet, 1883; Bedford and Drumheller, 1994) can be used to impose periodic

boundary conditions on the displacement and stress fields. The theory states that, in a

periodic structure, a stationary wavefield must also be periodic. To apply this condition to

the waves scattered by the periodic fractures, the effective wave propagation in the z-

direction is defined using a wave number ~Z. Using ~z, the displacement and stress are

expressed as

i(~zz+k.x-m)
~=~(z).e > (10.6a)

g = ~(z). ei(i’z+kxx-m’). (10.6b)

Effective wavenumbers are defined following a procedure used by Bedford and Drumheller

(1994)

KZP*=kZp~~z, K~=k;*$
z. (10.7)

.....
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The components of ~(z) are rewritten as

{1[
Ux ikx ikX –ik~ ik~ O 0

Uz = ik~ –ikzp ikX ikx O 0

Uy 000 011 1

[
x Aei~;-z ~e-i~~z ~e@-z ~e-iK~z ~eiK~-z ~e-iK~z T . ~i(~,z+kxx-mr)

1

“(-z )= Q(z)” e’k‘+k”-m. (10.8)

The components of ~(z) are computed from linear combinations of displacement gradients

computed by

[1[
ux,x

–kx2 –kX2 k,k; –k ks O 0

u = –kXkzp kXk~ –kX2 –;X; O 02,.2

uy,x OOOOikXikl 1

i(~zz+kxx-w)
=VX~(z). e , (10.9a)

[H
ux,z –kXk; kXk; k;2 kf2 O ().
u =

Z,z –k~2 –k~2 –kXk; kxk~ O 0

uy,z O 0 0 0 ik~ –ik~
I

)= vz~(z] . ei(i’+kxx-o, . (10.9b)

Periodic boundary conditions are imposed on the stationary part of the displacement and

stress field as

Ll(o-) = ~(h + o–), (10.10a)

~(o–) = ~(h + o–), (10.10b)

where h is the thickness of a single layer and the origin (z=O) is taken on the surface of the

reference layer. Displacement-discontinuity boundary conditions for a compliant interface

are expressed as
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Z(O –) = Z(O +) , (lO.l la)

1(0 +)= g[u(o+) - U(o-)], (lO.l lb)

([where ~ = ~J ]) is the general fracture stiffness matrix. By introducing Eq.(10. 10a) and

(10.10b) into Eq.(lO.l la) and (lO.l lb),

Z(h+o-)=z(o+), (10.12a)

Z(o +) = K[u(o+) - U(?Z+ o-)]._— (10.12b)

Note that the above boundary conditions include only the quantities for the reference layer

(O c z e h). Eq.(10.12a) and (10.12b) provide six independent equations for the six

unknown coefficients of the Hehnholtz potentials. The equations can be written in the form

of a 6x6 matrix equation.

To express the matrix in a dimensionless form, the following dimensionless slowness

and impedance parameters are introduced

‘=$(=2)7’=:[=2)>”=-”=-7
2K..1C0

P;= ; (i,j=x,y,z),
s

(10.13)

where CXis the phase velocity along fractures, Cs and CP are the S- and P-wave velocities

in an intact medium, and 2s is the S-wave acoustic impedance of the intact medium. It

should be noted that the following relations hold for the wavenumbers and slowness

parameters

kx2-t-kzp2= kP2 = @2~, kXz+ksz =kS2 _ ~2
z -~, ~=kz~, @=ks~, i~=lcp%.

P s a ‘a ‘a

(10.14)

To obtain a matrix equation of simplified form, the coefficients of the potentials are

redefined as

A’= A(l - eiK:-h), B’= B(l - eiK:-”), C’= C(l - eiK:-h),

Z’= Z(1 -e-iKph), Z’= 3(1- e-iK:h), @ = C(1 - e-iKrh). (10.15)
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Using the redefined parameters, the six displacement-discontinuity boundary conditions are

expressed as a matrix equation in Figure 10.2.

The matrix equation is simplified further by introducing the following coefficients

~u.vm _ ~’+-A’ , ~..vm _ %’-B’— —
2 2 .7C~m=c’+c. 2’

Aq._~’–A’ ‘“ ‘
— ,B$V=B+B , @,n = ~’ – c’

2 2 2“
(10.16)

The resulting matrix equation is shown in Figure 10.3. In this expression, the following

functions are used

sin(k~h) isinh(u?l)

a- = cos(~zh) – cos(k~h) = COS(djz) – cosh(cxm) ‘

e ‘iz~– cos(kzph) e
a+ =

‘“i’ – cosh((x@)

cos(tzh) – cos(kzPh) = COS(~& ) – cosh(a~) ‘

b_=
sin(k~h) isinh(o@)

cos(izh) – cos(k;h) = COS(&) – cosh(o@) ‘

‘iz”– cos(k~h)
b+= ‘.

e‘a;’– cosh((x~)

cos(kzh) – cos(kjh) = COS(02fjz ) – cosh(a~) ‘

isin(a~, ){cosh(@) – cosh(cx@)}

and b+-a+={cos(atz)
(10.17)

- cosh(c@)}{cos(cz~Z) – cosh(ctm)}

where

!z=~zlks, ~=ksh=fi.
Cs

(10.18)

From the first three rows in the matrix of Figure 10.3, the following relations can be found

{:I=U”=Z{2:J1{a=u”om{x]{:~}=vwm{:}(l



(1- ei~f-’)(l - e-i~g+’’)(l- ei~f-’)’ (1- e-i~y’$ X

–zig-m : 2@ ! -(?$::.!)...l...: (?$::!) 1 0 ~ 0.------------------------------------------------------------ :...------- . -------- ; ------------------- : -------------------

2g2-1 : 2g2-1 : –2i@ ! 2i@ : 0: 0
.. .---------------------------------------------------------- ‘r---------------------------- +----------------------------- :------------------- !--------------------
.. . _-_.-. Q- -e ~ @:---------------- ; ----------- : ------------------- : --------------------....----- .......-t-j2..-b-.-$ .6-j-2-i-------
i~12.~=–@12.~X ~

~-----. . --------- . . ..-.------._@ /2 .pn; l< /2 .pxz ;
@12. pu&112 P.,

I

------ -------. --J.- [ +(?<2 -ll/[l-eiKf-’’~f ~cZ<~<:~]~(l/(l -e-iK:”

: /9q12 /, &J2

+2i @D / (1 – ei~:k) I –2iij@ i (1 – e-i~p” -- ---.. -----J-: -.--... ------------; ------------------------------ -. -. -- . --. . -----,------- ------- --.--..---
i~12.~=-@12.~Z ~i~/2. ~a+@/2.flU ---G-2 /~a+i~i2/~U~U ~–@/2.~a+i</2.~U \

&J2 :, , &/2
-T~2<~-n~).!~l-:~i~1TJ j. EL2L~-T.!)jU-~~1i!?!J-\ -f2i~@ /(! e ~ . . . .._ ----- -~-!!l!)-.--.~~2i~Qn41i~ TVj~TVj-- - ~---, ------------------- l.-----.---------..--

\p,, /2 \pyy /2
[–@/2.~Yx+i~/2.PYz ~+@i(l_e’~-lj)l_@/(~ _e-XY}l)~ @/2.&+i C/2. pYz ~i~/2.~YX ‘@f2.~yz ~! i~/2.~YX+@/2’Psz ,

L

Figure10.2 Matrixequationwith dimensionlessparameters.
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Introduction of Eq.(10. 19) reduces the size of the matrix in Figure 10.3 from a 6x6 to a

3x3. The resulting matrix equation is

(1 - ei~}-’t)(l - e-i~~}’)(l - eix~-’’(l(l - e-i~r’)’ x

(10.20)

where

f,= i[(2~2 - 1)’a_ -4~2@Db_] (10.21a)

fQ = i[(2g’ - l)2b_– 4@%.Z_] (10.21b)

f,= ib_ (10.21C)

g,= 2i@(2~2 - l)(b+ - a+) (10.21d)

gQ = 2@(2~2 – I)(b+ – a+). (10.21e)

Therefore, a dispersion equation for the general P-SV-SH wave propagation in a medium

containing a regularly spaced, infinite series of parallel fractures is obtained as

Except for an exponential factor e-3ii2z, the above dispersion equation is either a real

function (Imag{P}=O) or a pure imaginary function (Real {P}=O) for real-valued fracture

stiffnesses and wavenumbers. Therefore, standard root finding algorithms can be used.to

find real solutions for the slowness (~ or ~,).
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10.3 Group Velocity

When a dispersion relation

velocity can be computed by

is expressed in the form P = P(~X,~Y,~Z,CO),the group

(10.23)

The summation rule applies for repeated indices. If the fracture stiffness is not azimuthally

isotropic, group velocity is a function of azimuthal angle @for the source slowness vector.

A general fracture impedance ratio matrix [~~ ] can always be obtained by rotating a semi-

diagonal matrix without coupling between the x and y-directions around the z-axis as

I

(10.24)

where c@= cos @, s@= sin@. Therefore, the reference direction for the azimuthal angle

can be defined as the first principal axis for the upper 2x2 matrix of the fracture impedance

ratio matrix. The matrix Q that rotates the coordinate system to an arbitrary direction is

[1

co S$ o

Q= ‘S~ C@ O . (10.25)

o 01

Therefore the general dispersion equation Eq.(10.23) is expressed in cylindrical

coordinates as P =P(f, @,~,,co) where ~ = ~~ and @= tan-l (~Yl~X). The

slowness derivatives in Eq.( 10.23) are computed by

P,{, = P,e ‘~ld~i + P,$ “~~[a~i (i= x,y),

%
= P,tz ,

or,

(10.26)

(10.27)
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Therefore, for a given combination of horizontal slownesses ~x and <Y, the resulting

group velocity of the wave can be computed.

10.4 Decoupled SII-wave in Infinite Series of Regular Fractures

10.4.1 Decoupled SH-dispersion equation

When shear fracture stiffness is azimuthally isotropic and there are no cross-coupling

stiffnesses (~~ = ~~X= ~~ = /$Z = /?~ = ~~ = O), the dispersion equation (10.22) is

decoupled as

@=o (10.28a)

(1 - ~i@-’l)(~ _ ~-iK~h )(p;y+&@=o (10.28b)

Eq.( 10.28a) is satisfied only when ~ = kX / ks = 1. This is an SH-wave propagating

parallel to the fractures. The second and the third equations are for decoupled SH- and P-

SV waves, respectively.

The dispersion equation Eq.( 10.28b) can be written more explicitly as

‘z) z{ “taYh)}+-COS~ h = cos(ksh) 1 – Y (10.29)

In the following discussion, the behavior of the SH-wave described by Eq.( 10.29) is

first examined followed by a special case of SH-wave propagation parallel to the fractures.

To perform a parametric study to examine the effect of wave frequency and fracture

stiffness, the following two dimensionless parameters are introduced

ah
a=—, (10.30a)

Cs
KYYh

b=—
P’

(10.30b)
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where ~ is the shear modulus of a single layer. Parameter a is a normalized frequency and

b is a normalized fracture stiffness. Using these parameters, the wave frequency and

fracture stiffness can be altered independently.

10.4.2 SH-Wave with oblique incidence ~

By applying Eq.( 10.23) to the dispersion equation (10.29), the group velocity of the

SH-wave for a specified combination of frequency and fracture stiffness is computed. A

velocity surface for the SH-wave is obtained by sweeping over a range of normalized

horizontal slownesses ~(0 <<< 1). Figure 10.4 shows computed group velocities for

decoupled SH-wave propagation over a range of frequencies. Poisson’s ratio of the intact

medium is assumed to be 0.2. Velocities are computed only for real solutions of the

dispersion equation. When the wavelength is relatively long compared with the fracture

spacing, the velocity surface has an elliptic shape. Velocity surfaces computed using the

static approximation are also shown for comparison. The aspect ratio of the ellipse

increases as the fracture stiffness decreases. As the wave frequency increases, the elliptic

wavefront increases the aspect ratio, indicating that the velocity anisotropy is frequency-

dependent. For wavelengths comparable to, or shorter than, the fracture spacing, the

velocity surface is distorted due to strong multiple scattering and a filtering effect of the

fractures. For certain ranges of the horizontal wave number ~, no real solutions exist for

vertical effective slowness or group velocity. This leads to multiplication of a velocity

surface with gaps in horizontal group velocity. The width of the gaps increases with

decreasing fracture stiffness.

In Chapter 2, it was observed that the spectrum of waves propagating in a periodically

fractured one-dimensional system (see Figure 2.24b) is characterized by pass bands that

permit non-attenuative propagation of waves and stop bands that prohibit wave

propagation. The relation between the multiplied velocity surfaces and the spectra with

alternating pass and stop bands can be seen by plotting velocity surfaces as a function of

wave frequency (Figure 10.5). A vertical cross-section of the plot along the frequency axis

at C~FO yields the spectrum in Figure 2.24b. Each pass band in the Figure 2.24b is a part

of the lobes for the multiplied velocity surface. The plots in Figure 10.4 are vertical cross

sections of the velocity surfaces along the horizontal group velocity axis for a frequency a.

It is noted that the lower frequency limits and higher horizontal group velocity limits of the

pass bands are independent of fracture stiffness. From this observation, it can be seen that

the velocity surface has only a single lobe if the normalized wave frequency is a/2z <0.5.
L
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Figure 10.4 Velocity surfaces (group velocity) for decoupled SH-waves. The aspect ratio of the elliptic
wavefrontfor low frequencies(~) increaseswith decreasingfracturestiffness(b). For high frequencies,the
wavefrontexhibitsmultiple lobes and regions of no verticalwavepropagation.
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10.4.3 SH-Wave propagation along fractures

In a stop band of the frequency dependent velocity surface, waves propagate

horizontally through the fractured medium (parallel to the fractures). Particularly at

boundaries between pass bands and stop bands, the vertical group velocity becomes zero.

Such waves can be seen as generalized cases of SH-plate waves in multiple plates coupled

by the displacement-discontinuity boundary conditions. Conditions for such waves to exist

are found by applying Eq.(10.23) to Eq.(10.28) or (10.29).

direction group velocity has a numerator

P,i = sin[&z) = sin(a~Z).
z

Therefore, a condition for vertical group velocity to vanish is

sin(@z) = O or ~zh = n~ (n=0,1,2,...).

From Eq.( 10.29), ~zh becomes a purely

equation is larger than unity

~zh=i. ~[zh, ~lzER.

The expression for the z-

(10.31)

(10.32)

maginary number f the right hand side of the

(10.33a)

On the other hand, if the equation is smaller than -1, a wavenumber that satisfies the

equation is

~,h=z+i.~[zh, ~lz ER. (10.33b)

Regions where real, imaginary, and complex solutions result are graphically represented

for the case cx=2nx3.5 (Figure 10.6(a)) and ~ =0.707 (incident angle 6=45°) (Figure

10.6(b)). Oscillation of the equation is due to the cos(kjh) term in Eq.( 10.29). The

amplitude of the oscillation increases monotonically with increasing wave frequency,

resulting in reduction of the width of pass bands

When Eq.( 10.32) is satisfied, the SH wave propagates parallel to the fractures without

attenuating in the vertical direction. The condition can be classified into two subconditions

~zh = 2mz (m=O,l ,2,...), (10.34a)

tzh = (2m + l)z (m=O,l ,2,...). (10.34b)
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Figure 10.6 Behavior of the SH-dispersion equation. The value of the equation oscillates around zero.
Where the value is between -1 to 1, a real-valued solution for z-direction slowness (or wavenumber) results.
If the yalue is lprger ~han 1 or smaller than -1, a pure imaginary solution or a complex solution (of the
form k ~h=z+i k ~1,, k ~, ~ ~) is obtained. Regions with real solutions are the pass bands whose width
decreases with increasing wave frequency. Note that each pass band for different fracture stiffnesses has a
shared point at the boundary between a pass and a stop band.

By introducing Eq.(10.34a) into Eq.(1 0.6a) and (10.6b), it can be seen that the first set of

conditions produces no phase shift in the vertical direction over layer thickness h.

Therefore, wave motions in adjacent layers are identical. In contrast, Eq.(10.34b) leads to

180° of phase shift across a layer. The corresponding dispersion equations for both

conditions are
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si.(~)~+(&]cot(~)}=O, (10.35a)

cos(~)b+(~)”’an(~)}=o
(10.35b)

respectively. It is noted that the first terms in Eq.(10.35a) and (10.35b) yield the following

conditions, independent of fracture stiffness

[)sin k;h
— =0, or k~h=2mn (m=0,1,2,...), (10.36a)

2

()

‘.’ Zh— =0, or kjh=(2m+l)n (m=0,1,2,...). (10.36b)
2

The second terms in Eq.(10.35a) and (10.35b) depend on the stiffness of the fracture.

When the fracture stiffness approaches zero (b+- O), these terms yield conditions

()‘.s k;h
— =0, or k~h=(2m+l)n (m=0,1,2,...),

2
(10.37a)

()

sin k;h
— =0, or k~h=2mz (m=0,1,2,...). (10.37b)

2

For fractures with very high stiffness, b + m and

()sin k;h
— =0, or kjh=2mz (m=0,1,2,...),. (10.38a)

2

[)

co’ k:h— =0, or k~h=(2m+l)z (m=0,1,2,...). (10.38b)
2

These results show that the solutions of the dispersion equations as a function of fracture

stiffness move between the stiffness-independent solutions of Eq.(10.36a) and (10.36b).

The dispersion behavior of the generalized SH-plate wave is shown in Figure 10.7 for

selected values of fracture stiffness (b=O. 1, 1, 10). Velocities shown in the plot are the

group velocity parallel to the fractures. As has been discussed, both stiffness-independent

and stiffness-dependent modes exist. Essentially, the plot is a cross section of the velocity

surface shown in Figure 10.5 at the zero vertical group velocity.
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When Eq.(10.33a) or (10.33b) is satisfied, the amplitude of the SH-wave in the layers

decays exponentially away from the source. Therefore the wave motion is localized in the

vertical direction without energy dissipation or radiation. Such behavior can be examined

quantitatively by computing the particle motion within the layers.

10.4.4 Particle motions of SH-waves.

Particle motions in the fractured medium are plotted as a function of horizontal

slowness in Figure 10.8(a) and (b). The assumed fracture stiffness is b= 1 and a

normalized wave frequency is d2n=0.5. For this wave frequency, the changes in the

behavior of SH-waves for a single pass band and stop band can be examined by sweeping

over a range of horizontal slownesses (OS ~ < 1). The fracture spacing h=O. 1 m. It

should be noted that for the SH-case, a normalized horizontal group velocity computed

from Eq.(10.23) is always identical to a normalized horizontal slowness (or wavenumber).

When ~ =0 , the wavefield is at a boundary between a stop band and a pass band.

From the discussion in the previous subsection, there is no vertical wave propagation for

this state and the SH-wave propagates parallel to fractures. From Figure 10.7, this is an

SH-plate wave mode independent of fracture stiffness. The particle motion of the mode

has the anti-nodes corresponding exactly to the location of fractures (Figure 10.8(b)). As

examined analytically in Chapter 2 and experimentally in Chapter 3, fracture stiffness has

no effect on the behavior of the mode because stress on the anti-nodes is always zero.

With increasing horizontal slowness (or increasing angle of incidence), the state of the

wave passes through a stop band. Both Figure 10.8(a) and (b) show wave motions

localized near the source, exponentially decaying in vertical direction. It is noted that the

decay in amplitude occurs only across fractures and no amplitude decay occurs within

individual layers. The degree of localization is stronger for the center of the stop band and

weaker for the edges of the band.

At the other bounda~ between a stop band and a pass band ( ~ =0.837), once again, the

wave motion exists ubiquitously in the fractured medium. Unlike on the other boundary,

however, the mode shape in the vertical direction is discontinuous across the fractures. As

the discontinuous displacement across a fracture generates stress for finite fracture

stiffnesses, the behavior of the mode depends on the fracture stiffness. Within the pass

band, there is no decay of wave amplitude in the vertical direction. From Figure 10.8(b) it

can be seen that waves with coherent phase are regenerated for high angles of incidence.
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10.5 Decoupled P-SV Waves in Infinite Series of Regularly

Spaced Parallel Fractures

10.5.1 Obliquely incident P-SV wave

A decoupled dispersion equation for P-SV wave propagation in a periodically fractured

system is given by Eq.( 10.28c). Solutions of the equation are examined using the

dimensionless parameters defined by Eq.(10.30a) and (10.30b).

Velocity surfaces (group velocity) for a range of fracture stiffnesses are shown in

Figure 10.9. A constant normalized wave frequency ( a=l) and an isotropic fracture

stiffness ( bti = b for i=j and bti= O for i #j) are assumed. For comparison, velocity

surfaces that are computed from a static equivalent medium model for fractured media

(Schoenberg and Douma, 1988; Schoenberg and Muir, 1989) are also shown. Dotted

quarter circles with normalized group velocities of 1 and 1.62 are the reference velocities

for S- and P-waves in an intact medium, respectively. As the wavelength is much longer

than the fracture spacing (h/ AP=0.097, h / l~=O. 16, A.p and Is are P and S- wave

wavelength, respectively), both the effective medium (static) approximation and the exact

solution yield similar results for relatively high fracture stiffnesses (Figure 10.9(a)).

However, for medium to low fracture stiffnesses (b- 1 or smaller), the difference between

the two solutions becomes significant (Figure 10.9(b)). For very low fracture stiffnesses,

the velocity surface for the exact solution exhibits the multiplication, while the effective

medium model always yields continuous elliptic wavefronts .

The dotted sections of the SV-wave velocity surfaces for the exact solutions are

computed for horizontal slowness ~ >1. Although a plane wave source cannot generate

such waves, a wavefront often has a finite curvature in real situations that leads to a

normalized slowness greater than unity. For a wave incident on a single fracture, scattered

waves with a horizontal slowness ~ >1 become heterogeneous, yielding a complex vertical
A

slowness. It is interesting that a real effective vertical slowness ~Z can result for the case

of an infinite series of fractures.

Changes in the velocity surface when the wave frequency is increased and the fracture

stiffness is held constant are shown in Figure 10.10. As is observed for the SH-wave, the

multiple velocity surfaces appear as the wavelength approaches the fracture spacing.
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However, in contrast to the SH-wave case, the velocity surfaces show much more

complicated behavior, possibly due to coupling between” P and SV- waves. Each velocity

surface has single or multiple intercepts with the zero vertical group velocity axis. At these

points, waves in the system are propagating parallel to the fractures. The behavior of the

waves propagating parallel to the fractures is examined in the following subsection.

10.5.2 Generalized Rayleigh-Lamb plate waves

A condition equivalent to the generalized SH-plate wave (Eq.(10.32)) can be obtained

for the P-SV wave propagating parallel to the fractures.. In the absence of coupling fracture

stiffnesses, the numerator of the vertical group velocity for the P-SV wave can be written in

the form of

P,j = sin(~,h) -jmc.(kX) = sin(a$,). junc.(~).
z

Therefore, a condition for the group velocity to vanish is

sin(~Zh) = O or ~zh = nn (n=O, 1,2,...).

or

jwzc.(kX) = 0.

The condition given by Eq.(10.40a) yields two subconditions

~zh = 2mz (m=O,l ,2,...),

~zh = (2m + l)z (m=O,l ,2,...).

For Eq.(1 0.41a) the dispersion equation becomes

(1 - ei’;’’)(l - e-i~;}’)(l - ei’~’’)(l - e-i’;”)

x(B:@–f(,) .(P:@–fp)=o ‘

where,

f,= f,= coth (~)(2~2-lr-coth($)4f2@@

fQ = f, = coth ($)(2~2-lr-coth(+)4~2@@

(10.39)

(10.40a)

(10.40b)

(10.41a)

(10.41b)

(10.42)

(10.43a)

(10.43b)
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and for Eq.(10.41b),

(1+ ei~;h)(l + e-’~;h)(l + ei’sh)(l + e-i’gh)

x(P:@-fq) ”(P:@-f,)=o ‘

where,

fP=fp=t~h(:)(242-lr-tanh(y)4~2@@

fQ=fq=tanh(+)(2<2-lr-tanh(~)4~2@@

(10.44)

(10.45a)

(10.45b)

Together, Eq.( 10.43a), (10.43b) and (10.45a), (10.45b) are the Rayleigh-Lamb plate wave

equations (Graff, 1975). For zero fracture stiffness, the dispersion equations Eq.( 10.42)

and (10.44) provide solutions for P-SV wave propagation in a single plate. It should be

noted that Eq.( 10.43a) and Eq.(10.45b) yield identical symmetric motions while

Eq.(10.43b) and Eq.(10.45a) yield identical antisymmetric motions

Dispersion relations for the generalized Rayleigh-Lamb plate wave over a range of

fracture stiffnesses are shown in Figure 10.11 (a) and (b) . When the fracture stiffness is

zero, the dkpersion relations for the classical Rayleigh-Lamb plate waves are obtained. As

indicated by Eq.( 10.43a,b) and (10.43a,b), each mode is doubly degenerate. As the

fracture stiffness increases, each mode splits to forma mode pair. It can be shown that one

out of each mode pair has identical motions in neighboring layers (Omode) while the other

shows a motion with a phase 180° different from the neighboring layers (n mode). The

difference in the dispersion behaviors of the modes increase with increasing fracture

stiffness. For high fracture stiffnesses, the generalized Rayleigh-Lamb modes once again

form pairs but with different partners. The first two modes that correspond to the

symmetric and antisymmetric Rayleigh-Lamb plate waves asymptote to bulk P and S-

waves, respectively.

Although the behavior of the P-SV wave modes in the multiply fractured system is

similar to the SH-wave modes, unlike the SH-case, all modes change their behavior with

fracture stiffness. This is because stationary P and SV-waves with identical horizontal

slowness cannot have their anti-nodes on the fractures simultaneously. As either P or SV-

waves always generate stress across fractures, the behavior of the waves becomes stiffness
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dependent. However, intercepts for some of the modes with the zero group velocity axis

do not change with fracture stiffness (indicated by open triangles in Figure 10.11). This is

because the P and SV-waves are decoupled at these points as the waves are vertically

incident on the fracture (horizontal slowness becomes zero). It is noted that the mode that

has the immobile intercept is not always the same. Instead, another mode can replace it

once its intercept with the horizontal axis catches up with the former immobile intercept.

For example, the intercept of the S2-0 mode does not change with increasing fracture

stiffness up to b=2 but it is replaced by the intercept of the S 1-O mode for higher fracture

stiffnesses.

It should be noted that some of the modes show negative group velocities for certain

ranges of wave frequency. The negative group velocities occur when the slope of the

wavenumber-frequency curve becomes negative as shown in Figure 10.12. Some of the

curves in the plots show inflection points below which the group velocity becomes

negative. Such wave behavior was investigated by many researchers including Folk

(1958), Mindlin (1960), and Graff (1975). Mindlin (1960) showed that another branch

that provides complex wavenumbers stems from the inflection point. As the resulting

group velocity is complex, waves corresponding to this branch are attenuative. Folk

(1958) showed that in order to realize a physical wave that is composed of Fourier

components (sine waves with different frequencies), the slope of the curve has to maintain

the same sign. This leads to selection of the complex branch below the inflection point

(Graff, 1975). Therefore even though negative group velocities result from real solutions

of the dispersion equation, they are unphysical.

10.5.3 Particle motions of P-SV waves

Particle motions of the decoupled P-SV waves are plotted as a function of horizontal

slowness in Figure 10.13 (a) to (c). Arrows showing the particle motions in one of the

layers (O.lczcO.2 m) are drawn in slightly thicker lines to emphasize the deformation of

single layers. The assumed fracture stiffness is b=10 and a normalized wave frequency is

a=4. A range of horizontal slowness ~ is swept to examine the behavior of the waves.

Corresponding group velocities have been computed in Section 10.5.1 (see also Figure

10.10 for the case 0!=4 and b=lO).

For most cases, two independent modes (P and SV-type modes) result for a single

horizontal slowness. When ~ =0, waves are propagating vertically with horizontal particle
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Figure 10.13 (c) Particle motions in the third pass band for the SV-type mode. The static
fracturestiffnessis b=10 and the wavefrequencyis cd. This band is boundby two modes of
the generalizedRayleigh-Larnbplatewaves.
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motions in the SV-mode and vertical particle motions in the P-mode (Figure 10.13(a)). As

the horizontal slowness increases (or the angle of incidence increases), the wavefield is

distorted due to an interaction between the fractures and waves obliquely incident on the

fractures. It can be seen that both modes generate elliptic particle motions within single

layers. For ~ =0.244, the vertical group velocity becomes zero. This is a solution

satis~ing Eq.(10.40b). The modes of the wave do not belong to the generalized Rayleigh-

Lamb plate waves as they do not have symmetric or antisymmetric particle motions in a

single layer. In fact, both P and SV- type modes have an identical horizontal group

velocity and particle motions that are mirror images of each other. For this reason, the

corresponding mode cannot be found in the dispersion curves of the generalized Rayleigh-

Lamb plate waves shown in Figure 10.1 l(b).

Between ~ =0.244 and 0.428, no real solutions can be found for the effective vertical

slowness. This is a stop band for P-SV wave propagation and the waves attenuate

exponentially away from the source. At ~ =0.428, another solution for Eq.(10.40b) is

obtained. For the SV-mode, real solutions exist up to ~ =0.684 for which one of the

generalized Rayleigh Lamb modes (mode SO-n) is generated. For the P-mode, the pass

band extends up to <=0.6 17 for which the SO-Omode is generated. This is essentially the

decelerated bulk P-wave and no P-mode faster than this wave exists.

The third pass band for the SV-mode begins at ~ =0.244 for which the AO-Z mode is

generated. This is the last pass band that is terminated by the AO-O mode, which is

essentially the bulk SV-wave. As pointed out previously, the normalized horizontal

slowness of the wave can be larger than unity for waves with a large angle of incidence.
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10.6 Coupled P-SV-SH Wave Propagation

10.6.1 General fracture stiffness matrix

When coupling fracture stiffness is present, the behavior of a medium containing

horizontal multiple parallel fractures is no longer transversely isotropic. The dynamic effect

of the coupling fracture stiffness has been shown for single fractures in Chapter 8 using P

and SV-waves obliquely incident on a fracture and for a fracture interface wave propagating

along a fracture.

Group velocities of P, SV, and SH-waves are computed for a range of source

horizontal slowness. To illustrate the effect of coupling fracture stiffness, the following

fracture stiffness matrix is assumed:

[1
10R

[1KJ=K.O l–v o,

Rol

(10.46)

where v is the Poisson’s ratio of the intact medium ( v=O.2) and R is the coupling fracture

stiffness ratio between the x and z-directions. The above matrix can be rotated around the

z-axis to obtain a fully populated fracture stiffness matrix.

10.6.2 Wave propagation along x-z plane

To examine the effect of coupling fracture stiffness between the x and z-directions, the

velocity surfaces for P-, SV-, and SH- waves are first computed using the static equivalent

medium model (Figure 10.14, left column). The stiffness of the fracture is b(= Kh / ~) =5.

The coupling fracture stiffness ratio R is varied as indicated in the plots. It can be seen that

an increase in coupling fracture stiffness introduces asymmetry and triplications in the

velocity surface. The degree of the asymmetry and triplication increases with increasing

coupling fracture stiffness ratio R. From the plots, the SH-wave is not affected by the

coupling fracture stiffness. This is because the direction of particle motion for the SH-

wave is still decoupled from the other directions. The results obtained for the exact

dispersion equation for multiply fractured media are shown to the right of the static results

for comparison. As the assumed wave frequency is relatively low ( ~=1), both results are
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Figure 10.14 Velocity surfaces computed from static equivalent medium model (left) and exact
dispersion equation (right) for a fracturedmedium. Normalizedstatic fracture stiffnesses are bxPbZ=5,
byy=d>bg.– y.& !-b –O and bxz=b~ R X 5. The effect of a coupling fracture stiffness between the x and z-
dwections IS exammed by varying the coupling parameter R. The coupling fracture stiffness introduces
asymmetry and triplications in the velocity surfaces.
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Figure 10.15 Velocity surfaces computed from an exact dispersion equation for fractured medium.
Normalizedstatic fracturestiffnessesare b~bu=b, byy=b(l - V), bxy=O, bxZ= R X b, where V=O-2, b
=5. It can be seen that the coupling affects the shape of the velocity surface greater for lower fracture
stiffnesses.

very similar for low-to-intermediate degrees of coupling. For the case of very strong

coupling (R= O.9), a significant difference between the exact solution and static

approximation can be seen.

Velocity surfaces for lower fracture stiffnesses (b=O.5 and 2.5) are also computed

using the exact dispersion equation (Figure 10. 15). For a low fracture stiffness, the

previous analysis shows significant differences between velocity surfaces (see Figure

10.9b). From a comparison between the case b=5/R=O.5 and b=2.5/R=O.5, it can be seen

that the degree of asymmetry and triplication increases with decreasing fracture stiffness.

For an even smaller fracture stiffness, the SV-wave surface exhibits a stop band that is not

observed for the case without coupling fracture stiffness.
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10.6.3 Fully coupled P-SV-SH wave propagation

When the fractures in a medium have anisotropic fracture stiffnesses as shown in

Eq.(10.46), the group velocity for propagating waves exhibits azimuthal anisotropy. This

anisotropy is caused by an azimuthal rotation of the fracture stiffness matrix that introduces

a coupling fracture stiffnesses between the x and y-directions. The velocities are computed

using Eq(10.23) and (10.27).

A single quadrant (x,y>O) of three-dimensional group velocity surfaces for P-, SV-,

and SH-waves is shown in Figure 10.16. The dimensionless frequency was cx=l, and the

fracture stiffness used in Eq.(10.46) was b=O.5, yielding an impedance ratio ~ =1. The

top plot is for the case without a coupling fracture stiffness between the x and z-directions

and the bottom is for the case with a coupling stiffness given by R=O.5. Cross-sections of

the velocity surfaces along the x-z plane are the plots that are shown in Figure 10.15.

From the plots, the highly complex geometry of the velocity surfaces can be seen. Due to

the coupling fracture stiffness introduced between the y- and other directions, SH- surfaces

also exhibits azimuthal anisotropy.
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SH-surface

SV-surface

(a) without x-z coupling ( bX.=O)

Az
P-surface

(b) with x-z coupling ( bXZ=0.25)

Figure 10.16 Velocity surfaces for media containing an infinite series of regularly spaced parallel
fractures. For both cases, the frequencyparameteris CX=l, thestatic tangential stiffnesses are bxx=0.5,
byy=0.4 , thestatic normal stiffness is bzz=0.5. Thetopplot (a)iscomputed for bxz=Oand the bottom

plot (b) is for bxZ=0.25.
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10.7 Generalized Fracture Interface Wave

10.7.1 Dispersion equation

If the thickness of the layers is large compared with the wavelength, i.e. ~ + CO,the

dispersion equation (10.22) degenerates into that for the fracture interface wave. For this
A

case,~Z= O because no effective vertical wave propagation is present. If the normalized

horizontal slowness of the interface wave ~ is such that both El and @ are real and positive

or, if either one of them is complex, the real components are positive and the dispersion

equation becomes

(10.47)

where

f, =fq = (2;2 -1)2 -4g2@@ = f . (10.48)

It is noted that a scalar term multiplied to the matrix in Eq.(10.22) has been dropped.

Equation (10.47) is a dispersion equation for interface waves propagating along a fracture.

This class of waves can be seen as a pair of Rayleigh surface waves coupled across a single

fracture.

If no coupling fracture stiffness k present, Eq.( 10.47) becomes

(10.49)

Therefore, SV, SH, and P-type wavesbecome decoupled as

p,+gwf=o, (10.50a)

P2q@-f=o, (10.50b)

P3=p; +@=o, (10.5OC)

P4=@=o. (10.50d)

It is noted that real-valued slowness ~ cannot satkfy Eq.(10.50c) as the impedance

parameter is always real and positive or its real part takes on a positive value. This is

because the elastic stiffness of the fracture has to be real and positive. Eq.(10.50d) is

equivalent to ~ =1. It can be shown that this is a SH-wave propagating parallel to the
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fracture. Therefore, two types of Rayleigh interface wave exist (Eq.(10.50a) and

(10.50b)), as shown in the previous chapter.

10.7.2 Anisotropic group velocity

As was discussed in Section 10.6 for general wave propagation in an infinite series of

parallel fractures, the group velocity of the fracture interface wave exhibits azimuthal

anisotropy if the fracture stiffness matrix (or impedance ratio matrix) is azimuthally

anisotropic. Such fracture stiffness arises when the two principal tangential stiffnesses are

not identical or if any coupling fracture stiffness between z- and other directions is present.

To see the effect of anisotropic fracture stiffness on the velocities of the fracture interface

waves, the following fracture impedance ratio matrix (proportional to the fracture stiffness

matrix) is assumed

[1[f$]=P”: l:V : (10.51)

Rol

where ~ = 2 K/coZs = 1, v=O.2. The coupling fracture stiffness ratio R between the x and

z-directions is varied between O and 0.9. The components of group velocity are computed

by applying Eq(10.23) and (10.27) to the dispersion equation Eq.(10.47).

Group velocities plotted as a function of the azimuthal angle are shown in Figure

10.17. The angle is defined for the propagation direction (group velocity) relative to the x-

axis. As discussed in the previous chapter, the resulting two modes are characterized by

symmetric and anti-symmetric particle motions across the fracture in the absence of any

coupling fracture stiffnesses. The modes whose particle motions are neither symmetric or

antisymmetric due to the introduced coupling stiffness are called quasi-symmetric and

quasi-antisymmetric modes.

The quasi-symmetric mode does not show large azimuthal anisotropy for R=O as an

azimuthal rotation of the fracture impedance ratio matrix Eq.( 10.51) does not introduce

coupling between the z- and other directions. The quasi-antisymmetric mode, on the other

hand, exhibits anisotropy as the rotation of the matrix introduces coupling between the x

and y-directions. Along the direction of the x-axis ( 19=0”), an increase in R results in an

increase in group velocity of the quasi-symmetric Rayleigh interface wave and a decrease in

the velocity of the quasi-antisymmetric wave. In contrast, along the y-axis ((9=900), group
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Figure 10.17 Anisotropic group velocities of fracture interface wave with a range of x-z coupling
fracturestiffness. Impedanceratios are&x=&z=l, l$y=o.s, Ex@, andP=R. Along the directionof the X-
axis (tl=&), an increasein R results in increasein groupvelocityof the quasi-symmetricRayleigh interface
wave and a decrease in the velocity of the quasi-antisymrnetricwave. In contrast, in the y-axis direction
(0=903, group velocities show opposite behavior with very small change in the velocity of quasi-
antisymmetricmode.

#

velocities show opposite behavior with very small change in the velocity of the quasi-

antisymmetric mode.

10.7.3 Particle motion

In the previous chapter, it has been shown that introduction of a coupling fracture

stiffness between the x and z- directions changes the particle motions of the fracture

interface wave propagating along the x-axis. The elliptic particle motion changes its aspect

ratio and tilts its principal axes within the x-z plane. Coupling introduced between the x

and y-directions due to the azimuthal rotation of the source causes particle motions normal

to the direction of wave propagation as Well as the tilting of the elliptic particle motions

within the x-y plane.
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Particle motions of the fracture interface wave on the surface of the lower halfspace are

shown in Figure 10.18. For this example, the impedance Eq.( 10.51) with ~= 1 is used.

The direction of the phase propagation is 45° (azimuthal angle) from the x-axis. A local

Cartesian coordinate system (shown as x’-, y’-, and z’- axes) is defined by rotating the

original system around the z-axis. When the shear stiffness is isotropic (PU - ~YYfor

v = O) and no coupling between the x and z- directions is present, both modes exhibit

elliptic particle motions parallel to the x’-z’ plane. For anisotropic shear stiffness

(PH * ~,,), the ellipse of the particle motion of the quasi-antisymmetric mode tilts against

the x’-axis. However, the particle motion is still normal to the fracture. When coupling

between the x and z- directions is introduced (R=O.5), particle motions of both modes have

all components (x’, y’, and z- components) and the ellipses are tilted against the local

coordinate axes.
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10.8 Summary

In this chapter, wave propagation in media containing an infinite series of regularly

spaced multiple parallel fractures is examined analytically. An exact dispersion equation for

plane waves is derived using Floquet theory to impose periodic boundary conditions on the

displacement and stress across fractures whose behavior is modeled by the displacement-

discontinuity boundary conditions.

The derived dispersion equation can describe the group velocity and particle motion of

waves propagating at any oblique angle of incidence, including waves propagating parallel

to multiple parallel fractures or a single fracture. In some cases, waves propagating parallel

to the fractures are shown to be a generalized case of the Rayleigh-Lamb plate waves. The

dispersion equation of the Rayleigh-Lamb plate waves is derived by considering the special

cases of 0° and 180° phase changes across single layers. The dispersion equation of the

fracture interface waves with general anisotropic fracture stiffness is also derived by

considering the special case of infinitely large fracture spacing.

For a wavelength much longer than the fracture spacing and a relatively high fracture

stiffness, wave propagation in a multiply fractured system can be described by a

homogeneous equivalent medium model using the static approximation. However, for

wavelength comparable to or shorter than the fracture spacing, or for low fracture

stiffnesses, the behavior of the wave can no longer be explained by an equivalent medium

model. The group velocity exhibits a frequency dependent behavior that increases the

degree of anisotropy with increasing wave frequency. For certain combinations of wave

frequency and fracture stiffness, the wave propagation in a direction normal to the fractures

is prohibited. Such a result is similar to those shown in Chapter 2 for one-dimensional

wave propagation, describing alternating regions of wave frequencies where waves can

propagate (pass band) or cannot propagate (stop band) across the wave spectrum. At a

boundary between a pass and a stop band, the vertical group velocity becomes zero,

producing waves propagating parallel to the fractures. As the energy is trapped within

individual layers, the system is resonating in the direction normal to the fractures.

The results obtained in this chapter are significant for examining the anisotropic

frequency-dependent characteristics of wave propagation in a multiply fractured medium.

It has been shown that, for relatively high frequencies and low fracture stiffnesses, the

behavior of waves can be quite different from what is predicted from the static effective
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medium approximation. Although the current research is limited to systems with regular

fracture spacing and constant fracture stiffness, the general dispersion equation for regulary

fractured media has not been derived bef@’e, and its results should provide a foundation for

investigating wave propagation in more general fractured media.

Future research should include a study of wave propagation in media containing

fractures with irregular spacing and fracture stiffness. The spacing and the fracture

stiffness may be correlated each other. To tackle such problems, simulations using

numerical methods such as the finite difference method and the propagator matrix method

may be used. Future research should also examine the amplitude anisotropy in wave

propagation as it is not included here. Since the wave amplitudes are commonly known to

be more sensitive to the stiffness of a fracture than velocities, they should provide

additional and possibly more accurate information about the characteristics of fractured

reservoir rocks.



General Summary and Conclusions

In this thesis, the effects of fractures on the acoustic resonance of rock and concrete have

been examined for a variety of fractured systems, including finite one-dimensional and

three-dimensional bodies, and an infinite three-dimensional body with regularly-spaced

parallel fractures. The purpose of this chapter is to reemphasize the principal findings and

conclusions of the preceding chapters and to provide further suggestions for future

research.

11.1 Summary and Conclusions

A medium containing compliant fractures exhibits acoustic resonance characteristics

different from an intact medium, such as decreased acoustical resonance frequencies, an

abrupt change in the resonance mode shapes across the fractures, and an increased

attenuation when fluid or an attenuative material is present in the fracture. These effects are

caused by fractures acting as internal boundaries that interact with propagating waves. A

fracture with finite compliance (or stiffness) partially transmits and reflects propagating

waves. Such behavior of the wave can be properly modeled by a special boundary

condition called the displacement-discontinuity boundary condition (Schoenberg, 1980;

330
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Pyrak-Nolte et al., 1990a,b). Throughout this thesis, this model has been used extensively

to examine the behavior of both propagating waves and standing waves (resonance).

Analytical work in Chapter 2 and experimental work in Chapter 3 demonstrate the

significant effects of single and multiple fractures on the resonance of one-dimensional

systems. Unlike simple transmission or reflection of a wave from a single fracture, the

resonance characteristics of a fractured medium such as resonance frequency and

attenuation are found to be very specific to the location of the fracture in the medium with

respect to the relevant mode shape. Modes that lead to large strain amplitude at the location

of the fracture exhibit large sensitivity to changes in the fracture stiffness and attenuation

due to energy dissipation within the fracture.

If the location of the fracture is known, the resonance frequency shift of a medium

containing the fracture can be used to determine the dynamic stiffness of the fracture

quantitatively. Using a numerical model introduced in Chapter 4, dynamic stiffness of a

single fracture in a concrete specimen (Chapter 6) was determined from experimentally

measured resonance frequencies. The same technique and code were used to determine the

anisotropic elastic moduli of rocks containing compliant microcracks and grain contacts

(Chapter 5). Such a technique can be a powerful laboratory tool for determining the

material properties of anisotropic rocks and a diagnostic tool for detecting and

characterizing defects in any structure built of rock and/or concrete.

The applicability of these resonance techniques to characterize fracture-introduced

defects is also demonstrated by a series of semi-site scale tests on concrete bridge columns

with artificially introduced damage (Chapter 7). Changes in the dynamic bending stiffness

determined from resonance frequencies before and after the destruction and repair of the

specimens show excellent agreement with the static stiffness. It is found that the stiffness

of the columns corresponds better with the result from the resonance test than the high-

frequency wave propagation test indicating that the resonance test is more appropriate for

assessing the global integrity of the structure. Also, considering the reduced amount of

time and work required for the resonance test when compared to the static loading test and

the wave transmission test that requires multiple scans, the resonance test has a significant

advantage as a technique to assess the integrity of damaged structures.

In a system containing multiple fractures, the relative locations of the fractures play an

important role in determining the behavior of resonance as shown in Chapter 2. For

,,q
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fractures with a large compliance, a system with regularly spaced fractures exhibits groups

of resonance peaks for which the amplitude of the relevant mode shape is more or less

uniformly distributed within the medium. In contrast, a system with irregularly spaced

fractures does not show formation of the mode groups. However, the mode shape of the

resonances is strongly localized in limited regions within the medium. Such behavior is

also observed experimentally in Chapter 6 during the resonance measurements on a

fractured concrete cylinder. The localization of resonance in a fractured system is

particularly interesting because it can be a diagnostic tool for detecting fractures. For

example, it may be applied for detecting a loose key block on a mining roof or an unstable

boulder that may trigger a dangerous rock fall.

During the analysis performed in Chapter 2, the resonance of a fractured medium

embedded in a one-dimensional infinite medium is examined. It has been shown that the

resonance characteristics of the embedded part cut out of the system bears close relation to

the spectrum computed for the entire wave train transmitted through the fractured zone.

The groups of resonances observed for the fractured part correspond to a spectral band

with large transmission coefficients for the propagating wave (pass band) and a spectral

band with small transmission coefficients (stop band). Therefore, by examining the

spectrum of the propagating wave, a rough estimate of the resonance characteristics of the

fractured zone can be obtained. For an infinite series of regularly spaced fractures, a

dispersion equation of the wave can be derived using Floquet’s theory to examine the

behavior of the wave propagating in the medium. For this system, the group velocity

approaches zero for frequencies at boundaries between the pass bands and stop bands,

indicating that the system is resonating. These frequencies correspond to the peaks in the

coda spectrum of the waves transmitted and reflected by the finite fractured zone embedded

in an infinite medium.

If a medium contains uniformly distributed microcracks with any preferred orientation,

the effect of the additional compliance introduced by a fracture can be analyzed by treating

the medium containing the rnicrocracks as an anisotropic homogeneous material. In Chapter

5, wave propagation and resonance in such medium is examined using granite specimens

that exhibit approximate transverse isotropy due to oriented microcracks. Elastic moduli of

the transversely isotropic effective medium model for the granite are determined from static,

ultrasonic, and resonance tests. Measured frequency responses and mode shapes of the

granite specimen show good agreement with the behavior of the model using inverted

anisotropic elastic moduli. Although the moduli determined from the static, ultrasonic, and
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resonance tests show a consistent trend in the magnitude of their components, results from

the ultrasonic tests show the highest moduli while’those from the static test show the lowest

moduli. This result may reveal a frequency-dependent dynamic behavior of cracks

contained in the rock.

To examine the frequency-dependent behavior of multiple fractures, a plane wave

analysis is performed to derive a general dispersion equation for wave propagation in a

medium containing an infinite series of regularly spaced multiple parallel fractures (Chapter

10). A periodic boundary condition is imposed using Floquet’s theory and the behavior of

the fracture is modeled under the displacement-discontinuity boundary conditions as in

Chapter 2. The dispersion equation describes the behavior of waves incident on the

fractures at any angle in the layered three-dimensional medium. For low wave frequencies

and high fracture stiffnesses, the resulting group velocities of the waves are close to the

velocities computed for an effective medium model using the static approximation for the

behavior of the medium containing fractures. Such an approximation is essentially the

same as treating a rock containing oriented microcracks as a homogeneous anisotropic rock

using an effective medium (Chapter 5). However, for low fracture stiffnesses and wave

frequencies that result in wavelengths comparable or shorter than the fracture spacing, the

spectrum and the vertical group velocity of the waves exhibit stop and pass bands similar to

those seen in the one-dimensional system in Chapter 2.

At boundaries between a pass band and a stop band and within a stop band, waves

cannot propagate across fractures, but they can propagate along fractures. Particularly at

boundaries between a stop and a pass band, wave motion is present everywhere in the

system but there is no vertical propagation of wave energy (vertical group velocity becomes

zero.) This can be seen as a resonance of the system in the direction normal to the

fractures. Some of these modes have been shown to be a family of the Rayleigh-Lamb

plate waves generalized in the sense that an infinite number of parallel layers are coupled by

fractures with finite stiffness. The general dispersion equation is also shown to degenerate

into a dispersion equation for the fracture interface wave along a fracture in three-

dimensional space. This dispersion equation is more general than the one derived in

Chapter 9 because the fracture stiffness matrix can include all components (9 components

in a 3x3 matrix).

The stiffness of the fracture is generalized to include coupling terms between normal

and tangential components of stress and displacement in Chapter 8. Such coupling is
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shown to be caused by a shear stress applied to the fracture. Results from experiments and

numerical analyses show that a sheared fracture converts part of a P-wave normally

incident on a fracture to a polarized S-wave and vise versa. The physical mechanism that

leads to this behavior is the elastic dilation of the fracture under the seismically applied

shear or normal load. The dilation is due to the coupling fracture stiffness that results from

a redistribution of local contact stiffness on the fracture surface caused by the shear. This

mechanism is supported by experimental evidence obtained from steel blocks with a reguku-

saw-tooth fracture. Wave transmission through an array of inclined flat slits shows similar

behavior to that of a sheared fracture in rock. The same configuration of a fractured steel

block tested with fine glass beads in the fracture zone reveals that conversion of waves can

occur for a fracture filled with materials such as rock fragments.

An example of the effect of a sheared fracture on the propagation of waves is given in

Chapter 9 focusing specifically on the fracture interface wave. A dispersion equation is

derived for the fracture interface wave including the shear-induced coupling fracture

stiffness. Velocities and particle motions computed from the dispersion equation show a

significant effect from the coupling fracture stiffness.

The observed behaviors of waves propagating normal to and parallel to fractures can be

used to remotely detect and measure the active shear stress on a fracture. The potential field

of application of these methods can be quite broad from stress measurement on an interface

within manufactured parts to stress monitoring for geological structures such as seismically

active faults.

11.2 Remaining Problems and Future Research

Before acoustic resonance can be generally applied as a quantitative tool for material

characterization and defect diagnosis, there are still many issues to be resolved.

For example, in reality, most fractures have a finite size. The resonance of three

dimensional media including a finite fracture is difficult to tackle due to diffraction of waves

by the crack tip. Such a problem is not very tractable for the numerical technique

introduced in Chapter 4 due to the singular stress field. Extensive computation using the

finite element method or boundary element method may provide solutions for relatively

simple problems but the use of such methods becomes impractically expensive

(computationally) when the dynamic interaction among multiple fractures is to be solved.
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Attenuation ofresonance isdsoan issue that requires futiherresemch. Although

simple one dimensional cases are treated in Chapter 2, the effect of attenuation on multi-

dimensional resonance should be further investigated. Attenuation in a structure is

conventionally treated using Rayleigh damping that enables the involved eigenvalue

problem related to the resonance of the system tractable (for example, Petyt, 1990).

However, such an approach is hardly physical and the measured attenuation cannot be

related to any mechanical parameters such as viscous and frictional energy loss in a fracture

or material. Explicit modeling of the loss mechanism can be computationally expensive.

Another type of attenuation is radiation damping due to radiation away from a resonating

structure as a propagating wave. Radiation damping can be a key issue when the

resonating structure is acoustically coupled to an infinite or semi-infinite space where the

propagating wave can escape. This is always the case when the resonance of geological

structures is to be examined. Numerical methods such as the finite difference method that

can handle a large problem with relatively small computational cost, or the boundary

element method that can solve problems with infinite boundaries have been used with

limited success. However, for inverting for the location and properties of inherent

fractures in a structure from its measured resonance, these numerical techniques have to

solve the relevant equations fast enough to be able to allow for multiple iterations.

In inverting the properties of materials and fractures such as elastic moduli and fracture

stiffness from measured resonance, identification of individual mode type can be a bottle

neck for their accurate determination. In this thesis, the mode shapes associated with an

isotropic glass cube and a transversely isotropic granite cube are measured using a laser-

Doppler vibrometer and show good agreement with the simulated mode shapes. These

results indicate that mode shape can be used to identify each measured resonance. Such a

technique can be essential if the number of parameters to be determined is large.

Particularly if the principal axes of the stiffness parameters are not known, a very large

number (up to 21 for elastic moduli and 6 for fracture stiffness of a single fracture) of

resonance frequencies are needed to be measured. The feasibility of such a technique

should be assessed by laboratory experiments.

Another issue with resonance inversion is the heterogeneity of material properties and

the fracture stiffness. As indicated by the resonance of a fractured dolomite specimen

(Chapter 5) and the resonance of a fractured concrete cylinder under low axial stress

(Chapter 6), heterogeneity in the elastic moduli and fracture stiffness can lead to resonance

behaviors that are not expected for uniform moduli and stiffness. Through numerical

.,?,
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simulations and experiments, the effect of heterogeneity on the resonance should be further

investigated.

The cross coupling behavior of waves also needs to be verified quantitatively in

laboratory, including its relation to static fracture stiffness. For this purpose, seismic

transducers with matched source and receiver characteristics for both P- and S- waves

should be used. The current research uses transducers with piezoelectric crystals that have

different resonance frequencies for P- and S-waves (850kHz and 500kHz, respectively).

Due to the relatively small overlap between the transducers’ spectral ranges, the relative

magnitude of the shear-induced conversions could not be measured quantitatively.

Experimental verification is also needed for the effect of shear on the propagation of the

fracture interface wave. Furthermore, it is important to identify the geometry of the fracture

interface that leads to the elastic dilation of the fracture. To this end, the relation between

three-dimensional contact geometries and their mechanical behavior under a variety of

loading conditions should be investigated.

In the final chapter, wave propagation and resonance in media containing regularly

spaced parallel fractures was examined. The pass-and-stop band behavior observed in

such systems is the most pronounced for fractures with regular spacing and identical

fracture stiffness. Wave behavior is expected to be quite different if irregularity is

introduced. As speculated from the results in Chapter 2, pass bands for an irregular system

would be much narrower and aperiodic, allowing less transmission of energy over a range

of frequencies. An approach that incorporates the statistics of fracture spacings and

stiffnesses is difficult to execute for analyzing the frequency-dependent wave propagation

in an irregular system; consequently, research should be conducted using numerical

techniques such as the finite difference method or propagator matrix method.

Finally, it is again emphasized that the research topics covered in this thesis are only a

part of the rich and profound physical phenomenon associated with the acoustic resonance

of fractured media. It is the author’s hope that this work has shed a little more light on the

unveiled part of this field. Research on the fundamental physics behind acoustic resonance

should continue to establish a more complete body of knowledge on the subject, and that

knowledge should be put to practical use for further technological progress in the pertinent

fields of engineering.
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Appendix A

Displacement Propagator Matrix
Method for a Fractued 1-D System

Wave propagation and resonance in a one dimensional system containing multiple

fractures can be examined analytically or numerically using the propagator matrix method

(Kennett, 1983; Aki and Richard, 1980). This appendix shows how fractures are

incorporated in a propagator method formulated for the displacement field.

The method is developed for a single Fourier component of the wavefield given by

u(t) = u. e-~af.As the time-dependent term is common for the entire wavefield, it can be

omitted. The basic idea of the displacement propagator matrix method is to relate source

displacement on a boundary to receiver displacement on another boundary by incrementally

predicting the dk.placement on the boundaries between two points.

For a one-dimensional system, a wave propagating in the system is decomposed to a

down-going wave Ud and an up-going wave UU.The resulting displacement at any location

is obtained by adding these two components. At each interface (fracture) between layers,

the displacement-discontinuiu boundary conditions shown below are applied to model the

transmission and reflection of the waves

(A. la)

(A.lb)
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where u+ , CY+and u-, o- are displacement and stress at opposite sides of a fracture. K is

the specific fracture stiffness. At any location in the system, displacement is given by

U=ud-?-uu. (A.2)

In a continuous part of the system, up-going and down-going waves are expressed as

follows

u~(z) = u~(zO)exp (:(z-zO))

u.(z) = uu(zO)exp (-:(Z-ZO))

(A.3a)

(A.3b)

where co is the angular frequency and c is the velocity of the propagating wave. The stress

induced by a passage of wave is given by

*duo= E*&=E —.
dz

(A.4)

The elastic moduli E* is related to the wave velocity in the continuous part of the system by

E* = /2C2. (A.5)

From Eq.(A.3)-(A.5), the stress is obtained as

o = iopc(ud – u.)= tcoz(ud – u.). (A.6)

By introducing Eq.(A.2) and (A.6) into Eq.(A. 1), the displacement-discontinuity boundary

conditions are rewritten as

icoz-(u; – u; )(=Ku:i-u:-u; – d

Z’(U; –U:)=z-(u; – -

(A.7a)

Uu)” (A.7b)

Assuming identical material properties for both sides of the fracture (Z+ = Z-),

Eq.(A.7a,b) are expressed in a matrix form

where the non-dimensional impedance parameter /3 is defined by

(A.8)
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2KfC0
P—

‘z”
(A.9)

Equation (A.8) provides the phase and amplitude change of the wave propagating across

fracture.

From Eq.(A.3), components of the displacement between two boundaries of

continuous part of the system are

a

a

(A.1O)

where L is the distance between the boundaries. @ is the phase change over the distance L

given by

A pair of displacements for the up-going and down-going waves on the boundary can be

related to another pair of the displacements on a remote boundary by cyclicly applying the

matrix equations (A.8) and (A. 10) as follows

[1
(n+m)

u;
* (n)

= %+m 7%+ I?2-1
)p( n+m-1) Ud

)[ ]...E(Zn+2.Zn+JP(n+1)E(Z.+I,Znu+
u; u

[1
.(A.12)+ (n)

=Q:
u

Tge displacement within an intact section of the system is obtained by first computing the

displacements on a boundary of the section and then applying Eq.(A.3).

Equation (A. 12) needs two boundary conditons to be solved. For example, for the

forced vibration of a free-end system, the stress at the driving point (driving function) and

the free-end (equal to zero) are the necessary and satisfactory conditions. A frequency

response (dynamic compliance) of the system can be obtained by setting the driving force

(stress) amplitude to unity. For a wave incident on a series of fractures in an infinite

medium, the displacement (or stress) of the incident wave is given. An additional condition

is provided by setting the zero amplitude of the wave that is reflecting back from infinite

distance (Sommerfeld radiation condition).
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Derivation of Nobilities for a
Fractured 1-D System

In this appendix, the nobilities of fractured one-dimensional systems discussed in

Chapter 2 are derived using the propagate matrix method described in Appendix A.

Resonance of a bar containing a single fracture

For a finite system containing a single fracture as discussed in Section 2.2.2, the

propagator matrix that relates displacement at the top and the bottom of the system is

[T”Q[$r7
where

(B.1)

(B.2)

The symbols and notations in the above equations are adopted from Appendix A. As the

system has a stress-free boundary at the end of the second segment,
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@_ Ju-”)
-—= ’;(%-d”‘O.az

Therefore,

-(1) -(1)Ud =Uu .

By introducing Eq.(B.4) into Eq.(B. 1),

u+(o) (l+i//3)ei(’’+@O)_i/&-iC@,-@oJ

r- U;(”)= (1 -i/~)e-i(’’+”o) +i/~ei(”’-O”)”

The mobility at the source is

~(”) au(”)

/

~. 13u(”) –~~ . (u: +U;)(”) = (–1) 1+ r
—— .—
~(o) = at Jz = ioz “(ZJ – u: )(0) Z l–r
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(B.3)

(B.4)

(B.5)

(B.6)

By introducing the Eq.(B.R) into (B.6), the mobility is

Jo) 1 2cos#Josin@, ‘Bcd@O ‘@l)=A.M-
p=-=. (B.7)

ZZ 2sin@osin@l –~sin(@o + @l) Z

M is a dimensionless mobility. Therefore, the power of the dimensionless mobility at the

source is

. [2cos@osin@, -Bc@f#o + fh)~
‘M = [2sin@osin@, -/lsin(@o + @l)~

(B.8)

The mobility at the free-end is

@ ~uw

I E* h(o) –i@ . (u; + u;)(l) = –(u; + 24;)(’)
—— (B.9)~(o) = at dz = icoz . (u; – u; )(0) Z. (1– r)uj(o)

The dkiplacement components at the free-end ( U;(l) ad U;(l)) me related to Ul(o) thrOU@

Eq.(B. 1). Resulting mobiliy is

~(l) 1
P lM

~(o) = = .ZZ 2sin@o .sin@l –~sin(~o + 01) ‘Y” .
(B.1O)

The power of the dimensionless mobility is
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(B.11)

Resonance of a delaminated luz~space

For a delaminated halfspace discussed in Section 2.4, the propagator matrix equation

becomes

[:l=Q[:r7 (B.12)

Due to the radiation condition (i.e., no wave is propagating from an infinite distance),

u:(’) =0. This leads to a relation

+(o)Uu 1 2i$o~~—.—

Uj(o) 1+ i~ e “

Therefore, the source mobility is computed from

fl=fl~= ~.l+cos(20)+ i(P+sin(2@))=~.M
~(o) Z l–r Z 1- cos(2#) + i(~ - sin(2@)) Z

The power of the dimensionless mobility is

~M* = 2(1 + cos(2@)) +~2 + 2~sin(2@)

2(1 - cos(2@)) + f12- 2/3sin(2@) -

(B.14)

(B.15)

(B.16)


